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european space agency

The European Space Agency was lormed out of, and
took over the rights and obligations of, the two earlier
European Space Organisations: the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organrsation for the Development and Construction of
Space Vehrcle Launchers (ELDO) The Member States
are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
lreland, ltaly, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
Swrtzerland and the United Kingdom Finland is an
Associate Member of the Aoencv Canada is a
Cooperating State

In the words of the Convention: The ouroose of the
Agency shall be to provide for and to promote, for
exclusively peaceful purposes, co-operation among
European States in space research and technology and
their space applications, with a view to their being used
for scientific purposes and for operational space
applications systems

(a) by elaborating and implementing a long{erm
European space policy, by recommending space
objectives to the lvlember States, and by concerting
the policies of the lvlember States with respect to
other national and international organisations and
institutionsl

(b) by elaborating and implementing activities and
programmes in the space field;

(c) by co-ordinating the European space programme
and national programmes, and by integrating the
latter progressively and as completely as possrble
into the European space programme, in particular as
regards the development of applications satellitesl

(d) by elaborating and implementing the industrial
polrcy appropriate to its programme and by
recommendrng a coherent industrial policy to the
lvlember States

The Agency rs directed by a Council composed of
representatives of Member States The Director General
is the chief executive of the Agency and its legal
representative

The D rectorate of the Agency consists of the Director
General; the Inspector General; the Director of Scientific
Programmes; the Director of Observation of the Earth
and rts Environmenti the Director of the Telecommunica-
tions Programme; the Director of Space Transportation
Systems; the Director of the Space Station and
Microgravrty Programme; the Director of ESTEC; the
Director of Operations and the Director of Administratton

The ESA HEADOUARTERS are in Paris

The major establishments of ESA are:

THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
Netherlands

THE EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

ESRIN, Frascatr, ltaly

Chairman of the Council: Prof F Carassa

Director General: J-M Luton

agence spatiale europ6enne

L'Agence Spatiale Europdenne est lssue des deux
Oryanisations spatla/es europ6ennes qui I'ont pr5c6d6e

l' Organisation europdenne de recherches spafiales
(CEFS) et I'Oryanisation europdenne pour la mise au
point et la construction de lanceurs d'engins spatiaux
(CECLES) - dont elle a repris les drcits et obligattons
Les Etats membres en sont: IAllemagne, l'Autriche, la
Belgique, le Danemark, l'Espagne, la France, I'lrlande,
I'ltalie, la Norvdge, /es Pays-Bas, le Royaume-Uni, la
Suede et /a Sulsse La Finlande est membre assocld de
I'Agence Le Canada beneficie d'un statut d'Etat
cooperant

Se/on /es termes de la Convenlion: l'Agence a pour
mlsslon d'assurer et de d6velopper, d des fins
exclusivement pacifiques, la cooperailon entre Etats
eurcpdens dans /es domaines de la recherche et de la
technologie spalla/es et de leurs applications spat/a/es,
en vue de leur utilisatton d des llns scientifioues et Dour
des systdmes spatiaux op6tationnels d'applicattons:

(a) en 
'laborant 

et en mettant en oeuvrc une politique
spatiale europeenne A long terme, en
recommandant aux Etats membres des oblectls en
matidre spattale et en concertant les politiques des
Etats membtes d I'egard d'autres organisations et
nstllutlons nationales et internationales:

(b) en 6laborant et ei mettant en oeuvre des activites et
des programmes dans le domaine spatial;

(c) en coordonnant le programme spatial eurcpeen et
les programmes nattonaux, et en inrcgrant ces
derniers progressivement el aussl compbtement
que posslb/e dans le programme spattal eurcpeen,
notamment en ce qui conceme le d6veloppement
de safe//lles d' a D Dl icatio ns

(d) en 6laborant et en mettant en oeuvre la politique
industnelle apprcpriee d son programme et en
recommandant aux Etats membres une politiaue
industrielle cohdrente

L'Agence est dirigee par un Conseil, compose de
representants des Elats membrcs Le Directeur g6n6ral
est le fonctionnatrc executif supdneur de I'Agence et la
represente dans lous ses acles.

Le Directoire de l'Agence esf composd du Directeur
g6ndral; de I'lnspecteur general; du Directeur des
Programmes scientif iques, du Duecteu des
Programmes d'Observation de la Terre et de son
Environnement; du Directeur du Programme de
Tel5communications; du Directeur des Sysldmes de
Transport spatial du Directeur du Programme Station
spatiale et Microgrcvi6; du Directeur de I'ESTEC, du
Directeur des Op6rations et du Dtrccteur de
l'Administration

Le S/EGE de I'Agence est a Pars

Les principaux Elabllssements de I'Agence sont:

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE RECHEBCHE ET DE
TECHNOLOGIE SPAI/ALES (ESTEC), Noordw|k,
Pays-8as

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN D'OPERATIONS SPAI/ALES
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Allemagne

ESRIN, Frascali, ltalie

President du Conseil: Prof. F. Carassa

Directeur general: J.-M Luton
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revised hipparcos mission implementation

lmplementation of the Revised Hipparcos
Mission at ESOC

J. Van der Ha
Hipparcos Ground Segment Manager, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
Darmstadt, Germany

Introduction
The Hipparcos satellite was launched during
the night of 8 August 1989 by an Ariane-4
vehicle Because of failure of the satellite's
apogee boost motor to fire, Hipparcos did
not achieve its rntended geostationary orbit.
A significant redesign of the mission-operat-
ions concept and associated ground-support
facilities was immediately started with the
objective of achieving the maximum possible
scientific return from the so-called 'revised

mission'. By the end of November 1989, less
than four months after launch, the revised
mission implementation was completed to the
point where the collection of scientific data
from Hipparcos could start.

Following the launch of ESA's astrometry satellite Hipparcos in
August 1989, ESOC has been responsible for defining the revised
Hipparcos operations concept for the new elliptical orbit, for
implementing the necessary facilities associated with this concept,
and for preparing for the subsequent revised mission operations.

Investigation of the boost-motor failure
On Thursday 10 August 1989, at about
14.00 h Central European Time, ESOC up-
linked the telecommands to initiate the firing
of the apogee boost motor which would
propel Hipparcos into the geostationary orbit
for which it had been designed. No change
in satellite velocity was subsequently
observed at the ground stations, and so it

was evident that the motor firing had not
been successful. lt took only a few hours to
confirm that the uolinked commands were
correct, and so the failure was almost
certainly on-board, and almost certainly
imoossible to reoair.

During the following weeks, ESOC staff,
together wrth Project and Contractor experts,
performed detailed investigations in order to

understand what exactly had happened on-
board. A reformatting of the telemetry format
within a few days after the failure allowed a
sampilng of the currents in the 'pyrotechnic
relay unit' at intervals of 5 ms. From the data
downlinked during subsequent motor firing
attempts, it was possible to reconstruct the
behaviour of the firing relays, which indicated
that the fault was somewhere in the ovro-
technics chain.

A total of five apogee-boost-motor firing
attempts were made before 25 August 1989
without any success, and the fact that
Hipparcos would never be able to reach its
intended geostationary orbit had to be
acknowledged.

Initial prospects
lmmediately after the first firing attempts,
investigations were initiated to check the
possibility of fulfilling at least part of the
mission objectives under the prevailing
circumstances. The prospects were not very
promising in that the hydrazine fuel available
would allow the orbit to be raised by not
more than a few hundred kilometres. This,
in turn, meant that the satellite would be
exoosed to the radiation effects of the Van
Allen belts during each and every orbital
revolution, as indicated in Figure 1. This
radiation was expected to degrade the solar
arrays to such an extent that there would be
insufficient on-board power for Hipparcos to
survive the long eclipses (of over 100 min
duration) starting in March 1990 (Fig 2).

The most optimistic outlook at the time was
that, if a 'hibernation mode' for the first long
eclipse season could be devised, there could
be a chance of survival until the next series
of eclipses started in mid-1990. By that time,
it was feared, the on-board power generation
would be so degraded that meaningful
scientific data could no lonoer be collected.
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Figure 1. The Hipparcos
revised orbit and

associated diff iculties

Under the latter scenario, the outcome of
the mission would be reduced to something
between 5 and 100/o of the original mission
objectives. but this would still represent an
achievement that would be hard to accom-
plish with ground-based astronomical obser-
vations In any case. it was to be hoped that
these measurements would still prove useful
for validating the Hipparcos mission concept

Many problems and uncertainties contributed
to the general pessimistic mission prospects
at the time:

- the limited ground contact via the
H ipparcos-dedicated antenna at
Odenwald (about 32o/o oI the time) would
not be sufficient for significant science
data collection;

- the limited station coverage from
Odenwald would severely complicate the
execution of the operations and endanger
the satellites safety outside the coverage
interval; a number of precautions would
therefore need to be implemented before
iha lncc nf nnntent /tho caiollito rlocinn

was based on essentially full ground-
station coverage with occasional
interruptions of not longer than 05 h);

- the long periods without ground-station
contact would necessitate frequent
initialisations of the autonomous attitude-
determination process from the ground,
which would further reduce the time
for scientific data collection and would
require a larger operations team:

- the intense radiation in the Van Allen belts
(crossed about four times a day) would
increase the detector background levels,

thus complicating the autonomous star
detection, and induce a darkening of
the navload ontir:s which in turn would
degrade the photometric results:

- thp Innn pr:linqc ncrigjg whiCh wOuldvv,,vvv vvl

occur in March 1990: the associated
power problems were expected to require
a special, and still to be designed.
'hibernation mode';

- the occultations caused by the Earth
being in the field of view would be
cinnifinantlri lnnnor and mnra fronrrant

than in the geostationary orbit: this would
make the maintenance of the on-board
attitude knowledge more difficult;

- the Earth albedo effect would provide
a thermal input to the payload in the
perigee region, which could lead to
significant distortions in the fine mod-
ulating grid of the payload;

- the high perturbing torques in the perigee
region could introduce attitude-control
diff iculties

Mission redesign
A combined effort by ESOC staff and experts
from ESTEC and from the satellite Prime
Contractor was necessary to address all

aspects and potential problems of the
revised mission These teams concentrated
on the relevant system, spacecraft, payload
and associated operational aspects

10
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At the same time, the Hipparcos Science
Team began investigating the scientific
implications of the revised mission Their
simulations indicated clearly that ground-
station coverage should be increased to
the maximum extent; only with close to full-
time station coverage would it be possible
to establish a full-sky network of star meas-
urements within a limited mission lifetime
using the nominal attitude scanning law and
star observation strategy implemented in the
on-board software (which would not be easy
to modify)

The primary goal of the mission redesign
efforls was to recover as much as possible
of the original Hipparcos mission oblectives
The nrnhlpmq tn ho a,^ldfeSSed wefe
essentially those of a new mrssion with a
few significant differences:

(i) there was little flexibility left in the satellite
svstcm ciesinn onlv limited on-board
software moditications were possible
within the prevailing practical constraints;

(ii) only rarrow margins were available in

terms of orbit selection because of fuel
constraints;

(iii)finally each day spent on mission
ra_rlafiniiinn ranraQAa+^! ^ i^,, ^{ r^^+rrEu 4 u4y ur ruJr

scientific mission time

Some of the most significant mission-design
asnects str rr^lier^l ai FSOC in the first weeks

after the failure were:
arrnlrtinn n[ fha noneiqtrnnarrr trancfor

orbit and the satellite attitude orientation
for subsequent apogee-boost-motor firing
attempts and Sun aspect angle violations;

- redesign of the attitude-acquisition
qo.r rpnr:p /dirpnthr frOm the attitudevvYvv, ,vv \v,, vv(,J ,l

required for apogee-boost-motor firing to
the Sun-pointing attitude);

- ctaiinn-nnrrarano nroljgtiOnS fOf the
transfer orbit and potential recovery orbits:

- eclipse and occultation predictions for the
potentral recovery orbits;

- potential implications of modifying the
nominal scan law and the star observation
strategy;

- fuel-budget requirements and predictions
under the revised orbit and attitude
annr ricitinn ctraionioc'qu9urJrLrur I JLr qLsvrso,

- strategies for covering the long periods
without ground contact and a low-densrty
'programme star file' as a means of
survival of the on-board attitude
knowledge;

- new attitude-control parameters designed
to cope with the high disturbance torques
in the nerioee reoion

At the same time, ESTEC and Contractor
experts were evaluating the radiation effects
of the Van Allen belts on solar-array and
payload degradation The thermal and power
aspects of the new attitude acquisition
strategy, and associated risks, were also
being assessed and evaluated

Figure 2. Eclipse duration
(hours) during the revised
mtsslon
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Figure 3. The Goldstone
DSS-16 site with its 26 m
antenna

Recovery orbit selection
lmmediately foJlowing the first apogee-boost-
motor failure on 10 August 1989 a team of
mission-analysis and flight-dynamrcs experts
started investigating potential recovery orbits.
After it was found thal 12 h or 8 h orbital
periods were not practica ly feasible. the
orbit-selection process concentrated on
achieving a perigee altitude above 400 km

in order to reduce the influences of air drag
and atomic oxygen with, at the same time,

a synchronism between the scanning-law
period (2 h 8 min) and the orbital period

This was considered beneficial because it
would limit the effects of albedo heating on
the payload and minimise the duration of
payload occultations in the perigee region

by a proper tuning of the initial scan angle

Fortunately, a 1O h 40 min orbital period
proved to fulfil both criteria, and was within
reach with the available fuel resources The
necessary orbit adjustments were performed
(after implementation, validation and
simulation of the new software and control
procedures required) in a series of five
manoeuvres during the period 7-18
September 1989,

Ground-station network
The station-coverage predictions did not vary
significantly for the various possible orbits,
and indicated that Odenwald would have
contact with the satellite for not more than

aboul 32o/o of the time Adding the Perth and
Kourou stations would extend the coverage
tn:hnr rt R10/n /hr rt crrel with those extra
stations, gaps of the order of 9-1'1 h would
have to be tolerated once every four days)

Preparatiors were immediately started to
hrinn the Perth station on-line for tele-
commardirg, high-rate telemetry reception
and tracking purposes: this involved the
installation at Perth of equipment which
was used in pre-launch telemetry and tele-
command interface tests between the satellite
and the Control Centre at ESOC. In addition,
dedicated communications lines were
ordered from the PTT. Testing of the real-time
interfaces with the Control Centre was per-
formed during the first weeks of September
1989 By mid-September, Perth was declared
fully operational: contact with the satellite was
then avai able for aboul 620/o of the time,

Subsequently, similar activities were initiated
to bring the Kourou Galliot station on-line
for high-rate telemetry and telecommanding
functions: the necessary equipment was
procured or retrieved from other stations.
By early November 1989 this station was
also able to support all requisite real-time
interactions between the satellite and ESOC
The support from Kourou was essential for
gaining a better understanding of attitude-
control performance in the perigee region,
as it was the only statio.r able to provide
occasional coverage in this region.

Coverage was further improved later with
the assistance of NASA who offered the
Goldstone DSS-16 station in California's
Mojave Desert (Fig 3) for the Hipparcos
revised mission To ensure that the data
interfaces with ESOC were the same as for
the other stations used [or the Hipparcos
revised mission, it was necessary to install

ESA telemetry. telecommand. and data
communications equipment at Goldstone
The equipment was procured by and
integrated at ESOC before being transported
to Goldstone at the beginning of 1990

The real-time communications interface
with ESOC was quite complex, and it took
considerable effort on both ESOC's and
NASA's parts, between mid-March and the
beginning of May 1990 to get this station
operational.

Since the Kourou station's coverage intervals
were almost completely contained within
those of Goldstone, its support to the revised
Hipparcos mission was terminated by
mid-1990

tz
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Contact with the sate ite was now possible
for about 9O7o of the time and the loss-of-

contact periods were limited to no more
than 1 5 h This has eased the operational
problems somewhat because the on-board
attitude knowledge is less likely to be lost

during such sma/l non-coverage periods
However, it should be kept in mind that the
complexity of the Hipparcos revised mission
operations remains significantly above what
wouid have been considered acceptable
drrri.ro thp dccinn nhagg,"",, ,v

Figure 4 shows the geographical locations of
-ll ^"^',nrl n+a+'ann +l-\^+ rrA (rroro in thA n2aodll VIUU'lU Jtdtlur 15 tl ldt sru \vvvru | | u ru uqou

of Kourou) operational during the Hipparcos
revised mission Table 1 summarises the
cn\/cra.ie ncrccnt2flcs and maxtmum lon-
coverage durations for the network config-
urations used.

Modification of the operations plan
A significant portron of the Hipparcos
flight-operations procedures had to be
rewritten to take account of the new mission
sequerces adopted ir the acquisition phase:
the perigee raise ard orbit adjustment
manoeuvres: attitude acquisitior sequence
up to Sun-pointing: and the sequerce of
events after so ar-atay deployment A
considera ble system-a nalysis effort i nvolvi ng

ESOC Prolect and Contractor experts was
reeded to ensure that the operations were
compatible with the satellite's design
characteflstrcs

All operations had to be arranged into
scr^irie.r:cs th:t rnrnr rlr^l fit wtthin the interval
of ground-station coverage (about 8-10 h

for Odenwald) Furthermore, it had to be
ensured that before contact was ost, the
a2to ilo rrrnrrlr'1 ho nrrt intn a cafo nnn{in-

uration that would allow it to survive the long
periods without ground contact

Table 1 - Summary coverage characteristics of network options

Network
station(s)"

Coverage
percentage

Maximum
coverage gap

ODN

ODN

ODN

ODN

ODN

323

6tB
Bii
938
91 4

PER

PER + KRU

PER+KRU+GDS
PER + GDS

I

t
+

a most 24 h

a most 12 h

amost 11 h

I h 13 mn

1 i 27 ma

ODN : Odenwald PER : Perth KRU : Kourou GDS : Go dstone

The operations were by necessity extremely
risky, since the time pressure did not allow
full assessments of all possible eventualities
or to prepare for potential cortingencies,
Validation (as far as feasible) of the new
procedures was effected via simulations
using the ESOC software simulator, often not
.nore than one day prior to a procedures
actual execution Hence, the flight-control
procedures were finalised no more than a
few hours before actual operations were
conducted

Figure 4. The ground-
station network used to
support the revised
Hipparcos mission

Villafranea
(b€cr(-up)

Kourou
to mid 9Ol
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Figure 5. ESOC's Main
Control Room

The failure or back-up mode concept had to
be revised as the nominal criterion (using

the interval between thruster pulses) was no
longer valid because of the high torques on
the satellite when in the perigee region. The
redesign of the operations for the revised
mission had to take into account the
following new constraints:

- station contact is frequently interrupted:
this results in the need for orocedures to
ensure spacecraft and payload safety
during periods without ground contact;

- eclipse periods last much longer
(maximum of 104 min) and their more
franrront n..r rrron.e demandS Cafeful

monitoring of the on-board power-
generation and associated battery-
management functions;

- payload occultation periods occur with
higher frequency (up to 28 per day) and
have longer durations: this leads to a
higher risk of losing the on-board attitude
knowledge and requires more frequent
support from the ground; also, more
telecommand uplinks must be prepared
(for payload shutter opening and closing);

- crossing of the Van Allen radiation belts
often leads to difficulties in attitude
knowledge (re)acquisition and the data
r:nllcntpd in thcsc neriodS afe nOt of
sufficient quality to be forwarded to the
scientific data-analysis teams.

The operational support of the on-board
attitude-determination process is one of the
most demanding tasks Because of the long
ground station loss-of-contact periods, and

due to the noise in the star-mapper signals
induced by the radiation belts, frequent
losses of knowledge of spacecraft attitude
had to be anticipated In these instances,
ground control must re-establish the on-
board attitude knowledge using down-linked
star-mapper signals and a star pattern-
recognition technique A new team was
recruited and quickly trained to support
these unforeseen activities around the clock.
In the early days of the revised mission, this
particular support was needed after almost
every pengee passage.

On-ground and on-board software
modifications
New on-ground support software was
implemented to prepare the manoeuvres
required for achieving the recovery orbit,
i e the perigee-raising and the period-
adjustment manoeuvres, and the new
attitude-acouisition seouence

The Hipparcos mission-planning software
had to be redesigned and extended to
include many more unforeseen events related
to the specific characteristics and Van Allen
belt passages of the new elliptical orbit:

- ground-station coverage start and end
times;

- switching of the on-board torque model in

perrgee regron;

- implementation of a special attitude-
control strategy for the perigee region;

- switching of shutters and antennas outside
ground-station contact periods;

- calculation of revised ecliose durations:

- prediction of payload-occultation intervals.

14
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Updates to the on-board software were
necessary to extend the buffer for time-
tagged telecommands, which had now to
accommodate the many commands needed
during the long periods without ground
contact The memory area for the
'programme star file' was also increased, in

order to be able to store a larger number of
stars for attitude survival during intervals
without ground-station contact.

Initial operations phase
The initial payload switch-on and initialisation
of the payload operations were conducted
during the last week of September and early
October 1989 Unfortunately, the initialisation
was severely hampered by extremely high
solar activity, with an exceptional solar flare
occurring just at the time when the first star-
mapper samples were received: it was
enough to ensure that no star transits could
be observed

After completion of the attitude scan-law
acquisition and the successful calibration of
the payload star mapper and main (image
dissector tube) detectors, actual scientific
data collection was started on 26 November
1989 The initial data recovery rate was
about 500/0, which meant that good' data
for scientific data reduction were collected
for about 48 h during every four-day period
(i.e. the interval after which the ground-station
coverage pattern repeats itself).

The computer system installed to support
Hipparcos was severely overloaded because
of the many additional software tasks
required (mainly for ground attitude re-

acquisition) lt was therefore replaced by a
more powerful VAX computer at the
beginning of 1990.

By summer 1990, the science-data recovery
rate had increased to about 650/o with the
addition of the Goldstone station and
because of further improvements and tuning
of the operations support, mainly in the area
of initialisation of on-board attitude determin-
ation and payload control,

The data-interface definition between ESOC
and the scientific Data-Reduction Consortia
(FAST, NDAC and TDAC) was also signif-
icantly affected by the revised mission.
The necessary modifications to the interface
were implemented and validated, using real

telemetry tapes, in the course of 1990

Further modifications to the Hiooarcos
operations concept as a result of on-board

anomalies occurring during the 'routine

operations' are described in the next article
in this Bulletin.

Conclusion
Compared with the initially poor prospects
for the Hipparcos mission immediately after
the failure of the apogee-boost-motor firing
in August 1989, the outcome of the revised
mission implementation may be rated as
extremely promising. The mission has in facl
been recovered very successfully, and there
is hope now that the full Hipparcos and
Tycho mission objectives may eventually be
fulfilled (see the later article in this Bulletin
on the scientific expectations)

This outlook is even in happy contrast to

the expectations at the start of the revised
mission in September 1989, when the most
ootimistic oredictions foresaw a useful
mission duration of not more than a few
months, and the possibilities of constructing
a second Hiooarcos satellite were even
being explored
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lntroduction
Hipparcos was launched on 8 August
1989 by an Ariane-4 vehicle (flight V33).

The mission h4d been designed for a
geostationary orbit but, because of the
ensuing apogee-boost-motor failure, the
spacecraft remained in its geostationary
transfer orbit

The routine science data collection phase of the ESA Hipparcos
astrometry mission commenced on 1 November 1989, since when
the mission has run routinely without major interruption. The
activities carried out by ESOC during these last two years of highly
successful mission operations have directly contributed to the
extraction of the optimum performance from the scientific payload
and to the high efficiency of the scientific data collection.

A revised mission conceot. aimed at
minimising changes to the exrsting mission
design and at maximising its scientiftc output
in the prevailing non-nominal situation, was
therefore studied and duly implemented.
In the course of the mission. however, new
problems and difficulties in operating the
spacecraft in its revised orbit became
apparent To overcome them, further mod-
ifications to both the spacecraft and the
ground segment have had to be applied.

Hipparcos is fully controlled by the European
Space Operations Centre (ESOC), in
Darmstadt, near Frankfurt (D). By employing
remote ground stations, all the necessary
telecommanding is performed and all the
telemetered data is received from the space-
craft at ESOC. This data falls into several
categories, including attitude-control,
spacecraft-housekeeping and, of course,
the scientific data By monitoring this data

(both in real time and off-line), it is possible,

through the Hipparcos Dedicated Computer
System, HDCS (a complex hardware and
software setup), to control and operate the
spacecraft in an optimum manner. Of primary
importance are spacecraft safety, on-board
and on-ground systems maintenance, and
effective science data return.

ESOC is also responsible for archiving all

spacecraft data, and for pre-processing
and distribution of the data to the scientific
community. For the Hipparcos project,
several scientific teams have been assembled
(the lnput Catalogue Consortium and three
Data Reduction Consortia) to prepare for the
scientific observations and to derive the
scientific results from the data sent by ESOC

A detailed (pre-launch) mission description
can be found in ESA Special Publication
SP-1111. An overall picture of the data
distribution and control from the operational
point of view, and the satellite nominal
scanning law, are shown in Figures 1 and 2,

respectively.

Functional structure
ESOC's role throughout the Hipparcos
mission has been to ensure that the
maximum amount of scientific data of the
best possible quality is collected. This implies
that not only must the safety of the satellite
be ensured, but its efficiency as a scientific
production tool must be kept as high as
possible at all times.

This was achieved, in part, by setting up a
'mission control team' already several years
before the launch. This team had the res-
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Figure 1. Data distribution
and control within the
Hipparcos proiect
(PSF is the Programme
Star File, while TC and TM
refer to telecommands and
telemetry, respectively)

Figure 2. The Hipparcos
nominal scanning law

L':ra:iii::
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ponsibility for preparing the overall ground
segment and appropriate operations plans.
To do this. the team organised a ground
segment with all the facilities and relevant
ooerational orocedures needed to control
the satellite and collect the scientific data

In the current routine operations phase, the
ESOC Hipparcos Control Team consists of
twenty specialists whose numerous functions
can be separated into three main areas:

- The first group, the Spacecraft Control
Team, deals with the monitoring and
control of the satellite, the creation of the
mission plan, the command generation,
the management of spacecraft parameters
and commands (ground-resident satellite
i^+^A^^^\ +h^ ^^^^^^.^{+ ^^.{^.-^^^^uqL4u4Ds/, u rE DP4UEUT Ar t pVr rUr | | rar ruE

evaluation and the on-board software
updates.

The operations facilities
Ground-station network
The Hipparcos ground-station network con-
sists of three S-band stations, Two of them
belong to the ESA ground-station network
(ESTRACK) and are located in Germany
(Odenwald) and in Australia (Perth) The
third station, located in the USA (Goldstone)

and belonging to the NASA Deep-Space
Network, was added in the first half of 1990.
All ground stations provide full tracking
measurement, and satellite data (telemetry)
acquisition operations and commanding for
the Hipparcos mission A fourth ground
station. located in Spain (Vilspa). serves as
a back-up to the Odenwald station

Ooerations Control Centre
The Main Control Room is used only
during critical mission phases or emergency
operations. All routine operations are

Figure 3. The Hipparcos
Dedicated Control Room

at ESOC

- The second group, the Flight Dynamics
Team, deals mainly with the real-time
attitude monitoring and correction for
the spacecraft, the programme star{ile
generation. mission plan preparation,
orbit determination, payload performance
monitoring, payload calibrations, and the
Input Catalogue maintenance.

- The third group, the Software Support
Team, is responsible for maintaining the
software that processes the telemetry and
teecommanding in real time. In addition,
they perform the data archiving and
produce the final tapes which are sent to
the Hiooarcos Data Reduction Consortia.

In addition to the above, the ESOC infra-
structure support guarantees hardware
avai labi I ity, provides g rou nd-station-coverage
scheduling, link configurations to the various
ground stations and computers, ranging
suooort and other facilities common to all
ESOC-controlled satellites

controlled from the Hipparcos Dedicated
Control Room (Fig 3), which is equipped
with three workstations connected to the
Hipparcos Dedicated Computer System

The Flight Dynamics Room is used during
critical mission phases and important
manoeuvres. For the Hipparcos mission,
the flight-dynamics attitude and payload
functions have been transferred to the
Hipparcos Dedicated Control Room to ease
the operational interface between the control
teams.

The Ground Control Room establishes the
connections between the relevant ground
stations and the Operations Control Centre,
as well as the data-line connections between
the computer systems.

Computer and software systems
The Hipparcos operational software consists
of two seoarate elements:
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the on-line software, providing support to
all activities associated with near-real{ime
satellite control operations
the off-line software, which provides
support to all non-real-time activities

The on-line software resides on a VAX 8650
machine, with a VAX 785 as a back-up, while
the off-line software runs on a Comparex
8/96 machine. The two computers are inter-
connected by a high-rate data link, which
allows both to be used during some on-ljne
activities, such as programme star-file
production and payload calibration and
monitoring

The on-line software supports the following
tasks:

with satellrte control and monitoring activities
being performed under strict procedural
guidelines. Any anomalies detected prompt
the implementation of recovery procedures,
which are undertaken following pre-

established rules In the event of major
contingencies requiring procedural modifi-
cations, the Prime Contractor, responsible
for the satellite's construction, is called uoon
for advice

The Hipparcos spacecraft was, of course,
expected to operate from geostationary orbit
at longitude 12oW, with continuous science
data received by a ground station in the
Odenwald in Germany This not being so,

ESOC has to cope with a number of
oroblems in an ooerational context because
of the satellite's elliotical orbit

Solar-panel degradation
The Van Allen belts are two regions of
high-energy particles trapped in the Earth's
magnetic field The inner belt, between
1000 and 4000 km from the Earth's surface,
contains mainly high-energy protons,
while the outer belt, at between 8000 and
12000 km altitude, contains high-energy
electrons Hipparcos passes through these
regions twice per orbit (the orbital period
being 106 h) and the efficiency of its solar
panels is being eroded by the repeated
radiation exposure more quickly than if the
satellite were in geostationary orbit The
consequence of this process is a potentially
shorter lifetime for the mission (Fig a)

Lrcl'r rrcrrr l\:unrll lij /iu!, lfi"r!'J

Figure 4. Degradation of the solar arrays. The solid red line represents the
theoretical decay in the output voltage; the circles show the in-orbit measurements

telemetry processing chain
telecommanding chain
real{rme operator interface
maintenance of operational databases
telemetry filing and archiving
ronnri nonaraiinn

rangrng suppon
on-board computer and control-law
electronics monitoring and updating
real{ime attitude monitoring
ground realtime attitude determination
payload performance monitoring
real{ime payload calibration

off-line telecommand preparation
on-board software maintenance
spacecraft performance evaluation
mission planning support
programme starJile support
Input Catalogue maintenance
payload calibrations and monitoring
calibration support and analysis
Data Reduction Consortia tape
productron

In addition to the Hipparcos-specific software,
a number of general software facilities are
implemented in the on-line software system
This general software is called the 'Space-

craft Control and Operating System' (SCOS)

and provides standard telemetry processing,
workstation displays, reading telemetry data
from history files and database editing
facilities

The off-line software system concentrates on:

In addition orbit determination is performed

on the Multi-Satellite Support System (MSSS)

Spacecraft routine operations
The routine operations are characterised by
the regular nature of the payload operations,
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Longer eclipses
Coupled with the so ar-panel degradation
problem is the fact that, in the el1 ptical orbit,
the ec :pses of the Sun by the Earth are
much onger (up to 100 min) and much more
frequent than rn the geostationary case
n' 'rih^ lhaon nal'non^ tho cnenaerall raauurrrrv Lr rg)E gurrP)Y). u ru ovouuurorr uo I

only function by drawrng power from its

oatteries Tiis oowe'-delic't problen s

enhanced dur ng the longest of these
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appropriate operational procedures have
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at times when the batteries cannot supply
enough energy to maintain a f ul y nomina
nissior th'oughouL tl-e ec ipse

Loss of ground-station coverage
One of the most serious corsequerces of
hoinn in tho allintine nrnil ic ihal nno nrnr rnr'1

station is insufficient to track the satei ite at
all times At the beginning of the mission,
comolete operaliona supporl was only
availab e for about one third of the time, thus
posing major prob ems in terms of how to
malage the satellite outside the visioility
periods Tlese included maintairing its

attitude until the next visibility period, and
how to protect it with appropriate subsysten"
recnr[inr.2 o.rq 2o2inSt SUCh everts aS
ac inqoc nnnr ltrtinnc norinoo neccaooc enalvsJUvYvu. ur rv

possib e on-board failures

The number of Hipparcos ground stations
was qu:ckly 'ncreased to three. as described
:hniro hrrl lho riorrr nrnroqt n:rt of tho nrhil ic

stii not trackable from ary ground station
(Fis s)

Higher disturbance torques around perigee
In the intended geostationa'y orbit, the only
significant external disturbance torques
aalina an tl-ra nnananrlfl vrara ovnonlo^ ln hoqutll19 Ul I tllE JPdUEUIG,T vLv u u^VUUruu ru uC

due to the so ar radiation pressure ard the
constanty spinning gyros However, close to
tie perigee of tle e iptical orbit. other effects
becone sigr f icart: lor examp e. atmosph-
eric. magret.c and graviLy-gradient torques
^ll ^ ^,, - .^l^ ,{^^^^,-.li^^ ^^ rh^ ^ +i+,,:^ ^^!dr P dy o urs. uupur ruil ru ur I u ru dTL|LUUU dt tu

alttude ot the satellite Their combined e[[ect
is to degrade tre on-board attitude cortrol.
wrth greatJy increased fuel corsumption
(implying a shorter ifetime, based only on
consumables) necessary to correct it. and
to deo.acle the on-n'orind attilude determ-
Inatron

Loss of attitude control
Radiation from the Van Allen belts b inds the
photomultiplier tubes which sample the star-
mapoer data: the or-ooard co.nputer may
then not be able to recognise a star signa
embedded in the roise Consequent'y close
tn norinoo rlrhora iho pvtarn2l tnrnr roa 2 ra

nro2toel tho nn-hnard attrtUde-dete.n inatto.l
system does not recerve oright-star transit
data frequently enough to maintain know-
ledge ot the spacecraft s attitude Hence.
the spacecrafl drifts rore and more until rhe
intervention of certain on-ground software
activrties is able to correct the attitude
knowledge

Occultations
Occultations occur when the Earth or the
Moor crosses one ol the saterrrte s two fields
of vieu, fhe navlnar^l rletectors could be, ,," Y*J

Figure 5. Coverages of the
three Hipparcos ground
stations: Odenwald (D),

Perth (Aus) and Goldstone
(USA)
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damaged by these events if they were not
shielded by shutters, which close at these
times. The Earth occultations, like the
eclipses, occur more frequently and last

longer in the elliptical than in geostationary
orbit, again reducing the amount of good
science data. Also, when they occur near
perigee, they increase the risk of loss of
attitude control.

Mission planning
The Hipparcos Mission Plan is regularly
generated for a seven-day period starting
always five days in advance, using a
specifically designed software tool on the
off-line system. lt includes all orbit and
attitude related events, as well as ground-
trrggered ones (eg ground station non-
availability)

Because of the changed nature of the orbit,
the Mission Plan had to be greatly enhanced
in order to support operations. For example,
the use of time-tagged commands has been
extended in order to perform spacecraft
operations outside ground contact, such as
the closing and opening of the shutters for
occultations, switching between the'perigee'
and 'apogee' attitude controller, and handling
the more freouent eclioses.

The generation of a Mission Plan is based
on both manual inputs, such as payload
calibrations and ground-station availability
times, and automatically computed events
Validity checks are performed according to
pre-defined rules and any inconsistency is

brought to the attention of the operator, who
can then modify the inputs.

The outout of the Mission Plan tool is there-
fore a time-ordered sequence of events
(ground-station visibility, payload calibrations,
antenna-switching, occultations, eclipses and
apogee/perigee control parameters changing)
which may trigger possible satellite- or
g rou nd-segment-related operations.

From this Mission Plan, a chronological
telecommand plan is produced automatically
using pre-defined command sequences.
Conflicts between the command sequences
related to different events are resolved
automatically according to pre-defined rules.
The commands established in this manner
are then transferred from the off-line to the
on-line computer for uplinking to the satellite
at the specified times

Programme star-file generation and Input
Catalogue maintenance
The Input Catalogue is held at ESOC and

contains the details of the 120 000 stars and
other objects to be addressed in the main
observation programme. Many of these stars
are also used as guide stars for on-board
attitude control.

To hold the complete Catalogue on-board
and calculate the individual expected
observation times there would imoose too
much of a computational burden on the on-
board computer. The solution is to hold only
the expected observation times for the next
few hours (typically two to three during
normal operations) and refresh this buffer by
regular updates from the ground. The off-line
computer calculates the various observation
parameters needed on-board, including
crossing time across the main grid,
brightness and observation priority

Several stars are observable at any given
moment and the observation priority
determines the length of time for which a
star is to be observed as it crosses the orid

The observation duration is calculated taking
into account the brightness of the star (the

dimmer the star, the longer the observation),
its scientific priority, the number of other
programme stars within the field of view
competing for the available observing time,
and the number of times the star has already
been observed during the mission. Because
there are long periods without ground-statron
support, some stars may be under-observed
over a particular time interval. Consequently,
the relative importance of observing these
stars later rs increased. In this way, all the
stars in the Catalogue should be observed
sufficiently to provide'uniform accuracies in
position, parallax and proper motion, by the
end of the mission. The observation-priority
parameters are also updated at ESOC, by
looking at all the successful observations
over the previous 24 h. Results are regularly
communicated to the Data Reduction
Consortia for cross-checkino.

The variable-brightness stars are a special
case; to optimise observing time, it is
important to be able to predict their apparent
brightness. This is done by using brightness
ephemerides for the variable stars, provided
by Montpellier University. Once the variable
stars have been observed by Hipparcos, the
data are processed at ESOC and the results
are communicated back to Montoellier once
per month, to further refine the ephemerides.
Periodically, a new version of the latter is

sent to ESOC for use in generating the
programme star file
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As the Data Reduction Consortia orocess the
science data, more accurate positions have
been determined for the Catalogue. These
results have been made available to ESOC
for use in the programme star file, thereby
improving the overall accuracy not only of
the instantaneous field-of-view positioning,
but also of the real{ime attitude-determin-
ation performance, which in turn leads to
further improvements in overall mission
accuractes.

Special programme star files are prepared to
support periods of non-coverage by one or
other of the ground stations: these so-called
'sparse programme star files' provide up to
2300 guide stars (this number corresponding
to the maximum on-board memory available),
which enables the attitude-control system to
follow the nominal scanning law over periods
of up to 12 h without ground contact

Attitude control and monitoring
Currently, the satellite's on-board real-time
attitude-determination system relies on
measurements from three gyros and a star
mapper. As a result of tuning efforts since the
start of the mission, involving ESOC, Matra
(the prime spacecraft contractor) and the
scientific Data Reduction Consortia, realtime
attitude determination is now caoable of
workrng to an accuracy ol 1-2 arcsec if stars
are being successfully identified in the star-
mapper processing lf errors build up to over
10 arcsec. however. star measurements can
no longer be used for the real{ime attitude
estimate, which diverges from the real

attitude. Currently, this happens after
approximately half of all perigee passes.
where higher disturbance torques and noise
in the star-mapper signal (caused by Van

Allen belt radiation) make divergence more
likely Without accurate attitude determination,
the transit times of stars across the main grid
become indeterminate and little useful
science data is obtained.

At these times, ground intervention is

required to correct the attitude-determination
parameters on-board. A suite of programs
called the 'Ground Real-Time Attitude
Determination System' is then applied at
ESOC These programs run as a chain,
performing various levels of processing in
real time as data are received from the
spacecraft. The on-ground processing works
from the raw gyro and star-mapper data to
provide maximum independence from the
on-board processing. The raw star-mapper
data is filtered to identify stars as the light
crosses the two sets of four unevenly spaced
slits. The crossing times, brightnesses and

colours of the stars can be measured at this
stage By comparing the brightnesses of the
measured star transits, it is possible to firstly
match the crossings of one star across the
two sets of slits, and then to match the
pattern of stars observed crossing the vertical
slit against the on-ground star catalogue,
thus identifying which stars are being
observed in real time.

The expected transit times can be calculated
and compared against those measured,
along with the gyro measurements, to
estimate the spacecraft's attitude, rotation
rates and gyro rate biases The entire
procedure of star-mapper filtering, star
recognition and attitude estimation has to be
performed in near-real-time, allowing attitude
prediction accurate to within 5 arcsec.
Once convergence of the on-ground attitude
estimate is achieved, the relevant attitude
angles and re-calibrated gyro biases are
reset on-board by direct commanding.

In addition to the Ground Real-Time Attitude
Determination, software is running contin-
uously to monitor the attitude and the
behaviour of the gyros and thrusters. Various
alarms are triggered on-board and on the
ground should an attitude anomaly occur,
such as a failed gyro or jammed thruster.
lf the spacecraft is visible from one of the
ground stations, procedures can be
implemented to minimise attitude drift.
On-board, there are other safety measures
which can be triggered automatically or
manually from the ground to protect the
satellite if it should start to drift for any reason.

To optimise thruster performance, there is a
simple model of the disturbance torques on-
board. This is re-calibrated every two weeks
at ESOC. Close attention is also paid to the
gyro-rate biases, which are crucial for
maintaining real{ime attitude stability. After
perigee, it is often sufficient to reset these
values to those before perigee to maintain
real{ime attitude convergence.

Payload monitoring and calibration
Near-real-time payload monitoring
Software is running continuously on the
ground to monitor the validity of the science
data obtained. Given that the Data-Reduction
Consortia are generally working with data
several months old, it is vital that ESOC has
some way of verifying in real time that the
scientific data being gathered is correct and
useful

Once per minute, therefore, a main-detector
and a star-mapoer observation are selected
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from the previous 30 s of observations. The

selected stars are processed to estimate their
brightnesses and modulation coefficients
The estimated values are compared with the
expected values based on the photometric
parameters defining the star (brightness and
colour) and based on the calibrated
response of the telescope and detectors
Reports are generated for each processed
observation

This program has proved very useful for
checking that the entire system is performing
properly, i.e. good agreement between
predicted and estimated brightnesses is only
obtained when on-board real{ime attitude
determination is operating correctly. lt is now

used routinely in operations for diagnosing
whether manual intervention is required from
the ground to correct the spacecraft's
knowledge of its own attitude.

The results from this very powerful tool are
used in other ways. They may be stored and
analysed to indicate to the Data-Reduction
Consortia when the science data was of
good quality, thereby reducing the amount
of processing they have to do. The results

of the variable-star processing are already
producing useful scientific results Information
is also being derived on the photometric
properties of the telescope In particular, the
glass rs darkening due to radiation exposure
By comparing the measured brightness of
the stars against those predicted, a steady
decrease is seen, which if averaged can be
used to correct the estimates over the lifetime

of the mission.

Telescope refocussing
The telescope can be refocussed using a
mechanism that allows the grid assembly to

be moved with respect to the telescope focal
plane. This is necessary to compensate for
such effects as moisture release, which
slightly alter the focus during the lifetime of
the mission The quality of the focus for any
given position of the grid assembly is
assessed by ground processing of the main
mission data collected for bright stars in the
centre of the main grid As the focus is

improved, so the modulation coefficients that
define the quality of the observation tncrease.

The refocussing calibration is performed
every week throughout the mission to
monitor the best focus position and, when
necessary, change it on-board The motor
that changes the focus position does so in
steps of 1.38 microns, and the goal is to
keep within lust one step of the best focus
oosition.

lmage dissector tube piloting calibration
The image dissector tube consists of a
photomultiplier with an electromagnetic
deflection system that allows only one small
part of the photocathode to be sampled at
any given time, This small 'instantaneous

field of view' is circular, with a diameter of
38 arcsec on the grid For the best scientific
observations, however, it needs to be piloted

to wrthin a few arcseconds of the star
images. lt is the requirement to pilot the main

detector accurately that demands knowledge
in real time, on-board, of the spacecraft
attitude To do this accurately, the following
information is needed bv the on-board
compurer:

a priori position estimate of the star
(from the programme star file)

knowledge of satellite pointing direction
(from the real{ime attitude determination)
knowledge of geometric distortions in the
optical system
knowledge of the transformation between
grid position and detector piloting currents

The electrical piloting of the instantaneous
field of view to the computed position of
the star's image is performed using a 'coil-

current calibration matrix' of 11 x 11 points

defining a regularly spaced mesh on the
grid. The electrical currents needed to pilot
to each point in the mesh are known. The

coil-current calibration matrix is recalibrated
daily and sent to the satellite.

Data archiving and tape production
ESOC archives all data coming from
Hiooarcos and also takes care of the
production and distribution of scientific
(Data-Reduction Consortia) tapes to the
user community. As a first step, archive
tapes are produced on the Hipparcos real-

time machine (VAX 8650) every 6 h, without
interferrng with real{ime operations Each
tape contains raw science data, house-
keeping parameters, attitude and orbit
control telemetry, on-board computer tele-
metry. and star information. Each tape
carries approximately 100 Mbyte of data
(Fis 6).

Two cartridge copies are made from each
original archive tape: one goes directly to
a back-up store, and the other is used to
generate the screntific tapes using the oftline
Comparex 8/96 computer. The archive
cartridges are read to produce a set of disk
files for the derivation of the scientific data
streams. At this point, a tape-write task is
started to create the ftnal tapes in the agreed
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Figure 6. The data-
archiving process. The

history files consist of raw
data, housekeeping (HK)

data. attitude and orbit
control system (AOCS)

data, on-board computer
(OBC) data, and the

extended programme star
file (XPSF)

Figure 7. Science data tape
production. P/L and CCCM

data are the payload and
coil-current calibration-

matrix data, respectively

interface format This task also adds eclipse,
orbit, payload- monitoring, and coil-current
calibration-matrix files to the scientific
streams These tapes are then distributed to
the scientific consortia: FASI, NDAC, IDAC
(Heidelberg) and TDAC (Tubingen). Finally,
every week a first-look' tape is sent to an
institute within the FAST Consortium (at

Utrecht) for preliminary analysis of the
science data (Fig 7)

Spacecraft performance evaluation
For long-term performance evaluation
studies, the satellite-processed telemetry
data and derived parameters (auxiliary data)
are regularly transferred from the on-line
computer to the off-line machine. There,
all the spacecraft data are collected and
automatically archived onto cartridges under
the control of the Spacecraft Performance
Evaluation System (SPES)

The SPES software contains routines to
retrieve telemetry data in order to evaluate
spacecraft performance over any desired

time interval (uo to the duration of the entire
mission) and includes an on-line query
language and graphical representation and
report facilities.

Science data collection
By employing the three ground stations,
the spacecraft is visible Ior 90o/o of the time,
but useful science data cannot be collected
during all of this time Loss of attitude control
around perigee, and long occultations,
restrict science-data collection to 750lo of the
duration of visibility Despite the interruptions,
the data gathered is continuous enough for
95o/o of it to be successfully processed by
the Data-Reduction Consortia,

On-board anomalies
The satellite payload and subsystems are
generally performing very well, especially
considering the fact that Hipparcos is subject
both to a very harsh radiation environment,
due to the Van Allen radiation belts, and to
aerodynamic drag effects at perigee

L\tUf-i: Cl
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A total of 57 anomalies have occurred in

the first two years of the routine mission,
due mainly to 'single-event (radiation) upsets'
or hardware problems on-board or on the
ground. The radiation-related anomalies are
of a recurring nature and are recovered by,

for example, reloading the on-board
computer, the programme star file, or by
resetting the logic of the unit affected The
hardware-related anomalies have occurred
primarily in the areas of payload thermal
control, the gyros, and the payload remote
terminal unit.

Conclusion
The Hiooarcos mission has now been
operational for two years. Despite the harsher
orbital environment to which it is exoosed
and the hardware problems encountered,
the satellite remains fullv ooerational.

Early results from the Data-Reduction
Consortia indicate thal 75o/o of the collected
data can be successfully processed This
implies that the original mission objectives
can be realised by the end of 1992 or early
1993. Current gas usage would allow the

mission to continue until mid-1994 if no
catastrophic failures occur. This would allow
a significant increase in the overall accur-
acies of the Final Catalogue compared even
to the nominal mission.

Figure 8. The Hipparcos
control team in 1991

Figure 9. Overview of
Hipparcos ground-segment
communications
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in-orbit performance of the hipparcos payload

The Hipparcos Payload's In-Orbit
Performance

G. Ratier* & K. van Katwijk
Hipparcos Project Team, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

G. Fade
Matra Marconi Space, Toulouse, France

M.A.C. Perryman
Hipparcos Project Scientist, Astrophysics Division,
ESA Space Science Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
Despite its non-nominal orbit, ESA's

Hipparcos astrometry satellite is proving
to be an impressively valuable scientific
mission, with a data-collection efficiency
approaching aboul 70o/o of the pre-launch
expectations.

The building of the Hipparcos payload was
in itself a considerable technical challenge
for Matra, the Prime Contractor, who faced
unusually stringent requirements in order
to achieve the 2 milliarcsec measurement
accuracies necessary to satisfy the intended
astrometric and astronomical ooals

The in-orbit performance of Hipparcos has been carefully monitored
since its launch in August 1989 and the first technical appraisals of
the behaviours of some of the satellite's payload components and
subsystems are already available.

parallel slits with a period of 1 208 arcsec,
and covers a square field about 0.9ox099
The telescooe has two fields of view
approximately 58o apart, which are brought
together in a common telescope and
measurement system by means of a 'beam
combiner' mirror located in the entrance
ouoil.

The modulating grid is re-imaged onto the
photocathode of an image dissector tube
detector by means of a set of folding mirrors
and relay lenses, constituting the 'image

dissector tube relay optics'. Two image
dissector tube detectors and two relay optics
are used in cold redundancy (i.e. the
redundant detector is switched off when not
in use), selection being performed by means
of a switching mirror. The instantaneous field
of view of each image dissector tube is
nominally circular, with a diameter of about
38 arcsec. The instantaneous field of view
can be directed to any point of the 0,9ox0.9o

field by varying the currents applied to the
deflection coils.

In addition to the primary detection chain
(consisting of the modulating grid and the
image dissector tube), the payload includes
two star mappers (one of which is also used
in cold redundancy) The primary function of
the star mapper is to provide data allowing
the on-board three-axis satellite attitude deter-
mination (a task performed by the on-board
computer) and the a posteriori determination
of the attitude (a task performed by the data-
analysis consortia on the ground).

Each star mapper consists of a star-mapper
grid located at one side of the main
modulating grid, and two photomultipliers,

Present address:
Observatoire Midi Pyrenees,
Toulouse, France

Two years after launch, detailed technical
results regarding the in-orbit behaviours
of components and subsystems of the
Hipparcos payload are now available, results
that will be of considerable value to future
optical payload designers. The unexpectedly
severe environment encountered by the
satellite in its revised orbit has provided extra
motivation for the detailed analvsrs of the
data collected.

The payload
The Hipparcos payload is centred around
an all-reflective Schmidt telescope, working
in the visible part of the electromagnetic
spectrum lt has an entrance pupil of
290 mm diameter and a focal length of
1400 mm. A modulating grid is located at the
telescooe's focal surface. lt consists of 2688
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measuring the light transmitted by the whole
star-mapper grid in two diffe'ent spectral
oands: B, ard V, The spectral separation
rs performed by means of a d chroic beam
splitte'. which ref lects the shoner-wavelength
light lthe 8, bard) onto one piotonu tipl'er
ard transmits the lorger-waverength ight
(the V, band) onto the other. A schematic
of the payload layout js shown in Figure 1

(A more complete description of the pay oad

and the scientifrc mission can be found in

ESA Spec al Publication SP 1111)

Initial results
Detection systems and payload mechanisms
The Hipparcos payload inc udes Lwo primary
(main fie d) detectors, and four-star mapper
detectors, haf of which are in operation at
ary giver time The overall ight throughput

Figure 1.

(a) An overview of the
Hipparcos payload
showing the two fields
of view 58" apart.

(b) A detailed view of the
focal-plane assembly,
showing the modulating
grid, the relay optics,
and the detectors
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of the payload, including the detector
efficiencies, are in good agreement with the
pre-launch expectations, and the overall
accuracy error budget. All detectors, and
all payload mechanisms (including the
refocussing mechanism, the detector
switching mirrors, and the instrument
shutters) have functioned without problem
since launch.

Payload thermal control
To ensure relative stability of the optical
components within the Hipparcos payload,
which is of paramount importance for any
instrument devoted to metrology, it was
necessary to place very stringent require-
ments on the temperature stability of the
payload structure, the optical elements, and
the detectors. Short-term temperature-stability
requirements on the mirrors were +0.05oC.

These requirements have been achieved by
proper thermal design of the payload
enclosures, where the boundaries have been
used to balance internal and external thermal
disturbances. Thermal control has been
achieved by both passive and active means
(even when the payload was in the 'off

state') In-orbit measurements indicate that
the short{erm stability is well below the
thermistor resolution (less than 0.03oC), and
that the predictions are comfortably met

Telescope-structu re moisture release
The telescope structure has been designed
to maintarn the accurate relative positioning
of the three telescope mirrors and the units
located in the vicinity of the telescope focal
plane. The mass, stiffness and stability
requirements called for a boxtype structure
made with carbonjibre-reinforced olastic
skin oanels. and stiffeners or carbonjibre-
reinforced plastic shear panels linked by
corner profiles and folded edges. By using
12-ply multi-layers, the enclosure panels
achieve a high Young's modulus (about
105 N/mm2 and a very low coefficient of
thermal expansion (approx. 10-7 per oC).

Unfortunately, it is quite impossible to
completely 'dry out' a carbon{ibre structure
before launch. Water outgassing (moisture
release) is followed by a small but non-
negligible shrinkage of the structure, which
is a well-known effect The net result is that
the telescope focus has to be readjusted
regularly using a dedicated mechanism.
To minimise this effect during on-ground
activities, the payload was continuously kept
under a dry-nitrogen flow once the final
telescope adjustment had been achieved.

Predictions of the in-orbit focus variation
were comouted orior to launch based on
test sample data (Fig. 2). Careful in-orbit
measurements of the depth of modulation of
the star signals allows the best-focus position

of the complete telescope to be measured
and maintained to an accuracy of about
1 micron. Whilst the early post-launch
evolution in focus followed the pre-launch
predictions rather closely, the movements
have been significantly larger over longer
time-scales than those expected This effect
can be easily compensated for by making
slightly more frequent focussing adlustments
for the payload Meanwhile, the reasons for
the greater variation are under investigation,
with sensitivity to the severe irradiation
environment (due to the lower orbit) being
one possibility that has not yet been ruled
OUI.

lL1 lli
litrrt rtctrr lcuirclr (rrrr.nihs)

Telescope optical performance
lmage quality
Although it is not unusual to use Schmidt
telescopes in space instrumentation, one of
the critical components of the Hipparcos
telescope is undoubtedly the 'beam comb-
iner' mirror, which brings the light from the
two viewing directions to a common focal
surface. This mirror has an aspheric and
asymmetrical profile to compensate for the
optical aberrations induced by the large
spherical mirror. The real challenge for the
optical manufacturer was to cut this mirror
after polishing, and to bond the two halves
with a 29o angle, preserving in the process
the extremely high optical quality (approx
1/60th of a wavelength error on the overall
optical surface). A mounting device with
three 'pads' was required, and as a

Figure 2. Focus variation
(in microns) of the
Hipparcos telescope as a
function of time. The solid
line refers to predicted
values, and dots to those
measured
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Figure 3. Variation of the
modulation factor M. (the
first harmonic of the signal
generated when the star
crosses the grid) over the
two fields of view (P Fov
and F Fov). Note the steep
variation in M. in the lower
right corner of the right-
hand figure due to a small
local mirror deformation
(such variations are
calibrated during the data-
analysis process). This
type of information is
derived as part of the
instrument calibration
during the data-analysis
process, and has been
supplied by the FAST Data
Reduction Consortium.
(Courtesy of F. Mignard)

.nnqonrrpnr-e thp tuin figllg Of VieW afe not
supported in an identical manner.

Predictions of the in-orbit image qua ity
(under the zero-gravity conditions exper-
ierced in orbit) indicated that the star images
from the preceding and fol owing fields of
view should have a slighty different profile
TLi^ ^{{^^+ L^^ h^^^ ^rn{irmad :nrl Finrrro ?I lllJ UllUUt lld- UUEI I UUr ilil ru I rvurv u

shows the small variations in the modulation
factors of the first harmonic of the stel ar
sigrals Interestingly. the modulating grid is

not only a suitable device with which to
measure star distances. but also a powerfu
tnnl {nr accoccinn f lp nn+ianl ar rn i+', nf nLvvr rvr uaouooil rV u ru Upllu4l 9UO lLy Ul O
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Chromaticity effects
Optical simulations also predicted that the
mirrors could not be designed and built in a
manner that would be completey free from
chromatic effects Thus, with the measuring
accuracies required of Hipparcos, it was
expected that the measured star positions

wou d be slightly colour-dependent

Based on extersive interferometric testing
under vacuum (but in a 1 g environment),
it was possible to conclude that the
specification should be met in-orbit (direct
chromaticity measurements were not feasible
or-ground with the required accuracy)
Finally in-orbit scientific data reduction has
subsequently proved that the specification
has been met and that the irterferometric
wave-front error analysis used during
assembly and verification was a valid tool for
predicting chromaticity effects at the level of

about 1 milliarcsec

Stability of bonded mirrors in space
The angu ar stability of the bonded beam-
combiner mirror is another critical parameter
of the pay oad optics. The stability of the
angle between the two fields of view (also
known as the 'basic angle) was required to
be better than 1 milliarcsec over any 2.8 h
period lr Figure 4. the lorg-term variations
in this parameter are disp ayed The drift in
tho nacin annlo dorirrod {rnm aroql.airala

reductions, is actually better than about
1 milliarcsec per month There is no doubt
that the mirror's mechanical stability is a
direct consequence of the good behaviour
of the payload structure and the associated
thermal control

Grid performance
The Hipparcos modulating grid which was
danncito.l hrr :n alonirnn-ha:m n2ttarn

generation technique on the curved focal
surface of the telescope, is without question
a superb and unique item A geometrical
calibration was performed in the laboratory.
prior to its delivery. with an accuracy in

the range of 11 nm rms (or 1 5 milliarcsec)
There was an almost inevitable caution about
having full confidence in the validity of the
measurements carried out in the submicron
range, but in-orbit calibrations and routine
measurements have proved that the grid
"_^^,,+^^t,,"i^^ ,,,^^ ,,^+^ +h^+ +k^.^ i^t to rutauLu|trv vv4D DU ouuutaLg u t4t il tEIg tJ

no need for a correction table for the main
mtsston

Particulate contamination
A significant concern during payoad
integration was the cleanliness of the
surrounding environment. No substantial
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contamiration by dust or particles could be
allowed, and the environment was specified
to be 'Class 100' In practice, no contamin-
ation problems have been detected by the
scientific data-reduction consortia A few
'cosmetic' defects, which were created
during the manufacturing process and which
were identified and catalogued during the
grid s acceptance, have been confirmed by
the data-processing teams Figure 5 shows
an example of the influence of such a defect
on the modulated signal

Degradation of payload efficiency under
irradiation
With the revised highly-elliptical orbit, which
interr:ents the Farth s Van Allen radiation
be ts twice per day. early corcern was
avnrocco.l ehnrrt tho nnccihlo dpnred:tinn

ot the payload s efficiercy due to irradiatior
Indeed. during each such passage. scientific
data collection has to be discontinued due
to the high backgrourd noise generated in
the star-mapper detectors by the associated
hinh-onarnrr nartinlac

Figure 5. Influence of a small 'dust-like' grid
defect on the output signal. The figure shows
the modulated signal of a star as it passes
across the focal plane of the telescope. This
signal is regular, except at the location of the
known 'defect' at the bottom left of the figure
(Results from the FAST Data Reduction
Consortium, courtesy of H. Schrilver)

Figure 4. The variations in basic angle (the angle between the two telescope
viewing directions) derived from scientific data reduction. A 'jump' due to a
switch to the redundant thermal control unit at around day 440 is clearly visible.
The long-term behaviour can be explained by small changes in the optical and
structural elements
(Results from the FAST Data Reduction Consortium, courtesy of H. Schrijver)
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Figure 6. Photometric
throughputs of the main

detector (image dissector
tube) and star-mapper (B)

channels
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By using some of the reference stars Conclusions
observed by Hipparcos, it is possible Certain new manufacturing concepts
to monitor the payload's photometric have been fully validated by the preliminary
throughput Figure 6 shows that the star- results obtained by the Hipparcos payload
mapper channels have remained almost in-orbit. Despite the unforeseen highly
constant, whereas a significant decay in the eccentric orbit, the key Hipparcos payload
main detection chain (180/o over 2 years) is performances are generally well within the
apparent The explanation lies in the fact that pre-launch predictions. This excellent payload
the radiation shielding for the optics was behaviour is contributing greatly to the first-
designed for the geostationary orbit, where class scientific results that are now being
the irradiation conditions are quite different to generated by the Hipparcos mission G
those experienced in the present situation
The star-maooer channels are less sensitive
to radiation in that the lenses are made of
fused silica and, with star mapper's less-

stringent optical imaging requirements, there
are fewer or them The main detector relay
lenses, which are more complex, have been
manufactured from various (undoped)
standard glasses One may conclude that the
loss in optrcal transmission is due mainly to
the 'darkening' of the glass under irradiation
While the effect is clearly measurable,
however, it will not significantly degrade the
overall scientific return
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Scientific Involvement in the
Hipparcos Mission

The Hipparcos observing programme is based upon a
single, uniquely-defrned Input Catalogue Compiled at
the Observatoire de Paris, Meudon, the preparation of
this Catalogue has involved the collaboration of a large
number of ESA Member-State scientists - both for the
detailed assessment of currently-available data, and for
the contribution of an extensive compilation of ground-
based observations necessary to bring the observing
catalogue to the quality necessary for the satellite
observations and data analyses. While the INCA Team
Leader is responsible Ior the Input Catalogue
compilation as a whole, various 'task leaders' have been
responsible for the various subsets of the work, The
Consortium includes institutes from Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland
and the United Kingdom. Thus the Input Catalogue
compilation has been a truly collaborative European
scientific effort.

The data analysis tasks are similarly substantial, and the
entire organisation of the preparation and execution of
the work is even more comolex. The overall Team
Leaders o1 the three Consortia are assisted by Executive
Committees comprising the 'task leaders' responsible for
the various disciplines and data-processing stages and,
where appropriate, by evaluation or software-
maintenance groups. In all cases, the work of each
Consortium is 'monitored' by a Steering Committee with
representatives from each participating country

Within the NDAC Consortium, the data analysis is
performed in the countries that developed the respective
software elements, i.e. in the UK, in Denmark and in
Sweden, with the individual participating institutes
ultimately responsible for their own software qualrty, data
interfaces, and data management.

Within the FAST Consortium, a different approach has
been followed, with the integrated software running
within the CNES (Toulouse) computing centre;
substantial elements of the integrated software also run
within the Consortium's First-Look FAcility at SRL
(Utrecht). The software elements of the extensive overall
scientif ic data-processing package have been
developed within participating institutes in ltaly, France,
The Netherlands, and Germany Acceptance tests were
run before and after software integration, and the
responsible institutes participate closely in the evaluation
of results during execution.

The TDAC Consortium relies on some software elements
and results of the data processing within NDAC and
FAST (for example, the satellite attitude for TDAC is

derived by the NDAC Consortium within Denmark,
based upon the first analysis steps carried out in the UK;
subsequent attitude updates are supplied by the FAST

Consortium's main processing chain in France, based

upon software developed in ltaly). Other critical stages of
the TDAC Consortium data processing are carried out at
institutes within Germany and France.

The extensive cross-checking of the intermediate data-
processing stages rs carried out where the expertise and
resources permit. Thus, for example, the one-
dimensional 'great-circle' results determined by FAST
and NDAC in CNES and Copenhagen, respectively, are
inter-compared at the Geodetic Institute in Delft, where
the relevant FAST software was developed; the precise
reconstructed satellite attitude data from both Consortia
are inter-compared and evaluated at CSS (Turin), where
the software for the first stages of the FAST data
treatment was developed and coded Half a dozen other
major inter-comparison exercises are carried out at
various institutes. In addition, all the partcipating
institutes take responsibility for the proper functioning
and critical evaiuation of their elements of the overall
data-reduction package.

The Hipparcos Science Team, the composition of which
has changed slightly during the lifetime of the Hipparcos
project, advises ESA on all screntific aspects of the
mission, through to the completion of the final Hipparcos
Catalogue. lt is made up of representatives of the
scientific consortia involved in the mission, and presently
consists of: PL. Bernacca, M. Cr6z6, F Donati,
M. Grenon, M. Grewing, E. Hag, J. Kovalevsky, F. van
Leeuwen, L Lindegren, H. van der Marel, F. Mignard,
C.A. Murray, M.A.C. Perryman (Chairman), R.S. Le Poole,
H. Schrijver and C. Turon.

The principal participants in the four scientific consortia
are listed on the facing page

Summary of Expected Hipparcos Scientific Results

Number of stars (main mission) 118 000

Photometry at each of
100 observations 001 mag

Information on binary or multiple systems

Typical accuracy of positions
(at 9 mag)

Accuracy of parallaxes

Accuracy of annual proper motions

Number of stars (Tycho experiment)

Accuracy in Tycho positions
(at B:105 mag)

Accuracy in lycho photometry
(B and V)

Expected Hipparcos Catalogue
availability

2 milliarcsec

2 milliarcsec

2 milliarcsec

1 000 000

0.03 arcsec

0.03 mag

1 995
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The INCA Consortium
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V. Castellani, M Cetica, E Donati, A. Emanuele,
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M. Gonano, D. lorio-Fili, M. Laitanzi, F. Migliaccio,
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The Hipparcos Observing Programme:
Preparation of the Input Catalogue

G. Turon
Observatorre de Paris-Meudon, France
Team Leader, INCA Consortium

lntroduction
A substantial effort has been devoted to
the preparation of the Hipparcos Input
Catalogue. Work on it commenced in 1981 ,

soon after ESA's definitive selection of the
mission, and the Input Catalogue has
recently been published as ESA SP-1136 on
behalf of the INCA Consortium, the group
responsible for its compilation lt has been
estimated that approximately 200 man-years
of effort have been devoted to its oroduction.
with the collaboration of some one hundred
scientists throughout the ESA Member States
and bevond.

Two years into the Hipparcos measurement programme is a
convenient point at which to reflect on the observing programme
of ESA's revolutionary astrometry mission, and to examine the
extent to which it has fulfilled its scientific and operational
objectives. The comprehensive scientific observing programme,
and its complex operational implementation, have passed
all post-launch tests supremely well and promise a scientific
return unsurpassed in the history of astronomical positional
measurements.

The Hipparcos Programme itself is dedicated
to the precise measurement, for astrophysical
and astrometric reasons, of the positions,
distances and spatial motions of the stars in

our region of the Galaxy. At the start of the
Phase-B industrial activities, it had been
foreseen that a Catalogue of some 100 000
pre-selected objects would satisfy the dual
purposes demanded of it: first, as the
definitive list of high-priority stellar targets
to be observed by the satellite during its

nominal two and a half year mission:
secondly, to be able to use the astronomical
targets themselves as the reference for the
satellite attitude determination, both during
the observations, and subsequently, during
the data-reduction orocess.

Actually, as the launch date drew nearer, the
parallel efforts of the data-reduction groups,
who were designing their operational soft-

ware to match the expected satellite data,
and who were carrying out detailed
simulations of the data-analysis tasks,
were able to demonstrate that an enlarged
observing programme had only a minimal
impact on the eventual positional accuracies.
As a result, the final observing list falls just
short of 120 000 targets.

Assembling the lnput Catalogue
The resulting 'lnput Catalogue' was put
together on the basis of an 'lnvitation for
Proposals' distributed by ESA to the
worldwide astronomical community As a
result of this call, 214 scientific proposals,

containing requests for more than 500 000
targets, were received in 1982 (these
proposals are listed, along with a detailed
account of the Input Catalogue and its
preparation, in ESA SP-1111, Vol ll). The
task of assigning scientific priorities, and
assembling a unique list of stars for the
observing programme, then began

Various, and usually conflicting, requirements
had to be faced in the Input Catalogue's
construction. The satellite itself spins slowly
across the sky at a constant rate, and the
observing time that can be devoted to any
one part of the sky is therefore strictly
limited: any given area cannot contain too
many stars, or too many faint stars On the
other hand, the satellite attitude-control
process, and the subsequent stages of the
data processing, demanded that there be a
reasonably uniform sky density of sufficiently
bright stars. Hipparcos actually lies some-
where between a 'survey' mission, where
all parts of the sky are scanned in a pre-
determined manner, and an 'observatory
facility', where objects are observed on
the basis of their known coordinates and
assumed scientific interest (this is also almosl
true for the Tycho experiment, which surveys
the sky with the star mappers as the satellite
spins, although a basic list of known stars is

also used to facilitate the data analysis).
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Pointing the Hipparcos detector to the
required target, in the presence of the
satellite's spinning motion, also demanded
accurate knowledge of the star positions at
the time of observation - about 1 second
of arc. close to the limits of ground-based
positronal measurements for such a large
number of stars In addition, allocation of the
available observing time to the programme
stars present in the telescope s 1 square
degree field of view demanded that the
magnitudes, or star brightnesses. also be
known to a rather good accuracy All of this
information had to be compiled well in

advance of the launch,

The assessment of scientific priorities for
each of the proposed scientific investigations
was one of the first tasks to be undertaken,
and it was entrusted to an ad hoc scientific
peer review team under the chairmanship
of Prof Adriaan Blaauw Three meetings of
the Selection Committee took place over a
period of nearly three years. in between
which the INCA Consortium attempted to
include the relevant proposed targets into the
global observing programme The progress
towards a final observing list was made in
an iterative manner, with many of the recom-
mendations being reviewed in the light of
simulation results, competing proposals and,
in some cases, the comments of the original
proposers themselves The unusual step of
requesting the views of the proposers on the
recommendations of the peer review group
was intentional: there would only be one
Hipparcos observing list, and it had to be
drawn up with its historical significance in
mindl

Achieving order out of confusion
There are large numbers of astronomical
catalogues in existence A given star may
figure in only one such catalogue, depending
on its brightness, astrophysical nature or
astrometric measurement history, or it may
be contained in many catalogues, assembled
over 50 years or more Each of the catalog-
ues might reflect a different scientific interest
in the star: it could be contained in early
2Oth century sky-survey measurements, in

lists of variable stars or of double stars,

in recent programmes of radial velocity
measurements, or in any of dozens of other
lists scattered throughout the vast astron-
omical literature Here the confusion started.

Depending on the scientific interest
expressed by a given proposer, the same
star could have been proposed under
numerous different identifiers, with different

Task Leaders wathin the INCA Consortium

C. Turon (Team Leader), M. Cr6z6, D. Egret, A. G6mez,
M. Grenon, H. Jahreiss, Y. R6quidme, A.N. Argue,
A. Bec-Borsenberger, J. Dommanget, M.O. Mennessier,
J.C. Mermilliod, L. Pr6vot, F. Arenou, M. Chareton, F. Crifo,

D. Morin, B. Nicolet, O. Nys, M. Rousseau, M.A.C. Perryman

The above names reoresent the involvement of some 100 scientific
personnel in the Input Catalogue preparations

information provided on its position or
magnitude, depending on the catalogue from
which it was selected, For many astronomical
studies, a coordinate or magnrtude slightly in

error might have very little repercussion - it

could still be found within the field of view of
most ground-based telescopes, albeit with a
little searching with the assistance of 'finding
charts' by the observer. For Hipparcos,
such an error would mean missing the star
altogether, or allocating an incorrect observ-
ing time to it, or including it twice or more
within the observing programme at different
locations! The unification of the data received
from the proposers, the selection of the best-
available positional and photometric data for
each star, and the assessment of whether
further ground-based observations of the
oblects would be needed to meet the
observational requirements of the satellite,

were enormous tasks,

These tasks were eased substantially, but
by no means completely, by the existence
and convenient access to the SIMBAD
stellar database of the Centre de Donn6es
Astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS) From
the 500 000 or more candidate targets
proposed, the basic list of stars requested
was reduced to about 230 000 distinct stars
The incorporation of scientific priorities and
the outcome of simulations of the way in
which the satellite observations cover the
sky, slowly (over the period of the INCA
Consortium's work) reduced this number to
the final target list of nearly 118 000 objects,
Whilst representing just 550/o of the total list

of targets proposed, this final programme
actually contains 940/o oI the 'priority 1

programmes, as defined by the Selection
Committee(Figs 1&2)

This final target list provided a network of
stars over the entire sky, some three stars
nor anr raro rlonroo nn-- -,, average. merglng
astrometric and astrophysical interests.
and balancing scientific, observational
and operational considerations The INCA
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Consortium also oroposed observations of
astrophysical ly-interesting candidates where
these had been omitted from the entire list

of observing proposals. Consequently, the
final Input Catalogue ensures a substantial
sampling of the most important stellar
categories present in the solar neighbour-
hood. The Consortium also ensured that a
list, of 52 000 bright stars, was contained
within the observing programme which was
complete to well-defined magnitude limits
(around 7.3-9 mag, depending on galactic
latitude and spectral type of the star),

important for statistical studies of the Galaxy
and the solar neighbourhood.

The ground-based preparations
Careful astrometric and photometric studies
of each star in the observing programme
were needed in order to assess whether the
available information was sufficient to allow
the Hipparcos observations to be made. A
massive series of ground-based observations
was then embarked uoon: measurements
of about 100 000 star positions from photo-
graphic plates, some 10 000 additional
oositions from automatic meridian circle
observations, 10 000 star magnitudes
and colours obtained from multi-colour
photoelectric photometry (the particular
photoelectric system being chosen according
to the star's spectral type in order to be able
to derive astrophysically-useful parameters in

addition to the star's magnitude). More than
100 000 star colours were computed from
spectral types combined with a new model
of light extinction within our Galaxy. Not all of
these new observations are included directly
in the Input Catalogue, although it does
contain a substantial body of previously
unoublished data

Special programmes were undertaken to deal
with particular, and particularly'troublesome'
(yet scientifically important) objects, such as
double and multiple star systems, variable
stars, and stars in high-density regions of the
sky such as galactic open clusters, and the
Large and Small Magellanic Clouds, minor
planets or asteroids (48 are contained within
the final observing list), and the moons of the
major planets Jupiter and Saturn which are

observable with Hipparcos.

Figure 2. The situation in a very dense area of
the sky near Eta Garinae:
(a) all stars from the SIMBAD Database
(b) all proposed stars, and
(c) the stars retained in the Input Catalogue

(Courtesy ol F. Arenou)
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The effort and attention to detail required to
prepare for and match the unique observing
capabilities of the Hipparcos mission were
formidable The Input Catalogue was never-
theless delivered to ESA, for interface
verifications, and implementation at the
ESOC Control Centre, well in time for launch
Prof Adriann Blaauw, who chaired the
scientific selection and in effect has monit-
ored the INCA Consortium's work over the
past ten years on behalf of the end-users of
the Hipparcos data. has made the comment
that:

'Few, if any, satellite projects have
produced already before launch so many
things useful to astronomy as Hipparcos has
I hope nobody will mind if, for a moment,
and most disrespectfully, I call Hipparcos fhe
biggest vacuum cleaner astronomers have
ever seen'.
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Once in orbit, when the satellite was set
spinning about its axis, and the baffle covers
opened to allow star light into the payload s
cf:r mannorc tho {irct a\/eiam tactc nnr rld

begin Star images were indeed seen. clearly
modulated by the star-mapper grid, the
signatures of bright stars transiting every
few seconds. The first stage of the attitude-
measurement routine consisted of matching
these transits with those expected from the
strip of the sky that the satellite was known
to be scanning - a pattern-recognition
problem complicated by the two super-
imposed fields of view This complex and
delicate stage, however, ran smoothly, and
the Input Catalogue passed its first tests with
distinction, Almost witnout exceptior. the
60 00O or so reference stars were seen at
their expected locations, within a second of
ara nr an nf thoir ovnontod nnciiinnc and

with their correct amplitude in both
photometric channels of the star mapper
Thus. not only were catalogue positions
annrl hr rt thair cnqco vnlnni+inn /naniarivvvv. uuL u ruil rvuuv vvrvurLrv) \r rgguEu

to estimate the star positions at any time,
based on information compiled at another
observation time) were too (Fig 3)

With the star mappers operating, the
satellite's attitude is known by the on-board
computer to within about 1 arcsec at all
iimoe heco.l r rnnn tha +ranni+o ^{ l-.";^h+ ^f^.^ilrrrvo. uqauu upur | il ru llal lDllJ ul ul19l lL JLdlb,

and the on-board gyroscopic updates about
all three satellite axes in between those
transits The main detector on board the
Hipparcos satellite has a very small sensitive
area. which is about 30 arcsec in diameter,
and this can be commanded electronically,
by the on-board computer. to point to the
star to be observed once the satellites
attitude is known, and once the expected
location of the star is available to that
computer The information necessary to point
the detector to the candidate star includes its
expected time of entry into the detector field
of view, and the location in the x-y detector
plane at which the star is expected to
commence its transit,

All information needed to run the observing
programme and. in the process. control the
satellite's attitude motion as it scans the
sky, is prepared on the ground at ESAs
European Space Operations Centre (ESOC)
in Darmstadt (D) on the basis of the contents
of the Input Catalogue, and using the
predicted scanning motion derived from
details of the deterministic scanning law

A subset of the stars, namely those with a
large amplitude of variability, cause some of
the greatest problems Their brightnesses

Figure 3. The transit of
Jupiter and its moons
across the satellite's star
mappers

Payload commissioning and the Input
Catalogue
The way in which the Hipparcos satellite
makes its measurements - relying on those
very measurements in order to determine its
real{ime attitude, and thus point to the area
of the sky in which the next objects are to
be found. sounds like a circular process
almost too good to be true, The problem is

compounded further by the telescope's two
viewing directions on the sky. separated by
about 58', which are superimposed within
the payload onto the same focal surface
Such a complex system is, of course,
impossible to test out fully on the ground.
and the first measurements were awaited
both with excitement and some anxietv.
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(based on past observations from the
ground) have to be predicted before up-
linking the details of the star observations
to the satellite - if the star is very faint at
the time of observation, it may need to be
allocated more observing time, or dropped
altogether from the observing programme for
that particular forthcoming observation. Minor
planets and the planetary satellites also add
their own special complications to this aspect
of the regular mission planning and imple-
mentation: their current positions need to
be determined on the basis of detailed
tabulations of their motion within our Solar
System. These interfaces were comprehen-
sively verified pre-launch, and all have run
smoothly throughout the mission.

Each star takes approximately 20 s to cross
Hipparcos' field of view due to the satellite's
spinning motion (it rotates about its spin axis
approximately once every 2 h) But in this
interval, many other Input Catalogue stars
(some six on average in the combined field)
are also present. The on-board computer
allocates observing time to each star as it
transits, based on its brightness, its scientific
priority, and the details of the other stars in

the same field competing for observing time.
The observations are, in practice, interlaced
rapidly and repeatedly, in order to compen-
sate for any satellite jitter, so that the star
observations are effectively made instant-
aneously The data is telemetered to the
ground, with real{ime signal monitoring
being conducted at ESOC, where the data
are archived for despatch to the scientific
teams responsible for data processing

The next stage of the verification of the Input
Catalogue therefore takes place at ESOC,

during the signal monitoring. Only if the star
is within a few seconds of arc of its expected
location will a signal be seen, and only if

the Input Catalogue position and the star
brightness predicted for the main detector
are good will the signal have the expected
modulation signature (created by the grid of
opaque and transparent slits at the teles-
cope's focal surface). Since launch, and from
the results of some 'quick-look' processing
carried out by the data-reduction teams, we
now know that for fewer than 100 of the
120 000 programme stars is little modulatron
seen. For these few stars, this is an indication
that the catalogue positions or magnitudes
were poor, or in some cases quite simply
wrong: for some of these, checks were
made on the ground and corrections
implemented for Hipparcos' next obser-
vations of that part of the sky. Given the
inhomooeneous material from which the

Input Catalogue was created, the matching
was by-and-large excellent, and probably
exceeded any reasonable expectations The
Input Catalogue was largely validated, and
certainly permitted the Hipparcos satellite to
operate, and carry out its scientific measure-
ment programme, in an outstanding manner.

Feedback from the data processing
The ground processing of the Hipparcos
data is a huge and complex process,
requiring the treatment of some one
thousand million bits (1 Gbi| of data per day.

Each day, this vast supply of information
flows into the mass data-processing tasks
running on the ground; it must eventually be
processed in its entirety to yield the improved
star positions, space motions projected onto
the celestial sphere, and distances, which are
the goal of the Hipparcos mission The final
stages of the Input Catalogue verification
require the Hipparcos results themselves to
cross-check, independently, the validity of the

Figure 4. A comparison
between the Input-
Catalogue positions
(in both coordinates on
the sky: right ascension
and declination) and those
obtained from the first
few months of satellite
observations using the
satellite's star mappers.
Because the star-mapper
observations are of such
high precision compared
with those obtainable from
the ground, these figures
show the actual errors on
the Input Catalogue
positions (the results
combine the INCA
positions with those
derived by the NDAC
Consortium, supplied by
F. van Leeuwen)
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Figure 5. Members of the
INCA Consortium Executive
Committee, January 1988

star positions compiled on the ground This
can be carried out at two levels: at the
relatively coarse level of the star-mapper
observations, and later at the level of the
main Hiooarcos detector observations.

Comparison of Input-Catalogue contents
with star-mapper results
The general properties of the Input Cata-
logue can already be deduced from the
results obtained from the star mappers,
without waiting for the final, or even inter-
mediate, results from the main data-
processing chain (which will ultimately yield
results of much higher precision). Within
both of the main data-processing teams (the

NDAC and FAST Consortia), the on-ground
processing of the star-mapper data is an
essential first step in refining the realtime
knowledge of the satellite's instantaneous

attitude. The actual times of the signal
transits of a given star across the star-
mapper grid, compared with the predicted
transit times, provide an estimate of the
discrepancy between the predicted position

of the programme star and its true position.

Thousands of such transits are recorded and
processed each day, and the data can be
compiled to build up a consistent picture, not
only of the satellite attitude to an improved
accuracy of about 0.1 arcsec, but also of
the star positions to a similar accuracy Star-

mapper information in the two photometric
channels orovides details of the star's
intensity and 'colour', and transit times for
the same star with different scan orientations
(obtained at different times of the year) yields
information about any other nearby compan-
ions that the star may have, ie whether the
star is a member of a double or multiple
system. The results from a few months of
such star-mapper data processing are shown

in Figure 4. These types of results have
shown that the Input Catalogue positions are
indeed of the quality expected pre-launch:
the error distributions are symmetrical, have
a width of about 0.3 arcsec, and show no
strong variations as a function of position on
the sky This was most encouraging, and
indicated that the large-scale regional errors
in positional measurements acquired from
the ground were not in general above this
level of significance. Magnitudes in both star-
maooer colours are also found to be in
excellent agreement with expectations, and
double-star systems that could be clearly
identified as such before launch show uo
in the data processing with the expected
properties (separation, magnitude difference
and position angle).

Comparison of Input-Catalogue contents
with main mission results
It is very early days to describe the results
of the main mission processing, and thus to
assess the Input Catalogue's performance
and features at the level of a few milli-
arcseconds; this is part of what the entire
Hipparcos mission is all about. However, the
first, very provisional results of the 'sphere
solutions' from the main mission data proces-
sing are just beginning to appear, and sonie
early, again tentative, pictures are beginning
to emerge. These are described in the
accompanying article on the scientific results.

Conclusion
The Input Catalogue is not perfect No star
catalogue is, and indeed this is the reason
why the Hipparcos mission was undertaken
in the first place - to improve our know-
ledge of the star positions. But the Input
Catalogue has served as a perfect, albeit
highly complex, tool bbth for operating the
Hipparcos satellite witl-6optimum efficiency,
and for ensuring that a scientific programme
of maximum quality can be undertaken with
this unique mission G
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lntroduction
When in contact with one of the three
ground stations, the Hipparcos astrometry
satellite returns an uninterruoted flow of data
to the ground at a rate of 24 kbit/s. This

stream contains data from the primary optical
detection system on-board, which measures
the relative along-scan separation of prog-
ramme stars present within the combined
fields of view of the Hipparcos telescope, as
well as information from the satellite's attitude
measurement and control system The data
reductions then consist of re-assembling
these data into a system of star positions,

The on-ground treatment of the Hipparcos satellite data is the
largest and most complex data-analysis problem ever undertaken
in the history of astrometry. Assembling a final and highly accurate
catalogue of star positions, distances and motions presents a

unique problem, both scientifically and from the data-management
viewpoint, for the Consortium of European scientific institutes
involved in the tasks. The development of the data-analysis
techniques guided the development of the satellite design itself.
Self-checking procedures, implicit in the satellite measurement
and data-analysis techniques, demonstrate that the ultimate
astrometric catalogue promised by the Hipparcos mission will
shortly become a reality.

distances and spatial motions. In the process
of the signal analysis, valuable information on

the brightnesses of the 120 000 stars within
the main measurement programme, and
information on the double or multiple nature

of the observed stars, is derived An auxiliary
catalogue (the Tycho Catalogue, which is of

lower positional precision but which contains
additional photometric information) of
perhaps as many as one million more stars

is being constructed from the data stream

Hipparcos Data Reduction
Construction of the Hipparcos
Star Catalogue

E. Hag
Copenhagen University Observatory, Denmark
Team Leader, TDAC Data Reduction Consortium

J. Kovalevsky
Observatoire de la COte d'Azur, France
Team Leadet FAST Data Reduction Consortium

L. Lindegren
Lund Observatory, Sweden
Team Leader, NDAC Data Reduction Consortium

sent down by the satellite's star mappers
The lengthy and complex catalogue
construction tasks are now fullv under wav.

The data-reduction tasks
The goal of the Hipparcos measurements is

to determine star positions with an unprece-
dented accuracy - a factor of a hundred or
so times better than realistically achievable
from the ground for such a large number
of stars By making these very accurate
measurements from space over a period
of about three years, and repeating the
observations of the same stars at different
times and at different 'orientations' on the

celestial sphere, the tiny changes in the star
positions due to their actual motions through
the Galaxy, and the minute shifts in their
apparent positions (reflecting their distances;
Fig 1) as the Earth moves around the Sun,
can be discerned.

From the very beginning of the Hipparcos
project it was evident that the process of

building the Star Catalogue from the type of

astrometric observations that could be made
in space was going to be a difficult, and
delicate, task. Indeed, a significant effort was

devoted during the Phase-A studies of the
mission to identifying the procedures that
could be used, assembling the mathematical
tools necessary for analysis of the data, and
demonstrating (through simulations and
mathematical modelling) that the necessary
accuracies were achievable.

The problems in devising an overall data-

analysis procedure were threefold. First, a
method had to be identified which would
allow the basically one-dimensional
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Figure 1. The principle
of measuring a star's
parallax, or distance. The
distance determination
relies on the fact that a

star's position appears to
change with respect to
more distant objects as the
Earth moves in its annual
orbit around the Sun.
Thus relative measure-
ments between any pairs
of stars on the sky will
also change, according to
the stars' distances, the
time of year, and the
direction along which the
measurements are
projected

measurements foreseen for the Hipparcos
satellite to be built up into a catalogue of
two-dimensional positions, motions, and
distances. Secondly, the method had not
only to be possible in theory, but also
possible to implement computationally
Thirdly, the data-processing tasks would
have to be implemented in a manner that
allowed extremely stringent control over any
possible sources of error The effects to be
studied were very much at the iimits of the
possible satellite technology, and errors
arising in the measurements or in their
processing could, all too easily, propagate
through to the final scientific catalogue.

The fact that the first two of these problems
could be overcome was demonstrated during
the period of the Phase-A study activities
It was shown that the measurements could
be combrned in three discrete steps, and
the method became known as the 'three-step
methodi it is described below in greater
detail The adoption of this method also
opened the way for comprehensive simula-
tions (during the Phase-B activities) which
could assess the accuracy of the final
catalogue resulting from various assump-
tions: such as the telescope size, the number
of stars in the observing programme, the
mission duration, and many hundreds of other
detai s which could inlluence the precision
with which the data could be gathered, and
the manner in which it could ultimately be
compiled into the final catalogue

The complicated nature of the entire data-
analysis procedure, combined with the very
stringent requirements on the control of
errors throughout the measurement and
analysis tasks, resulted in an unusual
approach being adopted for the reductions

It was agreed by the scientific community
who were supporting the Hipparcos mission,
and indeed strongly encouraged and
endorsed by ESA and its advisory commit
tees, that the entire set of analysis tasks
should be carried out by two separate teams
of scientists Working largely independently,
but using, of course, the same satellite data,
two catalogues would be produced. ln effect
(although the true situation is much more
involved), an inspection of the catalogues
produced by each team would lead to a
much greater degree of confidence in their
final results, and in the manner in which
these results had been achieved The nature
of the problem can be put into perspective
by noting that the reductions represent the
largest data-analysis problem ever undertaken
in astrometry, if not in astronomy as a whole

The measurements and the three-step
analysis method
The goals of the Hipparcos mission; and
the measurement principle of the satellite
and its early performance in orbit, have been
described in previous ESA literature (the
methods adopted for the data analysis have
been described in detail in ESA SP-1111, Vol

lll) The satellite consists of a telescope with
two viewing directions, separated by about
58o on the sky and each has a field of view
of about 1o square. A total of about six stars
(out of the 120 000 stars contained in the
overall programme) - an average of three
within each field of view - are observed
at the same time. The on-board detector
measures their relative positions by means
of a modulating grid at the telescopes focal
surface; star images cross the grid and
produce a modulated intensity signal, which
is sampled and sent to the ground for
analysis The satellite spins slowly (once
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every 2 h) about its spin axis, which itself
moves slowly around the sky Stars enter and
leave the fields of view as the satellite sptns,

and in this way a dense measurement
network of relative star positions is built up
(Fig. 2) over the entire mission duration. As

the direction of the satellite's spin axis moves
across the sky, relative measurements are
made at different orientations and at different
times, from which the star positions and their
motions can eventually be deduced (Fig.3)

The overall flow of data through the reduction
algorithms is shown in Figure 4. Within the
data reductions, measurements taken over
an interval of about 10 h, corresponding to
the orbital period of the satellite in its revised

elliptical orbit, are combined together. The
first part of the three-step method consists
of estimating the relative one-dimensional
oositions of all the stars contained in the
strip of sky scanned during the 10 h interval
(roughly a circle of 1o width), each with

respect to the others Essential inputs to this

task are the modulation signals for each star,

analysed to yield an intensity and a phase of

modulation (the relative phases themselves
provide an estimate of the relative positions
of the stars in the scanning direction), and
estimates of the satellite's attitude throughout
its scanning motion (derived from the star

mapper and, in the case of one of the
analysis teams, using the on-board gyro
signals; Fig. 5).

Figure 2. The Hipparcos relative-phase measurement principle

Figure 3. The elements of the three-step method adopted for data reduction. In (a),

star-position measurements made on successive scans (which approximate to true
great circles) are projected onto a well-defined reference circle; in (b), the origins
(O) of the different circles are solved for in the 'sphere solution' process; in (c), the
astrometric parameters of each star (A) are solved for by considering their positions
on different circles built up throughout the mission
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Figure 4. The flow oI data
through the data-analysis
tasks (showing the
procedures lollowed by
the NDAC Consortium)

Typically, about 2000 stars are contained
within such a strip of the sky. Strong closure
conditions exist in the system of equations
that describe these 'great circles' on the sky,
and this fact allows for a solution to be made
of the transformation that describes how the
sky actually 'maps' onto the focal surface of
the instrument. Monitoring this transformation
versus time gives an indication of how well
the equations can be solved, how accurate
the star positions determined are, and how

cr'irctrrelric clrd t:lrcictrrr'lric rc:ulis

the instrument itself changes with time. The
resulting description of the instrument can
be formulated to a remarkably high level of
accuracy: for example, the angle between
the two viewing directions is determined to
about 0 2 milliarcsec every 10 h, and it is
seen to change by only 1 milliarcsec or so
per month This behavioural quality is even
better than the original payload specific-
ations, and such detailed information has
allowed a good model to be constructed
which describes how these instrumental
parameters are related to changes that are

taking place on-board the satellite. Other
parameters in the transformation between
the coordinate system on the sky, and the
coordinate system on the telescope's grid,
are determrned at the same time as the
basic angle (Fig. 6).

Gombining circles into spheres
Every 10 h orbit therefore yields a set of
2000 one-dimensional star positions covering
one great circle on the sky. In the data-
analysis process, these results are calculated
from the raw satellite data, then put aside
until enough circles are available to carry
out step 2 of the three-step procedure. This
involves the interconnection, and interlocking,
of a large number of these circles, obtained
over a period of a few months or more This
process is referred to as the 'sphere solution'
step in the Hipparcos terminology

Since all the stars in the great-circle step
are connected only relatively to each other,
it follows that the one-dimensional oositions
derived'have, in practice, an unknown origin,
or zero-point, In connecting together large
numbers of these circles, it is evident that
these origins can no longer be viewed as
arbitrary - only one value for the origin of
each circle will give the most consistent
results for all of the circles taken together.
The sphere solution is essentially the process
of solving for the origins of the circles and, in
the process, converting the relative positions
on the circles into 'absolute' (but still one-
dimensional) positions. Figure 7 shows some
results from the very first such solutions
carried out by the data-reduction teams.

The final element of the three-step method
then consists of collecting together the
absolute one-dimensional positions for each
star observed at the level of each great
circle, and examining how these various
pieces of information can be assembled to
yield not only the star's two-dimensional
positlon on the sky (corresponding to latitude
and longitude on the celestial sphere), but
also its spatial motion and its distance The
very large number of observations (typically
100 over a 2-3 year mission) and the small
number of 'astrometric parameters' (ust five
per star) that are being solved for, means
that there is generally sufficient information
available to indicate whether these
parameters have been weli estimated, giving
an overall indication of the measurement
error for each parameter, or to indicate
whether the achieved fit is symptomatic of
something more complex going on: for
example, the star being a component of a
double or multiple system.
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The whole of the three-step procedure
therefore actually resu ts in an in provement
n the star positiors with r the ooserving
programme However. the results. esoecially
in the early stages of the mission data
processing still include a dependence on

the original poorly known star positions

available from ground-based observations
This is because the determination of the

sate lite attitude. which itself relies on the

ground-based positions for its estimation,

actually enters into the determination of the
positions at the level of the great-c rc e

processing As a resu t, the entire solution
has to be iterated' or repeated. oerhaos
several times, using the newly-derived
nnsitio..rs as :nnrrts to lhe attitude-estimationvvu, Lr v

nr.\.trqq This nrnr:edrrre results in the

derivation of new ard improved positions
frnm iha cnhoro-cnlr riin--,-.,r1 prOCeSS

Figure 5. Reconstruction
of the satellite's attitude
during the great-circle
analysis step. The attitude
is estimated during each
unit of observation time
(2.133 s), shown in the
figure as a dot. A sub-
sequent processing stage
relies on the steady
satellite motion between
attitude-correction gas-iet
firings (squares) to derive
a smoothed attitude (solid
line) which, in turn, yields
improved relative star
positions. The results are
taken from the NDAC
Consortium's analysis
(Courtesy of C. Petersen)

Figure 6. Changes in
instrument parameters with
time, showing how the
transformation between
the sky coordinates and
the instrument coordinate
system changes due to
small structural or optical
changes within the pay-
load (the symbols refer
to specific terms in the
transformation of coord-
inates). These steady
changes are solved for in
the data-processing tasks,
and allow the one-dimens-
ional star coordinates
along a great circle to be
accurately determined.
The results are taken from
the NDAC Consortium's
analysis
(Courtesy of C. Petersen)
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Interestingly, it has only been certain aspects
of the attitude-reconstruction task that have
required significant revision due to the
revised elliptical orbit (due to the higher
perturbing torques that act on the satellite at
the lower altitudes) The incomplete ground-
station coverage (particularly for the parts of
the orbit around perigee) and the frequent
and longer Earth occultations affect the total
amount of useful scientific data retrievable,
but not in general its quality. The longer and
more frequent eclioses affect the satellite's
power system, but not the quality of the data
The frequent passage of the satellite through
the Van Allen belts has resulted in a sliohtlv

C.: C.( C.c rl.li I
lllcS

Figure 7. Results from one of the first 'sphere solutions' of the Hipparcos data,
carried out with only a limited number of great circles. The upper figure shows the
distribution of offsets that must be applied to each circle to bring it into line with
the collection of circles as a whole (the number of reference great circles, or RGCs,
versus the correction in milliarcsec, or mas). lt can be seen that these adjustments
are ot the order of 30 milliarcsec or so. The lower figure shows both the precision
on the determination of these offsets, and that they can be interlocked to about
0.2-0.3 milliarcsec. The data are taken from the FAST Consortium's analysis, and
show results obtained using the first six months ot satellite data (Courtesy of
M. Froeschl6)
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faster drop-off in the light throughput of the
payload's optical elements, and the Cerenkov
emissron generated in these elements also
results in an increased detector background
signal for data collected near perigee. Apart
from the complications that these phenomena
introduce into the administration of the data
reductions, the overall effect of the revised
orbit is principally to reduce the fraction of
scientifically useful data that can be collected
from the 900/o mission target to about 600/0,

or about 15 h of high-quality data per day

Other 'off-line' tasks
The above description is an outline of how
the main data-processing tasks are organised
within each Consortium. In addition, the
groups are involved in various activities (Fig.
4) which are classified as 'off-line' tasks, i.e.

activities that are not strictly part of the main
processing chain. These include numerous
calibration activities (e.9. calibration of the
instrumental parameters referred to above, of
the satellite's gyroscopes and thrusters, of the
photometric responses of the main and star-
mapper detectors, etc ) Iwo very important
'off-line' activities are the ohotometric
processing, and the analysis of the signals
to detect double and multiple star systems

The photometric processing is essentially
a byproduct of the treatment of the main
detector modulated signal; in determining
the phases of the signal, the intensity of the
modulation can be estimated as well. By
relating the intensity of the modulation to the
known intensities (or magnitudes) of some of
the programme stars, and calibrating these
relationships according to the position of the
star within the field of view at the time of
observation, very accurate measurements of
the star's intensity can be derived on each
occasion that it crosses the telescope's field
of view. The advantage of the Hipparcos
photometry (which is carried out using a very
broad optical bandwidth) over ground-based
photometry is that the measurements are
carried out in the absence of the perturbing
atmosphere, and using a single instrument to
cover the entire sky - something that it is
impossible to achieve from the ground. lt is
anticipated that the measurement of star
magnitudes with Hipparcos will result in the
discovery of large numbers of previously
unknown variable stars, an expectation that
the early results are already confirming most
dramatically.

Double or multiple star systems (systems in
which two or more stars are in a physically
bound orbit around their common centre of
mass) occur very frequently in our Galaxy,
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and have considerable astrophysical
imnnrienno Thori ero pnvnrtl-rnlann manf
'rr 
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difficult objects to observe systematically
from the ground Because of the wide variety
of separations and magnitude differences
that the components of such systems may
possess. it is difficult if not impossible. to
design a system that can detect and
mo2ar rro :ll r:nnoc nf cr rnh nnccihilitiac

Hipparcos is no exception in that it has been
possible to optimise certain features of the
detection system with the observation and
discovery of double and multiple stars in

mind. but the system is only optimised over a

certain range of separations and magnitudes.
At the limits of these distributions, results will

not always be unambiguous Adding the fact
that the components of such double systems
may well have perceptible (orbital) motion,
and the components themselves may even
be variaole. the automatic task of detecting
such systems within the Hipparcos data
nhain hannmae r \/ar\/ nhallonninn nrnhlom

Within both data-analysis teams. specia/
activities are undertaken to search for the
signature of double-star systems within the
!^+^ ^+-^^* {^- +a^ -^ir detector. Bvu4l4 Jlt Y4t I tut lt tE il t4

comparing the results with systems already
known from the ground, the expected
performances of the double-star detection
and measurement algorithms have already
been substantially verified The parameters
of known double systems are fully consistent
with the ground-based knowledge, and there
are already indications that many thousands
of new systems will be discovered by the
Hiooarcos satellite

The Tycho Catalogue
The main data-processing chain makes
use of data coming from the satellites star
mappers as a first estimate of its attitude, or
pointing direction. in space at any instant
Bright stars crossing the star-mapper slits

can be compared with their positions known
from the ground, and the satellite's attitude
can then be estimated, on-board and in real-

time, with an accuracy of about 1 arcsec
This is sufficient to point the sensitive area
of the main detector to the images of the
programme stars as they cross the main
grid, and as a first estimate of the satellites
attitude for the ourooses of the main mrssion
data processing

However, not only these 'known' bright stars
are crossing the star-mapper slits In practice,
every star down to a certain limiting mag-
nitude can be detected, and the information
necessary to reconstruct its position is sent to
the ground The star-mapper optical path

Past and Present Task Leaders
within the Data-Analysis Gonsortia

FAST Consortium
J. Kovalevsky (Team Leader), PL. Bernacca, D.T. van Daalen,
F. Donati, J.-L Falin, M. Froesch16, l. Galligani, A. Guerry,
D. lorio-Fili, H. van der Marel, F. Mignard, B. Morando,
F.P Murgolo, J.L. Pieplu, R A Preston, S. R6ser, H. Schrijver,
H.G. Walter.

NDAC Consortium
L. Lindegren (Team Leader), A.M. Crurse, D.W. Evans, E. Hog,
F. van Leeuwen, N. Lund, C.A. Murray, N/.J Penston,
C. Petersen, N. Ramamani, M.A.J. Snijders, S Soderhjelm.

TDAC Consortium
E. Hag (Team Leader), G Bassgen, U. Bastian, PL. Bernacca,
D. Egret, M. Grewing, J.L. Halbwachs, J. Kovalevsky

ESA Project Scientist
M.A.C. Perryman

The above names represent the involvement of some 60 scientific
personnel in the preparations for and execution of the data analysis

within the satellite is split into two separate
channels, each with its own detector and
^^+iaal {il+nra aa +ha+ +l-.n a+a' ma^^a' -J^+^upuuor ilrrErD. >u lral lrE JEr -il rdPPYr udtd

chain actually allows the derivation of
positions and intensities (or magnitudes) in

two separate colours for each star, at each
instant that the star crosses the fields of
view The photometric signal is recovered by
comparing the modulation ntensity of each
star with the known intensity of certain
'standard stars' The position of each star is

estimated by relating its transit times across
the grid to the transits of stars whose
positions are already, or wil be, known from
the main mission processing, in combination
with an estimate of the satellite's attitude

It is the very power of the Tycho experiment
in detecting all stars down to its sensitivity
limit that also severely complicates the data:
processing routines needed to extract the
irformation for any given star rn the presence
of the signals from the many nearby stars
crossing the star-mapper slits The solution
adopted involves the use of a catalogue of
ground-based star positions, based on the
Guide Star Catalog of the Space Telescope
Science Institute, as a list of stars from which
the signals are to be searched for. Even so.

the 'confusion' resulting from nearby stars,
from stars in the other field of view, and from
the two sets of slit systems prese.rt in the star
mapper. make the Tycho data processing a
lengthy and complex task Again, several
'iterations' will be needed to oinooint wh ch
particular signal is related to which particular
star The expected benefits are. nevertheless.
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dramatic. The number of stars that can be
detected increases very strongly with the
threshhold of observability that can be
reached in the detection process, and
present rndications are that as many as one
million stars could be detectable in the Tycho

Catalogue. For many of these, positions
(while not as good as those for the main
Hipparcos mission catalogue) will be a factor
of ten or so better than can be measured
from the ground, and magnitudes will be
determined in each of two colours. The
dense reference frame system that Tycho will
provide will be of immense value in many
fields of astronomical positional research

The data-analysis consortia organisation
As previously noted, two separate groups
process the main Hipparcos mission data,
and these are known as the NDAC and FAST

Consortia. The former includes institutes
within Denmark, Sweden and the United
Kingdom. FAST includes institutes from
France, Germany, ltaly and The Netherlands,
with some participation in off-line tasks from
scientists in the USA. The TDAC Consortium
is responsible for the Tycho data processing,
and includes institutes from Denmark, France
and Germany responsible for the bulk data
processing, while other indivrduals and
institutes from the NDAC and FAST teams
(from ltaly, Sweden, The Netherlands,
Switzerland and the UK) also contribute to
essential aspects of the Tycho processing.

The two main data-processing consortia,
NDAC and FAST, have adopied different
organrsational procedures for the data
analysis: in the case of NDAC, data from
the satellite are received at an institute in
the UK, where the first stage of the data
processing takes place; then, the results are
forwarded to an institute in Denmark and
then to Sweden for subsequent stages of
the data treatment In the case of the FAST

Consortium, all data-processing tasks, with
the exception of some oftline activities, are
centralised within the CNES computing
centre in Toulouse. The numerous institutes
involved in the preparations and implemenf
ation of the data-processing tasks throughout
the ESA Member States reflect the very
different capabilities and interests of the
relevant groups, which include astronomers,
mathematicians, opticians, geodesists and
comouter exoerts.

More significant than their organisational
structure is the fact that the two consortia
have adopted different analysis methods,
albeit within the three-steo orocedural
method described above. The groups work

in different coordinate systems, using different
numerical methods, calibration philosophies,
and in many cases different procedures
(e.9. for the attitude-determination stage)
The overall effect is to have two independent
analyses of the Hipparcos data set. Perhaps
of equal importance is the fact that the
software coding, the inclusion of assump-
tions, and the interface between the various
data-reduction procedures, is treated totally
independently within the two groups

Regular meetings are of course held to
review progress by the two groups, and
the results from each are presented and
discussed ln addition, very detailed activities
have been established to compare the
intermediate results of the three-step method,
for example, at the level of the determination
of the signal-modulation parameters, for the
attitude determination, for the great-circle
results, and for the photometry. These
comparisons are used to identify software
or other accidental errors, and to encourage
a critical discussion of the data-processing
results. The existence of two analysis teams
has demonstrated that, far from one group
being redundant, their dual presence
encourages a spirit of positive competition,
and has proved to be a powerful tool in
uncovering errors that could have lain

hidden possibly for ever, or at least until a
very late stage in the data processing when
re-analysis of the entire mission dataset may
well have proved impossible or unrealistic
in view of the resources (comouter and
manpower) required for re-processing

At the oresent time. the various software
elements of all three of the data-analysis
teams have been validated, both on
simulated data before launch, as.well as
on extensive stretches of real satellite data
(selected as representative data segments
from the first year of mission data). Good
confidence has been achieved in the quality
of their results, obtained by processing these
'provisional data sets' through to the 'sphere

solution' stage, and examining and inter-
comparing their results. Consequently, all
teams are now well underway with the 'mass
data' processing, which started in mid-1991.
Already, the results from this processing are
proving most encouraging, and can be
considered to validate fully the observational,
operational and data-reduction procedures
that have been established during the
mission's preparation and implementation.
Some of the corresponding scientific results
that have emerged to date are presented in
an accompanying article. G
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Early Scientific Results from Hipparcos
and Future Expectations

The Hipparcos Science Team

Introduction
The Hipparcos satellite, in orbit since August
1989, has acquired scientific data for a little
more than two years lt is unusual among the
scientific satellites of ESA due the nature of
its observationa programme, designed to
determine the positions, distances and spatial
motions of 120 000 pre-selected stars. With
the observational programme fixed through-
out the duration of the (nominally) two and a
half year mission. the satellite scans the sky
in a complex manner, frequently returning to

observe the same parts of the sky, but with

The first results of the lengthy Hipparcos Star Catalogue
construction process are now becoming available. The star
positions and distance estimates emerging from the data
analyses give a dramatic indication of the outstanding scientific
results that ESA's Hipparcos mission can be expected to provide.

different scannrng directions. The system of
highly accurate relative star-to-star measure-
ments that is acquired in the process is of
massive orooortions. Some 500 000 million
bits of oata have been acquired so [ar,

representing many hundreds of thousands of
relative star positions determined at different
times The data analvsis and reconstruction
process that takes place on the ground
consists of assembling all of the information
that is collected into a single self-consistent
and highly accurate catalogue of astrometric
parameters (positions, motions and distances)
of each of the programme stars,

The scientific aims
An inescapable consequence of the way
in which the Hiooarcos observations are

acquired and reduced is that the first star
positions from the mission would only
become available many months after launch
Two conditions had to be met: first, enough
data had to be acquired to provide a
sufficient network of sky measurements
from which the positions of even a subset
of the stars could be derived. Secondly, the
complete data-processing chain of the two
main Hipparcos data-analysis teams, the
NDAC and FAST Consortia, had to be fully
operational and validated using substantial
amounts of real data

The manner in which the data reductions
are carried out has been described in the
previous article: briefly. sets of great circles
of data, covering time intervals of about 10 h,

are firstly constructed Large numbers of
these result ng great circles are then inter-
nnnnontar{ hrr maqnc nf lho cnhoro cn r rtinn'

algorithms Only when many months of data
have been acquired is it possible to deter-
mine two-dimensional positions on the sky
for a significant fraction of the programme
stars - the interconnection of the great
circles is simply not rigid enough to allow
this to be done (due to the way in which the
satellite scans the sky) for data intervals of
only a few weeks Roughly a year ot data is

needed before the star distances can also
be disentangled from the vast collection of
relative star separations, and some 18

months of data is needed before the star
motions through space can be discerned
lFin 1) Thereafter as the network of inter-
connected measurements continues to grow,

the expected accuracies on each of the
parameters slowly improves with time (Fig. 2)

Scientifically, these slow improvements are
tho Lorr tn tho cr rnnaqc n{ tho l-linnarnnc

mission From observations made from the
ground, positional measurements are limited
to about 0,2 arcsec, The star motions in the
plane of the sky (or proper motions') can
be determined precisely from the ground
by extending the programme of positional
measurements over manv tens of vears,

Members of the Hipparcos Science Team

PL. Bernacca,
M. Grewing, E.

L. Lindegren, H.
M.A.C. Perryman
C. Turon

M. Cr6z6, F. Donati, M. Grenon,
Hsg, J. Kovalevsky, F. van Leeuwen,
van der Marel, F. Mignard, C.A. Murray,
(Chairman), R.S. Le Poole, H. Schrijver,
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although the accuracy of these motions can
be limited by the regional, systematic errors
that exist in ground-based positional star
catalogues The determination of stellar
distances, through the parallax displacement
of a star as the Earth moves in its orbit
around the Sun, is a difficult task to carry
out from the ground. This is because of the
very small displacements that have to be
measured. and because ground-based
measurements only easily reveal a relative'
parallax with respect to stars nearby in the

c o.t; I 1.5 : :.5
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Figure 1. As the mission progresses, the data acquired allow the determination of
more of the astrometric parameters for a larger and larger fraction ol the 120 000
programme stars. The curves indicate the stars for which positions (POS),
parallaxes (PAR) and proper motions (PM) can be determined as the mission
duration grows. As of February 1992, iust over two years into the mission (as has
been the case for the past few months), all five astrometric parameters of all
programme stars can now be estimated. (Figs. 1 and 2 have been derived from
simulations carried out within the NDAC Consortium; Courtesy of L. Lindegren)

":',.1 '. l!'!'C.Lr l-r-rl.L1 l!'!':.La l-tf5.Ll l_c-c4.Lr 1!95.C :

Figure 2. With increasing measurement time, the average accuracy that can be
achieved for each of the astrometric parameters also improves. Satellite
consumables suggest that operations extending until early 1994 may be possible
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sky, rather than an absolute parallax, which
is a true indication of the star's distance.

At a distance of just over 1 parsec, the
nearest star to our Solar System has a
parallax of somewhat less than 1 arcsec
Only about 40 stars lie sufficiently close
to the Sun to have a parallax larger than
0 2 arcsec. As the ability to measure stellar
parallaxes improves, so the distance estimate
(and those of related physical parameters)
of the star imoroves Our three-dimensional
view of the distribution of stars in our Galaxy
effectively comes progressively into better
and better 'focus', and the volume of space
that can be explored is a function of the third
power of the distance By means of its
accurate positional measurements, Hipparcos
will 'iron out' the warps and wrinkles that are
known to exist in the system of star positions
that are built up from the ground. lt t,vill

measure stellar motions through space that
are not only very precise and homogeneous
for a very large numbeq of stars, but are also
free from the level of systematic errors present
in existing proper-motion compilations More-
over, it will measure distances, for thousands
of stars, to an unprecedented accuracy,
again free from systematic effects at the level

of one thousandth of a second of arc.

The data treated
As described in the previous article, the
validation of the data-reduction software has
been carried out on a subset of the main
mission data acquired so far - some three
months of data in total, extending over nearly
one year of satellite operations These data
(constituting a 'validation set') have been
studied extensively by both data-reduction
teams and, in the case of the NDAC Con-
sortium, have been processed through
to the sphere-solution level. More recently,
'mass data processing' for the nominal
mission data has been commenced by both
groups, and in the case of the FAST

Consortium six months of data, starting
from the end of November 1989, have been
processed as far as the sphere-solution level
Thus. preliminary positional catalogues.
albeit using different data sets, have been
generated by both consortia The following
paragraphs are devoted to a presentation of
these preliminary results. Meanwhile, more
data are being included into the analyses by
both scientific teams

Results of data treatment by the FAST
Consortium
The results shown here refer to 300 'great

circles' constructed from the data obtained
between the end of November 1989 and
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the beg nn ng of June l99O

Figure 3. The distribution
ol star observations over
the celestial sphere (in
ecliptic coordinates) over
the first six months of the
mission (black poinls), and
the distribution of stars
over the sohere for which
positions have been
determined by the sphere
solution of this data set
(red points). (Figs. 3-5
have been derived by the
FAST Consortium, on the
basis of software supplied
within the international
collaboration; courtesy of
M. Froesch16)

Th s data set inc udes 486 006 one-
nirrpr- or.: al? noa r ots fo' '16 952
observed stars Over s x months, the

scanned sky coverage is very non-uniforrn,
and as a resu t only a f raction of this data set

cou d be fu y interconnected through the
'sphere solution' programmes (Fig 3) fhe

^{ +h^ 
^ -+-5pralsc"c\S U ll e Ud cr COllecl Ols ff ealS

lhai pos lior: cou o oe oeterrired 'o' ust

l0 759 stars, corresponding tc 75 374 one
d mensional star coord nates ( t shou d be
stressed that the data omitted in th s solut on
will neverthe ess be usab e once arger
ntervals of data are incorporated)

-l-lL -:r'r''fr'r' ---:r' t -'-!

lllq5
'.'u-f litrrr

Figure 4. (a) and (b) show the corrections that must be applied to the
Input Catalogue (i.e. besl ground-based) positions in order to
achieve consistency at the sphere level for the first six months of
mission data processed by the FAST Consortium, in ecliptic
longitude and latitude, respectively

G'anhica n'tratri'.r'ionc Of the
resu ts of the positiona determinations of

rhese 10 759 stars are shown n Fgures 4

and 5 F gure 4 shows the corrections that
must be app ed to the Input Cataogue (i e

best ground-based) postions rn order to
achieve corsistercy at tl'e sphere level No

obvious ll ases are present. and the
distr butions ref ect our knovr edge of the
type of errors that were expected to be
present in the ground-based observations
figlre 5 sfows lhe co'resoo'dine esTrTated

errors for these positional determ nations
The stars solved for rn the sphere so ut on
process are predomlnanty rather brght,

Figure 5. (a) and (b) show the corresponding estimated errors for
the positional determinations shown in Figure 4. The tail of larger
errors is due to the fact that the corrections to the Input Catalogue
proper motions and parallaxes are noi determined over the short
(six-month) data interval, and these will not be negligible in all
cases
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Figure 6. Positional corrections to the starting (lnput) catalogue determined from
the NDAC sphere solution using the 'validation data set'. Results are shown for
the two coordinates (right ascension and declination) versus the declination of
the star. (Figs. 6-8 have been derived by the NDAC Consortium, and supplied
courtesy of L. Lindegren)

Figure 7. Comparison of the NDAC parallax results, trom the 'validation data set',
with the (relatively small number of) parallaxes already estimated from ground-
based observations
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which partly explains why the typical errors
on the positions (of about 2-3 milliarcsec)
are already very good, even for such a short
measurement Interval.

Results of Validation Data Set treatment
by the NDAC Consortium
Thn rln+n nnt +rar+arl Arrrinn tha nnr rrco nf| | lV UAtq DEL Ll YOLEU Uul l' lV ll lU UVuloU Vl

the software validation by both Consortia
contained about three months of satellite
rin+n in fn+al F r ,+ ^^/^^al nrrar q norinrj nfuqto lll Lutql, uuL )PlEou uvur q |\Jur rvu vl

nearly one year. For the purposes of the first
assessments of the preliminary sphere
solution results. this set has the advantage
that parallaxes may also oe solved fot due
to the time interval spanned by the observ-
ations The accuracy achreved will not be
high (in the context of the Hipparcos goals)
for such a limited data set, but the results
will provide an indication of the stability and
reliability of the sphere solution process.

Figure 6 shows positional corrections to the
starting catalogue determined from the
snhere so rrtinn Thc r4gUlfg are Similar tO

those shown in Figure 4 but this time are
shown for the two coordinates (right ascen-
sior and declination. analogous to geo-
graphical longitude and latitude) as a
function of the star's declination The
scatter is centred around zero (as lor Fig. 4)

with a distribution of about 03 arcsec
(corresoording to the expected errors on the
positions contained in the Input Catalogue),
and with clear 'zonal' or regional errors
varying with dec ination on the sky

Figures 7 and 8 show some results from
the determination of the first parallaxes from
Hipparcos, Figure 7 compares the NDAC
results from the 'validation data set' with
parallaxes already estimated from ground-
based observations, where the errors on
the parallax estimates are typically around
10 milliarcsec Whire the genera, agreement
between the two sets of results is quite
satisfactory on average, certain individual
star measurements are seer to show large
dicnronennioc hotrrroon +hn onnna rnAurJUr upor rurLo u9tvv99r I U tE )PouE ot tu

ground-based observations

Figure 8 provides a powerful indication of
the validity of the Hipparcos parallaxes and
their estimated errors For some 3000 stars
for which the Hipparcos-estimated parallax
errors arc in the ranoc 0-4 mil'iarcsec
(again. for the small data sample involved).
the histogram shows the distribution of the
correspording parallax estimates As the
parallax angle is inversely related to the
object s distance. it may seem at first sight
surprising that the ligure includes negative
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paral axes, but this is merely a rellection of

the measurement errors The dotted line

shows the distribution of expected para laxes

based on our knowledge of the star
distributions within our solar neighbourhood
When this distribution is modified to take
2.rlnr Int nf nnqcihle measurement errors
/cn irl lino\ nnnrl lnroo-ant nnlra,nnn tha
\)u ru ril rE/. vuuu ov r 9gl l lul ll uul vvuul I l l ls

observations and the model is found for

inferred errors which are consistent with the
forma error estimates arising from the
sphere solution, We can thus say that the

observed parallax distribution is not only
understandab e qualitatively, but it matches in

quantitative detail what we know statistically
- - _..r rL^ ^^r^.... ^^, what we believeduuu L u ru \trdrd^y, dr tu

about the space-based parallax errors, This

confidence augurs well for the final detailed
l-linnarnnc rocrrtc

Photometry
It is an impressive byproduct of the
astrometric missior that star magnitudes or
hrinhtncqqeq r:an he r^letermined frorn the
modulated ste lar signal at the same time
as the positional information is extracted
lhe virtues of the Hipparcos photometric
measurements are that stars over the entire

sky are measured with the same instrumental

set-up, and observations are repeated on
each star on numerous occasions throughout
the mission's lifetime Each star is, of course,

only observed when it happens to lie on the
path of the scanning motion of the satellite;
for any individual object, the scanning
pattern typica ly crosses its field at intervals

separated by about 20 min (the time
separation between the scans of each of the

two tetescope fields of view). then again 2 h

later as the scanning great circle' sweeps
past it again Depending on whether the
nnier:ts lie r:lose to the node or anti-nodesvulvvLU

of the circles. the objects may be viewed
rcneetedlv serreral times in this manner
before the scanning motion of the satellite
moves on across the sky, returning perhaps
a few months later. By very careful calibration
nf iha |olont6r'a r4enn^^^ ',^i^^ r nvotam nfur u rs usLaurvr o rurPvl IJY u)ll lv o Dy)tEl ll ul

standard stars with magnitudes accurately
known from ground-based observations,
each such measurement of each star
nrarrirloc an 2a.t rrato m:nnitt rrip :t a nirion
P' vv 'vva
time Collecting together the magnitudes
relating to every star throughout the course
of the mission will result in an enormous
collection of light profiles for every star in the

observing programme Similar photometric
results will eventually be obtained for the
hundreds of thousands of stars in the Tycho
Catalogue, this time in each of two distinct
colour pass-bands

Figure 8. This figure demonstrates the general validity of the Hipparcos parallaxes
and their estimated errors. The histogram shows the distribution of the parallax
estimates. The dotted line shows the distribution of expected parallaxes based on
our knowledge of the star distributions within our solar neighbourhood. When this
distribution is modified to take account of possible measurement errors (solid line),
good agreement between the observations and the model is found for inferred
errors which are consistent with the formal error estimates arising from the sphere
solution

Figure 9. Photometric results for a star that is confirmed to be constant in its energy
output (and hence magnitude). The average of all of the observations shown
suggests that the magnitude can be estimated with a precision of about 0.0670.
(Figs. 9-12 are early results of the photometric signal processing by the FAST

Consortium, and are supplied courtesy of F. Mignard)

Figures 9-12 show some early results of

the photometric signal processing by the
FAST Consortium They correspond to the
observation of objects close to nodes of

certain scanning circles, where a relatively
large number of measurements have been
made on each star over an interva of only
a few days Many stars in the pre-planned
observing programme were identified as
suitable 'magnitude' standards for carrying
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Figure 10. Hipparcos light curve for a previously
known eclipsing binary star system. Such
systems show minima in their light outputs due
to the obscuration of one star by another as the
two very close bodies orbit around their
common centre of mass. Such systems are
important in determining stellar masses

Figure 11. Hipparcos light curve for a previously-
known Cepheid variable star. Because of the
rather well-behaved relationship between the
luminosity of a Cepheid star and its period of
variability (caused by pulsations within the star),
such stars are important in understanding
distance scales within our Galaxy and beyond

Figure 12. The discovery of a previously
unknown variable system. While the observed
points (dots) seem to be highly scattered, with
an amplitude of about 3oo/o, a fit to a smooth
curve (dashed line) gives a strong indication of a
variability period of 8.43 h
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scientific results and expectations

out the in flight calibration of the observ-
ations Figure 9 shows the results for a star
that is confirmed to be constant in its energy
output (and hence magnitude), and the
average of all of the observations shown
suggests that the magnitude can be
estimated with a precision of about 0060/o

Many stars do not have a constant energy
output over time These variable stars
typically occupy interesting locations within
the known evolutionary stellar sequences.
and the measurement of their distances
with Hipparcos will be of great importance,
Simultaneous determinations of their light
curves, or the discovery of previously
unknown, perhaps low-amplitude variability
objects. can be expected to greatly enhance
the scientific value of the Hipparcos
positional measurements. Figures 10 and 11

show derived light curves for a previously-
known eclipsing binary star system. and a
Cepheid variable star, respectively Figure 12

shows the discovery of a previously unknown
variable system. While the observed points
seem to be highly scattered. with an
amplitude of about 30o/o, a fit to a smooth
curve gives an unambiguous indication of
a variability period of 843 h

Double stars
The treatment of doutrle and multiple star
systems (in order to extract information about
the relative separations and magnitudes of
the stars in the system) is an involved
problem and one that is being treated by
special teams within each of the data-
analysis groups. Final reliable results will only
be available during the very last stages of
the data processrng, when all the measure-
ments of each such system can be pieced
together into a sort of map First indications
n{ +ha rln}o n' rnli+r, nan 21;a26]17 ha rlorirroIur Ll lg ua(q 9uollty uql I qil uouy u9 uottvgu

from the star-mapper data processing, and
Fiorrre 1i shows some results from the
NDAC Consortium s processing The upper
figure shows a comparison between the
angular orientatron of known systems on
the sky, compared with some star-mapper
estimates of the same quantity The lower
figure compares the difference in separation
between the components for the same
systems, known to be double before launch
The agreement is excellent, and points the
way to the detection of many new double
and multiple systems as the mission
progresses

Conclusion
The results shown in this article give a highly
encouraging picture of the final results that
are now expected to come out of the

Figure 13. Results from the NDAC Consortium's star-mapper data processing on
double-star systems. The upper figure shows a comparison between the angular
orientation of known systems on the sky, compared with some star-mapper
estimates of the same quantity. The lower figure compares the difference in
separation between the components for the same systems, known to be double
before launch. (The figures have been derived by the NDAC Consortium, and
supplied courtesy of F. van Leeuwen)

Hipparcos astrometry mission The present
results are preliminary. based on the treat-
ment of relatively short data sets (ditferent
data intervals having been treated so far by
the two data-reduction groups) The accuracy
of the results will improve as more data are
included into the solution, and confidence in

the results wrll grow as further checks and
comparisons are carried out between the
participating groups With satellite
observations continuing until the end of
1992 the original target accuracies of
2 milliarcsec in each of the positions,
parallaxes, and annual proper motions
should indeed be achievable G
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solid-propellant-stage development for ariane-S

Solid-Propellant-Stage Development for
Ariane-5

J. Gigou
Directorate for Space Transportation Systems, ESA, Paris

Ariane-S, currently under development by the
European space community, is the successor
to the Ariane-4 generation of this family of
launchers, all of which are designed for:

- optimum performance

- low launch costs

- very high reliability and safety

- operational flexibility

Today, work on the Ariane-S Programme
is well under way in preparatron for the
vehicle's first launch in an unmanned,
automatic configuration in the mid-1990s

Development of the Ariane-S solid-propellant engine started as
recently as 1988. Today, its definition is complete, the first tests on
the subassemblies have been carried out, and full-scale test-stand
firings will be starting over the next few months.

to be followed at a later date by a man-rated
configuration carrying the Hermes space
plane (Fig 1). Ariane-5 is being developed
under the auspices of ESA, which has
delegated the Programme's financial and
technical management to CNES, the French
National Space Agency.

For the first two minutes of Ariane-S's flight,
propulsion will mainly be provided by two
large solid boosters (P230s) These solid-
rocket stages (Fig 2), along with the
cryogenic main stage, form the complete
lower section of the Ariane-S launcher.

The twin solid boosters are designed by:

- Aerospatiale (F), which is responsible for
the solid-booster stage, and whose main
subcontractors are Sabca (B), Fokker (NL)
and Dassault (F)

- Europropulsion, a joint venture involving
SEP (F) and BPD (l), which is responsible
for the solid-propellant engine.

In order to develoo and manufacture the
solid-booster stages, large new industrial
plants have been built both in Europe and
in French Guiana, and these are alreadv
ooerational

The main elements of the P230 stage (Fig 3)
are.

- a solid-propellant engine, whose main job
is to provide thrust

- an aft skirt, which acts as a support for the
launcher in the waiting phase prior to firing

- a forward skirt, which transmits thrust to
the cryogenic main stage and includes
an aerodynamic forward cone

- a forward attachment device, which
transmits the longitudinal and transverse
loads between the solid-booster stage
and the cryogenic main stage

- an aft attachment device, whose main
task is to transmit transverse loads
between the solid-booster stage and
the cryogenic main stageFigure 2. The twin P230 solid boosters
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Figure 3. Solid-booster
stage

a nozzle actuation unit, which dtrects

thrust
a roaa\tar\t qrrctom

electrical and telemetry subsystems
a pyrotechnic subsystem
supports, casings and accessories

Industrial infrastructure
Development of the state-of-the-art P230

solid-propellant engine, whose dimensions
(length 27 m, diameter 3 m), loaded mass
(2365 t), technology (HIPB composite grain

in three segments, steerable flexseal-bearing
nozzle), and boost capability (maximum
thrust in vacuum of more than 600 t) are

competitive with the US Space Shuttle and
Titan booster engines, has been entrusted to

an industrial infrastructure that draws together
all the European expertise and experience
available in the field of solid propulsion. The

development contract has been placed with

three co-contractors:

- BPD Difesa e Spazio, the ltalian firm that
produces, inter alia, the strap-on boosters
for Ariane-4

- SER which has participated in all the
propulsion programmes for France's

armed forces

- Europropulsion, which is the prime
contractor for the solid-orooulsion
programme for civil space applications,
in which SEP and BPD also take part.

Work started three and a half years ago
and in that time the industrial tooling for
constructing an engine of this size has

been set up, and the design of its main

components has been validated. In addition,
the first major tests to assess the engine's
behaviour are being prepared and will take
olace in the first half of 1992

The three level-1 contractors - Europropul-
sion, BPD Difesa e Spazio and SEP - are
assisted by other European firms in various
areas of activity, e.g. by MAN Technologie

and Fiat for structures, and by SNPE for
propellants Moreover, separate industrial
organisations have been set up, like Regulus,
a BPD and SNPE subsidiary responsible
for running the propellant plant in French
Guiana, and Eupera, another subsidiary of
SNPE and BPD, which produces ammonium
perchlorate

Iasks have been allocated as follows (Fig a):

- BPD Difesa e Spazio is responsible for
developing the thermal protection,
propellant charge, and the igniter. lts
main subcontractors are SNPE, SEP and
Regulus
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Figure 4. lndustrial work
allocation for the solid-
propellant engine

- SEP is responsible for development of
the metal casing and the nozzle; its

subcontractors are Fiat and MAN
Technologie.

- Europropulsion, as agent for SEP and
BPD, plays a prime-contractor role, with
responsibility for assembly tasks, testing
and transport.

Production cycle for charged segments
The production cycle starts at the Augsburg
(D) factory of MAN Technologie, where seven
cylindrical sections and two domes for the
booster casing are manufactured MAN
Technologie procures the blanks for both
types of part from two steel manufacturers:
Saarstahl in Germany, and Aubert & Duval
in France.

Once the parts have been manufactured and
pressure{ested, MAN lechnologie assembles
them to form the three segments, which are
then sent to BPD in Colleferro (l) At the
same time, the aft attachment device ring is
produced for MAN by Andritz (A) and sent
directly to the engine integration site in

French Guiana.

In a special plant, BPD fits the three
segments with thermal protection made from
a rubber material produced by SEP

The forward segment is then loaded with
propellant (22.51) at the ltalian grain plant on
the same Colleferro site. The insulated central
and aft segments are shipped to Regulus in

French Guiana, where they are cast in the
propellant plant located just a few kilometres

from the launch pad. This arrangement
avoids the need for long-distance transport,
which could impair the quality of charges
exceeding 100 t.

Eventually, the main raw materials for the
propellant (ammonium perchlorate, hydroxyl-
terminated polybutadiene binder - HTPB,

and aluminium) will be produced in Europe.

Production cycle for the igniter
The igniter is manufactured by BPD at its
Colleferro plant and the metal casing is

supplied by Fiat.

Production cycle for the nozzle
fhe nozzle is oroduced at a dedicated
SEP plant, at Le Haillan, near Bordeaux (F),

which also makes the phenolic liners. Here.
SEP casts and tests the flexseal bearing,
assembles lhe nozzle, and carries out all
testing.

The carbon-carbon blanks come from other
SEP/Le Haillan workshoos and the metal
parts (shims, steel immersion cone and
lightweight alloy housings for the nozzle and
divergent) are produced by Fiat, in Turin.

Engine integration and testing
At the Guiana Space Centre (CSG), the
nozzle, charged segments, igniter and aft
attachment device ring are brought to the
Booster Integration Building (BlP) on the
No. 3 Launch Site (ELA-3). lt is in this
building that Europropulsion assembles the
engine and prepares it for the test-stand
development firings.
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On the same site, Aerospatiale integrates the
engine with the additional equipment (skirts,

actuation unit, pyrotechnic separation and
distancing system) needed to complete the
launcher's booster stage.

The booster test-stand (BEP) is 1500 m from
the Booster Integration Building, and is
linked to it by a railway track along which the
booster will be rolled on the platform trolley
planned for ELA-3. CNES is responsible for
operating the teststand.

Engine definition
The engine has been designed in the light
of various technology choices and tasks to
be performed The latter fall into three main
categories:
(i) thrust capability
(ii) launcher flight control
(iii) interfaces.

The choice of which technology to use was
influenced by both European and American
experience, and by the conscious decision
to give reliability, availability, maintainability
and safety considerations priority over
performance

The main technologies used are highlighted
in Figure 5, while Figures 6-8 show the
architecture of the assembled engine, the
charged segments, and the nozzle.

Thrust capability
The engine and its propellant charge have

been designed to meet the requirement to
deliver full thrust while respecting a thrust
profile (Fig. 9) and a burn time correspond-
ing to general load thresholds for the
launcher. The most critical moment is
f:35 s, when the flight-control system is

most in demand, for entering the transonic
phase

The charge shape was defined following
an iterative series of computer calculations
The 236.5 t charge, together with the mass
characteristics of the inert components,
determines the engine's performance levels
(Fis. 10)

Launcher flight control
Throughout the engine burn time, the
launcher's flight is controlled almost
exclusively by deflecting the engine's nozzles
This requirement is determined by the
aerodynamics of the launcher and its
payload (satellites in the fairing, or Hermes),
and by thrust imbalance between the two
boosters. The latter is all-important during the
thrust tail-off phase, whereas the former is a
dimensioning factor between 0 s and 70 s
and for Hermes launches because of
aerodynamic constraints in that configuration.

As far as the engine is concerned, the
necessary specifications are for a maximum
deflection angle throughout flight of 6.6',

based on deflection law orofiles defined in

terms of deflection integrals and frequency/
amplitude diagrams

BOIISIER CASIIIG
. 7 FLOW-FORMED CYLII{DRICAL SECTI0NS
.2 DOMES
.48 CDN 4-10 SIEEL

ltozztE
. SEPCARB THROAT
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IGIIITER
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. EPDM THERMAL PR0TECT|Otl

Figure 5. The solid-
propellant engine
technology
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Figure 6. Assembled solid-
propellant engine

Figure 7. Solid-propellant
engine grain

Figure 8. Solid-propellanl
engine nozzle
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Figure 10. Solid-propellant
engine performance
f igures

lnterfaces
The three main engine interfaces are to be
found at:

- the forward and aft skirts, where the
junction frames are connected by
positioning pins similar in design to those
of the field joints

- the aft attachment device ring mounted
on the rear segment; this ring has three
ball-and-socket joints to which the rods
attach

- the nozzle, with steering fittings for the
servo-actuator attach ments.

In addition, the aft attachment device ring
will be equipped to hold the nozzle actuation
unit's pressurised bottles in place. The
booster casing will have attachments for the
safety destruct system.

Status of engine subassembly
development
The subassemblies have been developed in

parallel with engine definition work To start
with. the work consisted of : (a) producing
feasibility parts that preceded the first

lc :c sLl lLr sLr cLl 7Lr Lto IQC llLr l:Lr lSLl

nominal manufactured parts, in order to set
up the critical procedures involved; and
(b) running elementary tests on full-sized
engine parts with a vielry to determining
how they performed

Casing
This is made of 48 CDN-4-10 steel with an
elastic resistance of 1300 MPa, a fracture
resistance of 1500 MPa, and a fracture-
toughness specification of a minimum of
78 MPa m1/2

The two main problems that arose at the
start of the development work related to
perfecting most of the manufacturing
procedures deemed critical because of the
dimensions of the parts (flow{orming, thermal
treatment, and precise joint machining) and
designing joints equipped with pins,
particularly for the field joint

One of the main concerns was to get the
industrial set-up organised, with the result
that the first flow{orming tests were able to
start as from October 1988. The technology
qualification programme, based on nine
cylindrical sections and four domes, brought
to light several difficulties, notably as regards
thermal treatment, which involves salt-bath
quenching. These problems are on the point
of being solved with the production of the
first items of equipment for the HO hydraulic
test.

Another concern, exacerbated by the
'Challenger' Shuttle disaster, was the design
of the field joint and, in particular, making it

absolutely leaktight using O-ring-type seals.
In order to overcome this obstacle as quickly
as possible, representative parts with a
nominal diameter were produced for the
purpose of studying how the joint behaved.
Iwo pressure tests have been conducted so
far, under both nominal and downgraded
stress conditions (seal cut, pin omitted, etc)
The results show that in all cases the seal
clearance is less than 0 2 mm, and modelling
of the phenomenon matches actual
experence

Nozzle
Pnor to the first test-stand firing, materials
used for the nozzle were characterised
and some of its structural functions were
checked. As far as the materials are
concerned, the novel features lie in the lining
of the throat of such a large-dimension
nozzle with a carbon-carbon material, and in
polymerisation of the phenolic liners in an
autoclave (the best procedure in production-
cost terms)

Figure 9. Solid-propellant engine thrust profile
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Nominal-dimension parts have been prod-
uced for characterisation in a laboratory. In

addition, several firings of a booster charged
with 6 to 15 t of grain have made it possible
to study ablative and insulating behaviour
under sufficiently representative conditions
(thermal stress, duration, composition of
combustion gases).

Notable events in terms of structural aspects
include:

- development work on moulding of the
flexseal bearing: four test bearings have
been moulded as well as three units for
the first nozzles

- hydraulic testing of the immersion cone:
the purpose of this test was to verify
structural dimensioning and characterise
the joint between the aft dome and the
field joint, the latter being potentially the
most critical joint in terms of leaktightness

- rigidity testing ol a nozzle extension: the
first phase of this test used bare housings,
while in the second phase the housings
were fitted with their ohenolic liners.

lnternal thermal orotection
As with the other materials, development of
this system has entailed two types of problem:

- The setting up of manufacturing
procedures suitable for producing
protection systems with masses of several
tonnes, given that conventional systems
used on current engines weigh only about
a hundred kilogrammes.

The solution adopted was to produce two
mockup sections - an aft segment MVPI
and a forward segment MVP2. They will
be charged with inert grain so that
validation of the orocedures can continue
up to the casting and curing stage.

- The characterising of materials as closely
as possible to match the stresses to which
they will be subject in a large engine.
In addition to scale, there is also the
problem of using existing materials to
produce thermal protection for the
segmenrs.

The solution adopted was to produce a
15 t segmented engine, which was fired
on the test-stand in December 1989. i.e.

the SSMl test.

In addition, the SSM1 test made it possible
to qualify a technique for measuring ablation
using sensors buried in the thermal protecf
ion. After the first firing of the solid-propellant
engine, thrs technique will be used to
optimise the thermal-protection thicknesses.

Grain charge
The propellant for the solid-propellant engine,
an HTPB composite containing 680/o

ammonium perchlorate and 180/o aluminium,
has been designed to achieve the requisite
performance levels as regards:

- specific impulse

- burn speed

- mechanical property, and therefore
reliability

- target costs.

It has been tested in the SSM1 engine.

Work is under way at the two grain plants,
in ltaly and French Guiana to perfect, with
the industrial facilities that will be used for
production, the two most critical procedures:
mixing, in particular in the 1800 gallon
mixers that will be able to orovide 12 t of
grain per batch, and liner pulverising to
ensure that the thermal orotection adheres
properly to the grain charge.

In addition, it has been possible to validate
the casting/curing operations and to conduct
non-destructive testing with the two inert
segments MVP1 and MVP2.

Once all of this work had been completed,
authorisation was given to charge the first
unit, 81.

Internal ballistics for segmented engines
With the Ariane-S solid-propellant engine,
Europe will be producing a segmented
engine for the first time. Two activities have
been carried out to validate and calibrate
the internal ballistics models:

- a segmented engine has been fired on
a scale comoatible with available
manufacturing and test facilities (the SSM1

engine configuration is shown in Figure 11)

- a test programme is being run and
codes are being developed to establish
combustion stability margins as regards
a lowJrequency pressure oscillation that
may be caused by the field joints (first

mode at 25Hz).

This programme, which includes mockup
tests, is being carried out by BPD in
collaboration with the Chemical System
Division of the United Technology Centre
(UIC-CSD) in the USA, the Von Karman
Institute in Belgium, and ONERA in France.

lgniter
Development work is in progress on the
igniter. Before the first full-scale test-stand
firing, two igniters will have been fired So far,

the fracture tests on the main charge casing
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A second, similar test will take place next
year. However, in view of the machining
tolerances for large-diameter work pieces,
the risk of a loss of leaktightness cannot be

excluded out of hand lt has therefore been
decided to run a series of tests on nominal
parts to characterise how the joints behave.
Testing will consist of rapid pressurisation
using a gas generaior, applied to joints

containing internal thermal protection that
can affect the efficiency of the O-ring seals
These tests will also aim to test resistance
to defects and redundancy effectiveness

The test configuration (Fig 13) has two
cylindrical sections and two domes fitted
with five joints (one at igniter level, three field
types, and one at the immersion-cone level).

Reliability testing of joints
The criticality of the leak{ightness of the
solid-propellant engine joints results from the
clearances in the O-ring seals under the
effect of distortions caused by pressurisation.
These clearances have been minimised by a
design change which introduces lips that
block them.

Pressurisation is achieved in 300 ms by a
generator containing 45 kg of propellant,
and pressure is maintained for 120 s until
a retease vatve oDens

Figure 11. SSM1 engine
conf iguration

Figure 12. Hydraulic casing
testing in progress

oo

have been carried out, as have pyrotechnic
igniter tests using an igniter initiator.

Major engine-development tests
These comprise subassembly qualification
testing, engine test-stand firings, and
reliability testing of joints.

Hydraulic tests on casing
The major development test phase has
started with the first of two hydraulic
qualification tests on the casing. This first tesl
involved only the forward and aft segments
and the adjacent structures (igniter plate,

immersion cone, and aft attachment device
ring). Using this minimum configuration, all

the casing components have been subjected
to a high level of stress to reach the safety
margins in the current definition.

The test took place in June 1991 and
the successful burst test on the casing at
89.7 bar represents a safety factor of J :1.4
vis-a-vis maximum operating pressure
(Fis. 12)
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These tests will be conducted at SEP's lstres
facility from early 1992 onwards.

Test-stand firings
One of the fundamental choices made in the
solid-propellant engine programme has been
to design a test-stand on which the nozzle
can be fired downwards. This also allows the
engine to be tested with its nominal attach-
ment fittings (Fig. 1a); in addition, the engine
itself can be prepared with the same facilities
used for flights.

The test-stand has therefore been sited near
the ELA-3 Booster Integration Building. Ten

firings are planned, two of which will take
place in a heavy-walled case (so-called 'B
firings'):

- the first (81) will take place without waiting
for the completion of casing development

- the second (B2) will include an additional
20 t segment to increase burn time by
about 150/0, for the purpose of qualifying
the nozzle.

Four development firings (M1 to M4) will
make it possible to:

- evaluate the engine's overall behaviour

- measure its thrust levels and adjust the
charge definition to meet specifications

- progressively test deflection capability

Figure 13. Joint pressure
testing configuration

Figure 14. Solid-propellant
engine test-stand firing
set-up
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Figure 15. Solid-propellant
engine development
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- demonstrate the joints' resistance to
assembly defects, these having previously
been tested during the reliability testing of
joints

- verify compatibility with the stage
hardware (skirts, power unit, servo-
actuators, aft attachment device)

The four firings will be followed by four
qualification firings; for the last two, the
entire solid-propellant stage will be used.

The test-stand firings follow a rigorous logic,
which has several objectives:

- characterisation of engine operation: the
engine's environment (adjacent structures)
and instrumentation (600 parameters) are
meticulously defined so that the results
obtained can be used to adjust perfor-

mance models for the various items of
equrpment;

- adjustment of the specifications: a special
analysis is planned for some tests in order
to obtain data that will make it oossible
to dimension the definition as closely as
possible to the specified safety coeffic-
rents.

The best example of this is optimisation of
the thermal-protection thicknesses, which
will take olace after the 81 test and will be
applied to the M3 unit about 20 months
later. However, because of the duration
of the manufacturing cycles, only one
iteration is possible for each item of
eouioment.

r-------r GHARGNG IESTS

- hardened tests or testing for resistance
to defects: this will involve the 82 long-
duration firing, in which the nozzle will be
overstressed, and the M2 firing with built-
in defects in the joints.

The qualification programme for the solid-
propellant engine is geared to the first
Ariane-S flight, which is planned for the first
half of 1995 (Fig. 15).

Conclusion
Development of the solid-propellant engine is

certainly one of the major challenges of the
Ariane-S Programme. The industrial structure
that has been established to meet it oools
the best European expertise available in this
field. Care has also been taken to provide
the technical, and financial, input required to
ensure that industrial production tooling was
available from the outset of the development
programme, to avoid problems arising during
the subsequent industrialisation phase. In

addition, a very specific product-assurance
policy common to the firms involved in the
engine's development has been defined and
implemented to ensure that the final product
is second to none in terms of quality, perfor-
mance, reliability, availability, maintainability
and, last but certainly not least, safety
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Re-entry Vehicle Thermal-Protection
Developments in Europe

K. Keller
Thermal-Control and Life-Support Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Every vehicle entering a planetary atmosphere from space is
exposed to a complex high-temperature environment. In this
extremely hostile environment, the structural integrity of the
vehicle's outer skin has to be maintained and the temperature
limits for the internal elements and payload must be respected.
To meet these demanding requirements for future re-entry
vehicles, efficient thermal-protection systems are already under
development in Europe.

Introduction
When a vehicle enters a planetary atmos-
phere from space, aerobraking is used to
dissipate the majority of its kinetic energy,
in order to slow it sufficiently for a safe
final landing or perhaps for a docking
manoeuvre. This dissipation of kinetic energy
causes high atmospheric gas temperatures
and thus leads to considerable aerodynamic
heat fluxes on the spacecraft's surfaces

etc ) under such hazardous conditions,
extremely efficient heat-rejection and heat-
flow control is reouired

Structural integrity is threatened during
atmosperic entry by thermo-mechanical
stresses, by mechanical loadings at high
material temperatures, and by potential
materral changes. The thermo-mechanical
stresses are due to differential thermal
expansion in the materials Dynamic
pressures, aerodynamic shear forces and
acoustics contribute to the mechanical
loads. Material changes are caused by
high{emperature chemical reactions
between atmosoheric constituents and
surface materials, and by phase changes
or chemical decomposition within the
materials themselves.

Basic design options
The re-entry vehicle's surface temperatures
are determined by the balance between
incident aerodynamic heating, heat re-
radiated from the surfaces to the environ-
ment, and heat soaked into the vehicle
Accordingly, they can be reduced by
reducing the aerodynamic heating,
increasing re-radiation, and increasing
heat soak.

Injection of mass into the boundary layer
and use of smooth and low-catalytic surfaces
are two engineering means of reducing
aerodynamic heating for a given vehicle
shape Higher surface emittances increase
the re-radiation of heat

Radiative heat transfer from hotter to cooler
surfaces within the vehicle is one possibility
for increasing the heat soak Application of
this principle to, for example, the nose cap
of a re-entry glider, leads to temperature
reductions in the order of 200oC for the
hottest spots. Other means of increasing the
heat soak include giving the spacecraft's
skin a high thermal inertia or promoting heat

Figure 1. Surface heat
balance between
aerodynamic heat (q"),
re-radiated heat (q,) and
heat penetration (q",)

Ccrrriucleii

These heat fluxes depend on many
parameters, including entry velocity, entry
angle, ballistic coefficient, vehicle bluntness,
enthalpy characteristics of the atmospheric
gases, atmospheric density and temperature,
etc. Typical maximum heat fluxes range from
200 kWm2 to nearly 10 MWm2 for ballistic
caosules. and from 300 kWm2 to 800 kWm2
for winged re-entry gliders. To protect the
structural integrity of the vehicle's outer
skin and maintain the appropriate internal
temperatures (for crew, electronic equipment,
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cvr:h:nnp hctr,vcen thc skir and interna'
thermal 'sinks', eg by exploiting high-
temperature heat pipes between skin and
srnk

On the other hand, however, heat penetration
to temperature-limited areas of the vehicle
has to be minimised Means of achieving this
nhipntivp innlrrdo nr,v-r:gplg6fgnCe thefmal
insulations and the absorption of heat near
the skin via endothermic chemica reactions
anrl nheco nhennoc*,," H,

These considerations lead to basic
architectures of the type shown in Figure 2

for the primary load-carrying structures of
ro-ontrrr vahinloc Gonor:llv qno:kinn tho

'Y. .""

thermal nprfnrm:nr:cq of internal insulations
are superior to those of external ones
because of the less stringent mechanical
load environment Thus, the hot-structure
^-^Li+^^+, ,-^ L ^^i^^r . ":sults in a lowerdtut ilLEULUtE udJtuaty rt

thermal-insulation mass The main design
nrohlems nf the hot-structure architecture are
presented by differential thermal expansions
and by the connections to other structural
elements Material and manufacturing
capabilities constitute a further challenge

Today's materials
The latest materials and manufacturing
technologies are the basic building blocks to

be exploited in providing thermai protection
We will concentrate first on thermo-structural
materials suited for primary structures
operating at temperatures above 350'C,
and then on external insulations capable of

withstanding direct exposure to the entry
environment

Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMCs)
Carbon/carbon thermo-structural materials
are applicable for service temperatures far

above 20O0oC in a non-oxidising environ-
ment However, above 400oC, resistance to
thermal oxidation becomes poor and must
be improved oy using surface coatings A
two-layer coating composed of silica and
silicon-carbide is the popular choice for skin
temperatures up to 1700'C Multi-layer
coatings with other material combinations
suitable for higher temperature applications
are under investigation

There are two common manufacturing routes
for producing carbon/carbon (C/C) structures
In the first, the carbonJibre preform is
infi trated at high temperature with a carbon
vapour (CVl) until a dense structure is

achieved In the second, the carbon-fibre
preform is impregnated with pitch or a similar
substance, which is subsequently fired under

hinh nressr rre Roth nrocesses are rather
complex in practice. which resu'ts in long

manufacturing cycles and high costs

Inherently better oxidation resistance is

achieved if the carbon matrix is replaced by
silicon carbide, to produce carbon/srlicon-
carbide (C/SiC) thermo-structures High-
quality C/S|C materials can be used up
to some 1700oC Below 1500oC, their
mechanical-performance/weight ratios are
superior to those of C/C This material is

Figure 2. Basic passive
thermal-control architect-
ures

Figure 3. SkinexR
carbon/silicon-carbide
(C/S|C) large thermal
space-plane structure
(Courtesy of SEP)
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Figure 4. Ablation test
in an arc-jet test facility
(Courtesy ol Dornier)

Figure 5. Lightweight
high-temperature multi-
layer insulation with noble-
metal-coated ceramic
screens
(Courtesy of MAN)

therefore being investigated for use in
thermally and mechanically highly loaded
structures for lower surface temperatures
than C/C The CVI manufacturing route has
so far proved to provide the highest quality
of C/S|C materials

Metallic alloys
Super alloys using cobalt and nickel as a
basis can be used up to about 1000oC.

These materials are well-characterised
in terms of physical properties and manu-
facturing capabilities, but their rather high
densities imply a need for sophisticated
constructions in order to achieve low mass.

Beryllium offers a high specific stiffness
and high specific heat Inherent brittleness,
joining problems and toxity somewhat restrict
its application, Used primarily for specialised
parts/equipment, its maximum service temp-
erature is in the order of 650oC.

In the medium temperature range, highly
efficient structures can be made from
titanium alloys Super-plastic forming and
diffusion bonding are well-established
manufacturing processes here Long-term
application in an oxidising atmosphere at
elevated temperatures requires improvement
of oxidation resistance, eg by applying
diffusion barrier coatings.

External ablators
Carbon-phenolic ablators can be used
for even the highest heat loads. Their
mechanical integrity is good in an external
flow environment, but their density is rather
high for an insulation

Phenolic-resin-impregnated silica felt retains
sufficient short{erm mechanical integrity in

an external flow environment up to some
1500oC, although resin decomposition starts
above 400oC. The manufacture of such
medium-density (ca 300 kg/m3) materials
(4060) is already mastered in Europe.

Other medium-density ablators include
silicone elastomers, such as silicone
reinforced by ceramic microspheres
(e.9. 'Prosial') Prosial is sprayable, thereby
facilitating assembly procedures, though its

limited mechanical integrity under shear
forces at high heat loads can sometimes
be a drawback,

External insulations
Rigid ceramic tiles are produced by sintering
together alumina-silica fibres Depending
on the alumina content of the fibres, the
maximum service temperature can be raised
from 1200oC to 1700"C, but specific thermal
insulation performance then decreases, Tiles
made from high-purity silica fibres provide
excellent thermal insulation rtn to some
12500c

Flexible silicaJibre blankets provide the
lightest external insulation for temperatures
up to 800oC at mechanically less loaded
locations.

Internal insulations
Ceramicjibre mats made from alumina-
silica fibres can be used for lightweight
internal insulation. Their applicable service
temperature increases with the alumina
content of the fibres

Owing to the dominant radiative heat{ransfer
mode at elevated temperatures, a high-
temperature multi-layer insulation is thermally
the most appropriate. The insulation consists
of several layers of highly reflective foils,
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separated by ceramicJibre spacers Major
advances have been achieved by the
development of noble-metal-coated ceramic
screens, which can be used up to 1450oC

Thermal-protection challenges of future
ESA missions
Science
Cassini/Huygens
This is a cooperative international mission,
the primary objectives of which are to
put a spacecraft (provided by NASA) into
orbit about Saturn and to deliver a probe
(provided by ESA) into the atmosphere of
Saturn's moon Titan.

Potential aeroshell mass savings are
promised by a more agressive design in

which the aluminium primary structure is

replaced by one made from materials with
higher maximum service temperatures, such
as titanium alloys.

At the end of the entry phase, the rear cover
of the aeroshell will be jettisoned and a
parachute deployed to separate the descent
module from the aeroshell.

Fosefta
Rosetta is one of the so-called 'Cornerstone'
missions of ESA's Long-Term Scientific

Programme:Horizon 2000 lts major scientific
objective is the acquisitron and return to
Earth of samples of cometary material,

The spacecraft being considered for this
mission has three main modules, known
as the Carrier, the Lander and the Earth
Re-entry Capsule (ERC). The Carrier
transports the Lander and the ERC close to
the comet, and the ERC (the only module
which returns) back to the vicinity of the
Earth.

The cometary samples are to be stored in a
container inside the ERC and should be kepl
at temoeratures below 130 K Because of its

Figure 6. Huygens Probe
aeroshell (Phase-B design)

Figure 7. Rosetta Earth
Re-entry Capsule (ERC)
principal thermal-design
features

Titan's cold atmosphere is denser than that
of the Earth and is composed of nitrogen,
methane, and traces of higher hydrocarbons.
A deeper understanding of both the organic
chemistry and the dynamics of this complex
atmosphere will be prime scientific objectives
during the Probe's descent.

A few minutes of high heat fluxes will occur
during the Probe's ballistic entry into Titan's
atmosphere, Clearly, given the scientific
oblectives, no contamination of the descent
measurements by hydrocarbons and nitriles
deposited on the Probe's surface during
the entry or earlier phases is acceptable.
This risk is to be minimised by employing an
aeroshell/descent-module configuration, the
aeroshell being used only for entry purposes.

A trade-off was initially made between a hot-
structure architecture, using a C/C thermo-
structure with ceramrcjibre insulation inside
the compartment housing the descent
module, and a protected-structure archit-
ecture Primarily for schedule reasons. a
protected aluminium aeroshell was chosen,
due to its lower technical risk and higher
state of develooment. The evaluation of arc-
jet tests representative for the predicted high
heat loads resulted in the selection of AQ6O
as the thermal-orotection baseline
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Figure 8. Aeroshell
configuration for the
deployment of semi-hard
landers on Mars

The sample container is thermally decoupled
from the ERC shell by means of low-conduct-
ance structural links and exterior conventional
multi-layer insulation. The sample container
itself is baselined as a dewar-like cylindrical
vessel with low-conductance struts between
its walls.

During the return cruise phase, the capsule
door and the container lid will remain ooen.
thereby exposing the container radiator to
deep space and allowing low sample
temperatures. Low initial sample temperatures
are important because the samples warm up
during the Earth-entry and recovery period.
Calculations have indicated that every degree
reduction in temperature achieved during the
cruise extends the admissible recoverv time
by about t h.

Marsnet
Over the last 25 years, a significant number
of spacecraft fly-bys. supplemented by
imaging and surveillance of Mars from

high re-entry speed of more than 16 km/s,

the ERC will be exposed to the highest heat
fluxes encountered by any space probe so
far studied by ESA. Preservation of sample
temperatures during and after re-entry is

therefore a very challenging thermal-control
task.

The heat fluxes encountered during re-entry
will exceed the service temperature limits of
thermo-structures and external (non-ablating)
insulations. Among the ablators, only carbon-
phenolic has sufficient mechanical resistance
for the front shield's thermal protection.
The SEPCORE frontshield design therefore
combines the advantages of carbon-phenolic
ablator, C/S|C thermo-structure, and high-
temperature multi-layer insulation A mass
saving of about 7O kg (43o/o) compared to a
conventional carbon-phenolic-protected
aluminium shell is expected.

orbiting vehicles and landers, have provided
valuable scientific information about the
planet. The results obtained from these
missions have highlighted many similarities
between Mars and Earth, but at the same
time have also provided evidence of major
differences, thereby stimulating further
scientific research and the need for further
Mars exoloration.

ESA's feasibility studies have shown that
the most promising option for Agency
participation in the future exploration of Mars
is provided by the deployment of a Martian
surface network for conducting extended
geophysical, chemical and meteorological
measurements. Beyond its immediate benefit
to the scientific community, such an option
seems to have very high potential as part of
a precursor mrssron

The Mars network stations are to be protect-
ed within an aeroshell during atmospheric
entry. The aeroshell provides the aero-
dynamic shape required for hypersonic
deceleration of the entry speed and thermal
protection of the network stations against
aerodynamic heating.

The rather mild heat fluxes to be exoected
during entry allow a variety of thermal-
protection solutions, including two different
hotstructure architectures and one orotected-
structure architecture:

(a) coated C/C or C/S|C aeroshell with
internal hightemperature porous insulation

(b) aluminium aeroshell protected by a
lightweight ablator (several materials
possible)

(c) coated C/C or C/S|C hypersonic
decelerator and a lander-housing
aeroshell compartment made from
beryllium with internal medium-
temoerature insulation.

In extending the past applications, the
European Marsnet studies also investigated
deployment at higher topographical altitudes.
Due to the thinness of the Martian atmos-
phere, this would require even greater mass
savings and/or the survival of high impact
speeds. Some mass-saving potential for
concepts (a) and (c) is provided by
imorovement of the insulation's thermal
efficiency. Higher service temperatures
for the aeroshell's primary structure are
beneficial for concept (b). Replacement of
aluminium by CFRB eg. C/Pl or C/PEEK,
promises the greatest benefits.
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Microgravity
Ailane Recoverable Orbital Carrier (AROC)

Up to now, European experiments destined
for space and return to Earth have remained
dependent upon US Space Shuttle flights
or Soviet recoverable payload capsules. A
recoverable payload capsule tailored to the
Ariane launcher would provide European
independence in this area

The proposed AROC capsule can be lifted
into low Earth orbit as complementary cargo
on commercial satellite missions, with the
capsule's final orbit being provided by its

own propulsion system Once the micro-
gravity experiments have been completed
in orbit, the capsule returns to Earth

The geometry of the capsule is based on
that of the Apollo capsule, scaled down by
a factor of 09 to achieve compatibility with
the Ariane-4 fairing yet still provide sufficient
payload volume The Ariane capsule's
structural elements are manufactured from
an aluminium alloy, to provide a low-cost

and low-risk approach An ablative shield
provides external thermal protection to the
primary structural elements.

Parts of the capsule's structure and
equipment are reusable for up to five
mtsstons

Space transportation
Hermes
The Hermes reusable space plane is
currently the most challenging European
aerospace project in terms of thermal-

protection development Hermes will be put

into low Earth orbit by the Ariane-5 launcher
and this provides the envelope for the
space plane's mass and wing size

Hence, Hermes' thermal-protection
system wrll need to make extensive
use of a hot-structure architecture
The nose cap and leading edges of
the airframe, which are exposed to the
most severe heatjlux environment, will be
made from C/C thermo-structures, rather like

those of the Shuttle Orbiter. However, the'
need for mass saving calls for, and
fortunately technolog ical progress allows.

considerable reductions to be made in skin
thicknesses. The thermally and mechanically
highly loaded winglets, rudders, elevons and
the body flaps are made from C/SiC thermo
STTU CIU TE

Verification of the integrity of these CMC
components by combined thermal and
mechanical testing is itself a technologically
demanding task, beyond the initial design,
material and manufacturing challenges

The fuselage and wings are made from
an aluminium alloy. Thermal protection is
achieved by using Flexible External lnsulation
(FEl) for surface temperatures below 650oC
and Rigid External Insulation (REl) for higher
temperatures The main REI components
are the C/S|C shingles accommodating the
aerodynamic loads and the lMl internal high-
temperature multi-layer insulation providing
the reouired thermal oerformance

Figure 9. Model of the
Ariane capsule
(Courtesy of MAN)

Figure 10. Exploded
view of Hermes' thermal
protection
(Courtesy of Dassault
Aviation)
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Figure 11. Full-scale
carbon/carbon nose cap
and leading-edge section
(Courtesy of Aerospatiale)

Figure 12. Predicted
t herm o- mec ha n ical
stresses for Hermes'
nosecap, derived using
the ELFINI program
(Courtesy of Dassault
Aviation)
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The Hermes thermal-protection development
effort is applying many advanced design
principles, manufacturing and verification
methods, thereby expanding the technical
knowhow in Europe Each component has
to have guaranteed survival of thirty re-uses
in a very demanding environment, in com-
bination with meeting stringent low mass
and high safety requirements.

Reusable winged launchers
Current developments in expendable
launchers like Ariane-S are enabling a further
improvement in the efficiency/cost ratio for
space transportation However, if the demand
for deliverrng payloads to low Earth orbit is

to continue to grow, a further significant
reduction in launch costs will be mandatory.
Such cost reductions are promised by fully
or partially reusable space{ransportation
sysrems

Several reusable-launcher concepts are
presently under consideration in Europe,
including single-stage-to-orbit space planes
and two-stage-to-orbit vehicles, as well as
air-breathing and rocket-propulsion modes.

The predicted heating rates at stagnation
points/lines and on the control surfaces
of reusable launchers are well below the
equivalent Hermes values. C/C or C/S|C
thermo-structures develooed for Hermes will
therefore still be usable if the higher dynamic
pressures at high temperatures can be
met and oxidation resistance can be further
improved Up to 500 reuses are being
considered for some launcher tvpes.

The windward surface dynamic pressures on
winged launchers during ascent and re-entry
operations are more or less comparable to
those for pure re-entry gliders like the Shuttle
and Hermes, while the heating rates on large
surface areas are predicted to be below the
Hermes values Large surface areas and
moderate heating rates make metallic thermal
protection competitive with ceramic thermal
protection. though the latter gives higher
temperature margins and improved thermo-
shock resistance

Particular thermo-structural problems occur
when very high heat loads (possibly above
1 MWm2) combine with high dynamic pres-
sures on the inlet surfaces of air-breathino
propursron systems

The way ahead
Design tools
The design of large structures in combined
thermal and mechanical load environments
taxes the capabilities of standard structural
and thermal analysers like NASTRAN,
SINDA, etc., because each of these tools
has been optimised for its main application.
There is almost no coherence between
analysers optimised for thermal and structural
purposes because thermal nodes and
structural finite-element meshes are generally
not comoliant

The overall mathematical model of the
Shuttle's thermal orotection consisted of
118 three-dimensional local models, each
with about 200 nodes. The trend towards
increasing temperatures for mechanically
highly loaded structures, and the mass
criticality of future projects, means that the
size of thermal models will increase still
further and that better coherence between
thermal and structural-analvsis models is
required

nttr
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In addition to the need for improved thermo-
structural design tools, sophtsticated methods
are required for optimising specially tailored
constructions and materials: eg tools for
predicting the thermal response of an ablator
or the heattransfer-mode dependencies in

fibrous insulations and CMC materials.
Prediction of CMC mass losses in an oxid-
ising environment is another problem area.

Many of these methods are presently under
development or refinement, either sponsored
directly by the Agency or in the context of
Hermes development.

Emerging materials
The main challenges as far as CMC
materials are concerned are: further
improvement of oxidation resistance,
improved quality control, and reduction
of manufacturing-cycle durations.

The future trend in thermal-protection mass
reduction is towards hot thermo-structures,
or at least protected structures with higher
primary-structure service temperatures.
Several new materials are emerging at the
laboratory stage and might be applicable
in practice after the year 2000. In addition to
mass savings for the thermal protection itself,

these emerging materials promise improved
specific strength when replacing conventional
metallic alloys.

Aluminium matrix composites might replace
conventional titanium alloys for medium-
temperature applications. Compatibility
between fibre and aluminium matrix has to
be further improved. The feasibility of all of
the industrial processes required to form
complex-shaped parts without degrading
their performances has also to be
demonstrated.

Application of titanium aluminides is a
potential substitute for conventional super
alloys, though their brittleness at room
temoerature has to be overcome and the
feasibility of several industrial production
asoects has to be further demonstrated.

Insulation performance is expected to
increase in a more evolutionary way, through
the modification of existing products. This
applies to all insulations in use between high
and cryogenic temperatures Further mass
reductions and increased durability are the
main avenues of develooment.

Verification aspects
Aside from the standard thermal and
structural test approaches for matertals, parts

JLra (r !i!l

and components, new aspects arise when
addressing the verification of lightweight
thermal-protection systems:

- The need for non-destructrve inspection
and reliable failure-predrction methods
for CMCs and MMCs.

- The increasing need for combined
thermal and mechanrcal loading tests for
thermo-structures and primary structures
at elevated service temperatures.

- The need for relying on analytical
methods, supported by coupon tests,

for ablators, due to the decomposition of
the ablative materials in the real entrv
environment.

- The task of gathering European
hypersonic flight-test results to validate
and further refine the prediction tools
used in thermal-protection development G

Figure 13. Specific infrared
extinction coefficient of
fibrous insulation

Figure 14. Carbon/silicon-
carbide (C/S|C) material
erosion test at 1800oC in
the IRS arc-jet test facility
(Courtesy of DLR)
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Figure 1. Picture of the Sun taken in vacuum-ultraviolet radiation by the Soft X-ray Telescope on-board the Yohkoh spacecraft
(Courtesy of the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science, Tokyo)
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Radiometric Calibration of Solar Space
Telescopes The Development of a
Vacu u m-U ltraviolet Transfer Sou rce
Standard

J. Hollandt & M. Ktihne
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), I nstitut Berlin, Germany

M.C.E. Huber
ESA Space Science Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
The Sun's emission in the vacuum-ultraviolet
region of the spectrum varies greatly, both
over the solar surface and with time. The
radiation in question emerges from the highly
inhomogeneouq outer layers of the solar
atmosphere (Fig. 1). The structure of these
layers is governed by the magnetic field,
which effectively contains the hot, ionised
matter at various densities and temperatures
in ubiquitous magnetic loops.

The development of a source standard for the vacuum-ultraviolet
spectral region will facilitate the laboratory calibration and
radiometric intercomparison of the coronal telescopes to be flown
on ESA s Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (Soho) spacecraft.
Perhaps surprisingly, the Sun's output in this spectral region is
not well known, because variations in the output itself, and those
due to the instrument-sensitivity and radiometric-calibration
uncertainties of earlier space telescopes, could not be satisfactorily
resolved. Radiometric intercomparison of Soho's instruments on
the ground, strict attention to cleanliness, and in-orbit inter-
comparisons are providing the means for vastly improved solar
radiometry, which is of interest not only to astrophysicists
but also to aeronomists.

The solar output in the vacuum ultraviolet
waxes and wanes with the 11-year sunspot
cycle, i.e. with the level of magnetic activity
on the Sun. This is because the number of
active regions (seen as bright areas in Fig. 1)

also varies with the sunspot cycle. Similarly,
coronal holes, which are openJield regions
whose rather low density makes them
appear as extended dark areas in Figure 1,

tend to cover a diminishing area as the
sunspot cycle reaches its peak.

The emergence and disappearance of solar
active regions, the solar rotation with a
period of four weeks and the 11-year sunspol

cycle result in the vacuum-ultraviolet solar
irradiance, i.e. the solar radiation received
at the Earth, having a complex behaviour.

Surprisingly, neither the actual spectral
irradiance, particularly in the extreme
vacuum-ultraviolet (see accompanying box),
nor its variation is well known. The necessary
series of measurements spanning one or two
decades are not available: regular rocket
flights of the type carried out in the late

sixties and early seventies have been
discontinued, and satellite observatories
covering this wavelength range have not
had sufficiently long lifetimes

Also, from experience with the Orbiting
Solar Observatories (OSO) and the Apollo
Telescope Mount (ATM) on Skylab, we know
that the sensitivity of vacuum-ultraviolet solar
satellite instruments can change significantly
during their time in orbit On the missions
mentioned, this resulted in a sometimes
gentle and sometimes dramatic reduction in
the efficiency of solar EUV telescopes and
spectrometers in space - in some cases
with partial recovery. Thus, not only the solar
irradiance, but also the instrument sensitivity
showed variationsl

The reason for such variable instrument
performance in orbit is thought to be residual
contamination: chemical compounds present
in small amounts on optical surfaces are
broken up by photo-chemical reactions when
exposed to the strong vacuum-ultraviolet
solar irradiation above the Earth's atmos-
phere, and thus the reflectivity of these
surfaces is affected

For the Agency's Soho spacecraft (Fig 2) on
which the next generation of vacuum-
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Figure 2a. The ESA Solar
and Heliospheric Obser-
vatory (Soho) spacecraft.
The scientific aims of
Soho's instruments cover
three disciplines:
observations of the solar
corona, measurements of
the solar wind, and helio-
seismology (i.e. investig-
ation of the structure and
dynamics of the Sun's
interior)
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0.2-200 nm
0.2-130 nm

30-130 nm
120-200 nm

THE VACUUM ULTRAVTOLET (VUV)

The vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) spectral region ranges from
soft X-rays with wavelengths around 0.2 nm, to radiation
with wavelengths of about 200 nm The designation
'vacuum' stems from the fact that air is not transparent to
such radiation. Consequently, it is necessary to evacuate
the laboratory apparatus used for this part of the
spectrum. Moreover, solar and stellar radiations at such
wavelengths are absorbed by the Earth's atmosphere and
can therefore only be measured from space.

Additional, partly overlapping subdivisions of the vacuum-
ultraviolet spectral region are sometimes used as well

Wavelength range Abbreviation Name

EUV spectra of objects at cosmological distances have
been observed, the red-shift of such obyecfs makes the
spectrum emitted at EUV wavelengths in their rest frames
appear at considerably longer ultraviolet wavelengths,
which can be 'seen' by, for example, the lnternational
Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite and the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST).

RADIOMETRY, SOLAR IRRADIANCE AND ALL THAT...
Radiometry is concerned with the physical measurement ol
what is referred to loosely as 'intensity'.

'Solar irradiance' (W m-2) is the flux of solar radiant power
passlng through a given area (and divided by that area)
placed at the distance of one astronomical unit (AU), i.e. at
the mean distance of the Earth from the Sun. Ihis quantity,
which refers to the solar radiation over the entire
electromagnetic spectrum, r's a/so known as the 'Solar
Constant' (current value 1367 W m 2, but the quotes
indicate that this quantity cannot really be considered a
constant)

'Solar radiance' (W m 2 sr-1) is the flux of radiant power
emerging from a given area on the Sun into a given solid
angle (whose unit is the 'steradian'), divided by that area
and the given solid angle.

Spectral 'solar irradiance' and 'radiance' (W m-z nm-1 and
W m-2 sr-1 nm-l) refer to the above quantities, if measured
within a given wavelength interval (whose unit here is the
nanometer, i.e. 10-e m), and divided by that interval.

A brief word also on the usage of the terms 'radiometry' and
'photometry'. the latter refers to the measurement of
radiative quantities that are related to the spectral sensitivity
of the human eye, and works with the 'candela' unit, and
derived units like the lumen, lux. etc. 'Astronomical
photometry' works with spectral sensitivities that are
determined by well-defined filters, and uses magnitudes as
units, while 'radiometry', in contrast, is not bound to a

specific spectral region.

VUV
XUV

Vacuum Ultraviolet
Soft X ray and
Extreme Ultraviolet
Extreme Ultraviolet
Far Ultraviolet

EUV
FUV

It is perhaps worthwhile mentioning that the solar
spectrum, which consists mainly of emission lines in the
XUV, changes into continuum emission, with numerous
absorption lines, beginning around 155 nm - the so-
called 'Fraunhofer spectrum', which extends through the
visible part of the spectrum into the infrared.

Also, the solar spectrum was long believed to remain the
only example of an EUV spectrum of celestial objects (with
small red-shift). lt was thought that photo-ionisation of
neutral interstellar hydrogen in interstellar space would
effectively block radiation between wavelengths of about
30 and 91.2 nm (the latter being the so-called 'Lyman

limit'). However, it was found more recently that the
interstellar medium is somewhat transparent in certain
viewing directions and, accordingly, an Extreme
Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) has been prepared for launch.
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ultraviolet solar satellite instruments will be
flown. special precautions are being taken,
These will avoid, or at least minimise, the
recurrence of such difficulties: the cleanliness
of both the spacecraft and its instruments
as regards chemical as well as particulate
contamination, will be carefully controlled
and monitored on the ground, and the
monrtoring will possibly be continued in orbit.
Other in-orbit procedures. such as the use
of telescope covers that permit extensive
outgassin g before vacu u m-u ltraviolet rad iatton
is allowed to strike the optical surfaces, are
also being implemented.

Obviously, in a situation where everything
may be shifting in orbit, it is important to
have a solid starting point: in particular, the
radiometric laboratory calibrations of Soho's
main vacuum-ultraviolet instruments must be
based on the same standard, so that they
are mutually comparable.

For this purpose, a portable vacuum-ultra-
violet source standard is being developed
A direct intercomparison of the radiometric
sensitivities of several instruments can thus
be made, and one can expect their initial

sensitivity in orbit to be based on the same
absolute scale also. Given the partially

overlapping wavelength ranges of these
instruments, intercomparrsons can be
continued rn orbit - by using stellar sources
(transiting through Soho's field of view) or the

Sun itself as a (temporary, but uncalibrated)
transfer standard.

We will now outline the various methods of
radiometric calibration, and look especially at
the problems encountered in the vacuum-
ultraviolet spectral region We will also weigh
the advantages and disadvantages of instru-
ment calibration using either the primary
electron-storage-ring standard, or the portable
hollow-cathode-based source standard.

Laboratory calibration methods
To fulfil its primary objectives, the spatially
and spectroscopically resolved investigation

of the Sun and its corona in the vacuum-
ultraviolet (VUV), Soho will carry a variety
of VUV telescooe-soectrometer instruments
on board

ln the radiometric calibration of these

systems, the spectral response of the
instrument is determined as the detector
response to the incoming spectral photon
flux There are two different ways in which
such a radiometric calibration can be
oerformed. one based on the use of a

detector standard and the other on the
use of a source standard

In the first case, the instrument must be
illuminated with a monochromatic source
and the detector standard used to determine
the monochromatic flux before the radiation
enters the telescope The ratio of the instru-
ment detector response and the flux entering
the telescope system then represents the
spectral sensitivity of the complete instru-
ment As this sensitivity changes with
wavelength, the procedure must be repeated
at different wavelengths to establish the
wavelength-dependent spectral sensitivity
function of the instrument. The advantage
of this method is that no source standard is
required. The main disadvantage is that a

monochromatic source of sufficient intensity
and spectral purity is required Moreover, a

detector standard is needed, and in many
cases the overall measurement must be
made in several steps, where the transmit-
tances of, for example, the telescope and
the spectrometer systems may have to be
measured separately

The other method is based on a source
standard of which the spectral emission is

known The instrument is illuminated with
this source and the spectral response of the
detector measured. From the known spectral
flux accepted by the instrument, and from
the measured spectral response of the
detector, the instrument's spectral sensitivity

| | r r I i -S!ll

Figure 2b. The halo orbit
around the Lagrangian
Point (Ll), 1.5 Gm from
Earth. The transfer orbit
from the Earth to Ll is
also shown
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PRIMARY SIANDARDS
The so-called 'primary standards' are the foundations of
metrological work AII quantitative measurements musf be
traceable to primary standards A standard is termed
a 'primary standard' if it constitutes an internationally
defined unit Generally, primary standards represent the
highest metrological level of the realisation of a unit.

ln the field of radiometry, the classical primary standard for
the realisation of radiometnc units is the black-bodv radiator.
which radiates accordino to Planck's law.

Unfortunately, the temperature of such black bodies is
limited to about 3000 K for technical reasons. This means
that they cannot be used for vacuum-ultraviolet radiometry,
as they emit no useful radiation below 200 nm (Fig 3)

Today, with the development of the electron storage ring, a
new type of primary standard has become available. ln such
a ilng, electrons travel wifh speeds very close 1o the speed

of light, in a closed orbit, deflected in so-called 'bending
magnets'. While travelling through the magnetic fields of
the bending magnets, the electrons are accelerated by the
Lorentz force, perpendicular to their direction of flight.

As a result, the electrons radiate electromagnetic radiation
into a narrow cone in the direction of their flight. This
radiation is called 'synchrotron radiation', as lf was first
observed in a synchrotron

The radiation emrssion from an electron storage ilng
extends from the far-infrared to the X-ray region (Fig 3)
and can be calculated from three parameters: 'electron

energy', 'magnetic field' in the bending magnet, and the
'current' represented by the electrons in the ilng. Knowing
these measurable parameters for a storage ring means
that it can serve as a pilmary standard.

An example of a storage-ring facility is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Comparison of a

black-body radiator at a
temperature of 3000 K and
the synchrotron radiation
spectrum of the electron
storage ring BESSY. The
radiation emission is
displayed as a function of
wavelength into a band-
width of 1olo of the wave-
length. The parameters
afei

Black body:
- Temperature 3000 K

- Circular emitting
aperture with diameter
of 10 mm

- Flux through a 40 mm
x40 mm aperture at a
distanceoflmfrom
the emitting aperture

BESSY:

- Electron energy
800 MeV

- Magnetic
inductance 1.5 tesla

- Stored electron current
100 mA

- Flux through a
40 mmx40 mm aperture
at a distance of 7.5 m
from the emitting
electron beam located
in the electron orbit
plane

can be determined This is the classical
approach for an instrument calibration
The requirement is the availability of a
suitable source standard ln the past, such
sources have not been available for the
calibration of instruments working in the
vacu um-ultraviolet

Over the last decade, the srtuation has
changed as electron storage rings have
become accessible as radiation sources
covering the wavelength range from the
infrared to the X-ray region The storage ring
is indeed a primary radiometric standard
(see accompanying box for explanation)

In principle, however, a primary standard is
not required for the instrument calibration
Any radiation source of sufficient stability and
reproducibility that has been calibrated

against a primary standard can also be used
as a transfer source standard Unfortunately,
until recently, extreme-ultraviolet transfer
source standards have not been available
either,

With the development of stable hollow-
cathode sources, however, this situation
has now changed, so that it has become
worthwhile to compare the pros and cons of
making a radiometric calibration for a solar
EUV telescope by using either a storage-ring
primary standard directly, or a hollow-
cathode transfer source standard

Calibration using an electron-storage-ring
primary standard
Advantages
Using an electron storage ring as a primary
standard provides the possibility of achieving
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the most accurate calibration The uncertain-
ty in the calibration is based on that in the
spectraL emittance of the storage ring and on
lha r rnnortaintrr in tho nalihraiinn nrnnarlrrro

For storage rings optimised for radiometry,
uncertainties significantly below 1olo are

achievable. The uncertainty in the calibration
procedure wil generally be much larger and
donond nn tho incirr rmont c rloqinn and thevvvv||v|v||lvvvv|Y|

wavelength range.

Flantrnn at^r2flo ljp6q ara r'l+rn hinhLruuil ur I oLUruvu l il rvJ olE ulLl o-l llvl l-vauuur ll

machines, The radiation is produced by
relativistic electrons inside the bending
magnet No gases or other contaminants
are emitted by the radiation source This is
beneficial for the cleanliness of flight models
that have to be calibrated,

I Infnrtrrnatelv there rs also a series of
disadvantages connected with the use of a
storage ring

Disadvantages
As electron storage rings are large expensive
machines, the calibration must be performed
at the storage-ring site. requiring the trans-
port of the flight model to. and its operation
at, the storage flng

Catibrating the instrument at a storage ring
requires strict and early commitment to the
timing for the caribratior period. and leaves
no possiblity to recalibrate if instrument
components have to be exchanged rater on

Modern electron storage rings are designed
to serve a large varrety of users, many of
them requi.ing soft or even hard X-ray

photon fluxes Storage rings are therefore
designed for maximum radiation emission
in the soft X-ray region around typically
1-2 nm, or at even shorter wavelengths.
Most of the synchrotron radiation therefore
lies at wavelengths below the working range
of EUV soar telescopes (Fig 3) fhis
radiation can significantly increase the

background of scattered radiation. Worse still,

the shorter wavelength radiation is often
partially reflected by the telescope and
causes high-order radiation when dispersed
by the spectrometer grating These higher
orders overlap with the first-order radiation.,
producing a detector signal which is the
combined response to first and higher orders

lf the instrument does not sufficiently relect

the higher orders due to its design. the
calibration cannot be performed, or an

additional high-order suppressor has to be
installed in front of the instrument lf such
a device (with, for example, two or more

Bg
bcric ttsu.ctclr

optical reflections at an appropriate angle)
is installed, its transmittance must be
determined experimentally as a function of

wavelength, and this causes additional
uncertainties.

- In the vacuum u traviolet, reflectrng diffration
gratings are normally used to disperse rad ation into
ts different wavelengths - as prisms are used to
separate the various colours in the vis ble A grating
el rt.pe ls lho cnc.tn rm rntn 5gyglgl orders: zero ordet
(ref ection without dispersion), first, second and
h gher orders At the angle into which a given wave-
length s diffracted into first order, one w ll also find
h ghe'-orde' rad al,ons. name y second o'der o' one
half, and th rd-order of one third of that wave-
le.lgth etc . al th s sa'ne angle

Figure 4. The electron
storage ring BESSY
(a)View of the building

containing the storage
ring and the experiment
hall.

(b)Layout of the storage
ring and the three
laboratories, for basic
research, X-ray
lithography, and
metrology. The latter is
the laboratory of PTB.

lr*.
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Figure 5. Schematic of
the SUMER telescope
spectrometer

Synchrotron radiation is completely polarised
ln tho nlano nf the olontrnn nrhii iha nnlar-''..'," H,"'

isation is linear, with the electricjield vector
oscillating in the orbit plane Outside that
plane, the radiation is elliptically polarised
with an angular dependence As the spectral
response of the instrument will, in general,
depend on the polarisation of the radiation,
measurements have to be performed with the
instrument plane parallel and perpendicular
to the electron orbrt plane

Calibration using a hollow cathode as a
transfer source standard
Advantages
The calibration can be performed at the
laboratory where the flight instrument is

assembled Hence all the ground-support
equioment that is available at the home
laboratory can be used, including the data-
handling and processing systems No
transports to and from a different laboratory
have to be carried out

The calibration can be repeated whenever
oeemeo necessary

For the calibration itself, an unpolarised line-
emitting source with a spectral distribution
srmilar to that of the Sun can be used
This eliminates or significantly reduces the
problems with high order radiation, stray light
and polarisation effects

Disadvantages
A lower limit for the achievable uncertainty
is imposed by the reproducibility of the
radiation emission of the source In addition,
the uncertainty in the calibration of the
transfer standard using the electron storage
ring as a primary standard has to be added.
This uncertainty can be minimised if suitable
calibration beam lines at a radiometric
storage ring are used. The total uncertainty
will be strongly dependent on the type of
transfer standard, on the design of the
calibration station, and on the wavelength
range under investigation For the case of
the high-current hollow-cathode source
(described in detail below), uncertainties of
the order of 15o/o have been achieved using
a calibration beam line at the radiometric
laboratory of the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB) at the Berlin electron
storage ring (BESSY)

All plasma sources, including the hollow-
cathode source. emit particles and gases
that can contamrnate, in particular, the optical
surfaces of the instrument under calibration.
Adequate precautions have to be taken to
prevent such contamination

The calibration of Soho's instruments
Thrao ioloennno-ena^trlJmeler systems
(so-called'spectro-heliometers' and corona-
graphs with spectral capabilities) to be
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carried by Soho are destgned to observe the
Sun and its corona in the vacuum-ultraviolet
with high spectral, as well as spatial,

resolution

These instruments are:

- SUMER (Solar Ultraviolet Measurements
of Emitted Radiation), which will observe
the Sun and its corona using a normal-
incidence telescope and a normal-
incidence spectrometer in the wavelength
range from 50 to 160 nm (Fig. 5 and
Table 1)

- CDS (Coronal Diagnosttcs Spectrometer),
which uses a grazing-incidence telescope
and two spectrometers (one with with a
normal-incidence grating, the other with
grazrng-incidence gratings) to observe the

Sun and its corona in the wavelength
range from 15 to 80 nm, and

- UVCS (Ultraviolet Coronagraph Spect-
rometer), which will observe mainly the
corona in the wavelength range around
50 to 125 nm.

The aim with these instruments is to
determine absolute temperatures, particle
densities and velocities, which in many cases

wrll require absolute intensity measure,rnents.
An absolute spectral sensitivity calibration is
therefore essential for all three instruments

Depending on the instrument, the calibration
will be based primarily on calibrated transfer
source standards, on the direct use of an

electron storage ring, or on calibrated
detectors

Hollow-cathode-based transfer source
standards will also be used to achieve
intercalibration of all three instruments.

Development and calibration of the
transfer source standards
As a comoact vacuum-ultraviolet radiation

source covering the full spectral range of the

above three telescope-spectrometers, a high-

current hollow-cathode source has been

chosen. Like the Sun, this source emits an

u n polarised vacu u m-u ltraviolet I tne spectru m*.

To simulate the distance of the Sun, the
hollow cathode has to be combined with an

- Strictly speaking, the solar vacuum-ultraviolet
spectrum is polarised, since it originates mainly from
magnetic loops This would, in principle, require that
the polarisation of the radiation to be measured be

determined, and that corrections for the polarisation

sensitivity of the instrument calibration be applied
However, it is estimated that (within uncertainties)
polarisation has no influence on the radiance actually
derived

SUMER telescope and spectrometer characteristtcs

Parameter Value

T^ L^t^ 4I auta I

Item

Telescope Material
Fnnrl lonnth

Collecting area

Equivalent f-ratio
l-^^^ ^^al^il | ravc JUorE

Silicon carbide
1300 mm

90 x 130 mm2

1:11

0 16 arcsec/pm

Slits:

1 arcsec i 7t5 km

on the Sun

Lengths

Widths

300 arcsec
1 20 arcsec
4 arcsec
1 arcsec
0 3 arcsec

Collimator Material
Focal length

Silicon carbide
400 mm

Grating Material
Groove density
Spherical radius

Incident angles

Silicon carbide
3600 lines/mm
3200 mm

16.7-35 2"

Detectors:
Two micro-channel
nl.ta .l6fa^f^rc in
vtsrv vv!vvrvi v ii i

photon-counting mode
with two-dimensional
multi-anode array

Pixel size

Array size

Spatial scale
Instantaneous spectral

coverage
Qnonfral cnala

25x25 pmz

360 x 1024 pixels

645 km/pixel
20 A 2nd order
40 A 1st order
20 mA/pixel 2nd order

40 mA/pixel 1st order

adequate optical imaging system, which
converts the source's diverging radiation into

a nearly parallel beam This combination of
hollow cathode and imaging optics simulates
the Sun in the laboratory. lf its radiant power

is known, it serves to perform the spectral-

sensitivity calibration of the solar telescope-
speclromelers.

Figure 6a. The high-current
hollow-cathode source
being operated with argon
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Figure 6b. Longitudinal
section of the hollow-
cathode source with
integrated two-stage
differential pumping
system

The hollow-cathode source
The hollow-cathode source (Fig 6a)
was jointly developed by the Institut fur
Plasmaphysik, Universitat Hannover, and
PTB in Berlin A longitudinal sectron of the
rotationally-symmetric source is shown in
Figure 6b lt consists of two anodes and one
cathode, accurately separated and isolated
from each other by precisely manufactured
^t^^^^^^^^.^vr4D- Jpduur 5.

The source is vacuum-sealed by Viton
O-rings and pumped by a small turbo-
molecular pumo The cathode rnsert is a
hollow aluminium cylinder with a central bore
of 8 mm and a length of 60 mm. Central
bores of 4 mm in both anodes allow end-on
observation of the plasma Since there are
no materials available that are transparent in

the vacuum-ultraviolet region below 105 nm,
a two-stage differential pumping system
is used to allow windowless observation
The flux-limiting aperture of the source is
exchangeable and different diameters (0.6,

0.9 and 1 2 mm) are available

When the hollow cathode is operated,
material from the cathode insert is sputtered
onto the two anodes. To avoid clogging of
the aperture, the gas inlet is located between
the anode and the first pumping stage with a
bore of l5 mm

The hollow cathode is operated with a
current-stabilised power supply The two
anodes are maintained at ground potential,
while the cathode is held at a high negative
voltage During the calibration, the hollow
cathode is operated with a fixed current and
a fixed voltage (eg. 1 A, 500 V) The voltage
drop over the discharge is adjusted by
regulating the buffer-gas pressure

In order to provide a large number of
emission lines for the telescooe-soectrometer
calibration, the hollow cathode can be oper-
ated with different rare gases serving as the
buffer gas. Pressure inside the cathode is

about 1 mbar, depending on the buffer gas
used When operating at a typical working
point of 1 A and 500 V the discharge burns
reproducibly for more than 40 h. The
emission values of the spectral lines chosen
change by < 5olo during telescope calib-
ration Cleaning the anodes and glass
spacers of souttered aluminium and
replacing the cathode insert restores the
original emission values

Use of collimators
For the pre{light calibration of the solar
telescope-spectrometers on Soho, the hollow
cathode has to be combined wrth an optical
system that simulates a source at infinite
distance, Due to the different spectral ranges
of the telescopes, different imaging optics
are requrred. For the SUMER and UVCS
calibration source (Fig 7), a spherical mirror
coated with gold is sufficient, while for the
CDS calibration source (Fig. 8) a Wolter
type-ll telescope, which works in grazing
incidence, must be used to collimate the
radiation

The SUMER calibration source has already
been assembled and tested in the PTB
radiometric laboratory at the Berlin electron
storage-ring (BESSY) The flux-limiting
aperture stop of the hollow cathode is placed
at the focus of a concave gold mirror with
a focal length of 1090 mm. The angle of
incidence between the mirror normal and
the incoming beam is 39

As the diameter of the parallel beam is

anooe
glass spacer
cathode
probe cylinder

O- ring seal

gauge pon

flux limiting
aperture
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Figure 7a. The transfer
source standard for the
radiometric calibration of
the SUMER telescope

Figure 7b. Schematic of
the SUMER calibration
source. The diverging
radiation from the hollow
cathode (A) is collimated
by a concave gold mirror
(B)

Figure 8. Schematic of
the CDS calibration source.
The diverging radiation
from the hollow cathode
(A) is collimated by a
Wolter type-ll telescope (B)
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limited to less than l5 mm, the primary
mirror of the SUMER telescope (cf. Fig. 5
and Table 1) cannot be fully iluminated.
The concave mirror of the transfer source-
standard can therefore be tilted about two
perpendicular axes to allow a mapping of
the telescope mirror.

The mirror chamber of the SUMER
calibration source is made of stainless steel
(according to ultra-high-vacuum standards)
and is pumped by a turbo-molecular pump
When the hollow cathode is in operation, the
oressure inside the chamber rises to about
10's mbar, depending on the buffer gas
used The pressure in the test tank itself can
be further reduced to the desired level by
employing additional pump systems.

Calibration of the transfer source standards
PTB is operating a dedicated VUV radio-
metry laboratory at BESSY which has been
optimised for this purpose and is a proven
primary radiometric source standard. Special
beam lines have been set up in the labora-
tory for the radiometric characterisation of
transfer source standards in the ranqe from
0.6 to 400 nm

The calibration orinciole is based on a
comparison of the unknown spectral radiant
power of the source under investigation with
the calculable spectral radiant power of the
storage ring. From the soft X-ray region up to
40 nm, this comparison is done with grazing-
incidence optics, while above 40 nm normal-
incidence optics are used

Due to the CDS telescope's 15-80 nm
spectral range, the CDS calibration source
has to be characterised with grazing-
incidence techniques in the short-wavelength
region and with normal-incidence techniques
for the longer wavelengths. The SUMER
and UVCS calibration sources. however. can
be completely characterised at a normal-
incidence station capable of calibrating
vacuum-ultraviolet sources from 40 to
400 nm (Fig. 9)

For the comparison of the transfer standard
with the primary standard (BESSY), the
whole calibration station can be rotated
about a vertical axis, so that a concave
mirror is either imaging the tangent point of
the storage ring or the transfer standard into
the entrance slit of a 1 m monochromator
(McPherson type 150)

Synchroton radiation is highly polarised,
whereas the hollow cathode emits rrnnol-

Figure 9a. The instrument-
ation for the character-
isation of transfer source
standards from 40 to
400 nm

Figure 9b. Schematic of
the instrumentation for the
characterisation of transfer
source standards, the
synchroton radiation beam
line, and the SUMER
calibration source
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arised light The polarisation properties of
the complete ootical instrument must
therefore be determined by rotating it

about a horizontai axis and detecting the
synchroton radiation with the optical plane
parallel and perpendicular to the orbital
nlano nf iho olontrnnc

As the storaoe rinn emits a continuous
spectrum, the calibration of a transfer source
standard requires that the influence of
higher-order radiation be evaluated and
subtracted

From measurements with the SUN/ER
calibration source, more than 30 emission
lines have been selected in the 50-160 nm
spectral range which are suitable for the
calibration of the SUMER telescope (Table 2)

The photon fluxes of these lines are typically
in the range of 107 to 1Oe photons s-1 per
line. llluminating the SUN/ER telescope with
the calibration source will therefore produce
count rates that can be expected to match
well with the count rates produced by the
Sun when the telescope is in orbit

At present, the absolute emission charact-
eristics of the SUMER calibration source are
being investigated The first test calibrations
of the engineering model of the SUMER
telescooe-soectrometer are scheduled for
mid-]992 The CDS calibration source is
presently being assembled at PTB, ready
for operation in spring 1992 The first test
calibrations with the CDS telescope-
spectrometer are planned to follow later
in the year.

Conclusion
The new portable vacuum-ultraviolet
radiometric source standard that has
been described will considerably enhance
the radiometric calibration of Soho's
spectroscopic telescopes, as well as
permitting a comparison of the laboratory
calibrations of these telescopes.

The source standard has a spectral-
irradiance distribution similar to the solar
EUV spectrum and produces count rates in

the instrument detectors that are comparable
to those that will be measured in orbit. The
standard source can be mounted on any
vacuum tank being used for general testing
of the instrument in question A special
calibration tank, as is usually needed for
detector-standard-based calibrations, is

therefore not required Use of the primary
source standard, the electron storage ring,
with its inherent schedulino constraints, is

also avoided

Table 2. Selected emission lines of the hollow-
cathode source for the radiometric pre-flight
calibration of the SUMER telescope.

The right-hand column indicates the spectrum to
which a given line belongs (e.9. He | - spectrum
of neutral helium; Ar ll - singly-ionised argon;
Kr lll - doubly ionised krypton)

By ensuring a common scale for the
laboratory calibration (via the intercomparison
just mentioned), a major step has been
made towards reliable solar-radiance and
irradiance measurements with ESA's Soho
spacecraft, particularly since comparisons
between the three main spectroscopic
telescopes will also be possible in orbit.
Knowledge of these highly variable solar
parameters is of interest not only to
astrophysicists, but also to aeronomists,
because thrs radiation dominates the physics
and chemistry of the terrestrial mesosphere 6

I )J. /U nm HeI
.,

J+.'29lJ4.52 rwL AI II
3 54. /) nm Ar II
4 58.43 nm HeI
5 0U.29 nm Ar II
6 66.19 nm Ar II
7 67.09167.19 nm AI II
E 71.81 nm Ar lI
9 72.20 nm Kr ltI
t0 l'2.5+ nm Ar lI
1t l'2.55 nn Ar II
T2 /J.U9 nm Ar II
13 /J.59 nm Nel
L4 74.O3 nm Ar II
15 14.31 nm Nel
16 16.92 nm AT III
L7 88.41l88.63 nm KI II
l8 89.10 nm Kr II
19 91.74 nrr Kr II
20 91.98 nm Ar II
ZL 93.2I nm Ar lI
'r', 90.5U nm Kr II
23 tU4.UZ nm ArI
24 106.67 nm ArI
25 110.04 nm Xe II
26 115.85 nm Xe ll
27 16.49 nm KrI
ZE lu.Jl nm Xe II
29 lZJ.)U nm KrI
30 124.48 nm Xe II
3l 146.96 nm XeI
32 153.98 nm AI II
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l- Espace: une solution aux probldmes
d'6nergie de la Terre?

J. Gollet
Chef du bureau de Programmes d long-terme, Direction Station spatiale et

Mrcrogravit6, ESA, Paris

1 terrawatt = 1Or2 watt

La situation actuelle
Plus de 4 milliards d'habitants de la
Terre consomment annuellement plus de
10 terrawatts* d'energie, dont plus de
300/o sous forme d'6lectricite. Les sources
d 6nergie sont representees a 90Vo par des
combustibles fossiles (fuel. gaz charbon). e1

le reste (100/o) essentiellement par I energie
hydroelectrique et nucleaire Une analyse

Au d6but des ann6es 80, le Dr. Gldser avait 6mis I'id6e de
collecter hors de I'atmosphdre l'6nergie in6puisable que repr6sente
le rayonnement solaire, et de la transmettre au sol. Aprds quelques
ann6es d'6tudes men6es par la NASA et le 'Department of Energy',
le projet (Fig. 1) fut mis en sommeil. Le Symposium SPS '91,
'Power from Space', organis6 cette ann6e en France (Gif-sur-Wette)
a permis de faire le point sur le sujet et a montr6 que de nouvelles
solutions pourraient 6tre apport6es par I'Espace.

plus fine de ces chiffres montre que:

- 1/5 des habitants (pays industrialises)
consomment grosso modo les 3/5 de
l'A^^r^;^ +n+oln | - trinrrro 2 illlcira .l'rrnaI Er rvrgrv tvtorv Lq I rvuru L
maniere elonrente levolution de la
consommation d'energie par habitant
en fonction du PNB

- plus un pays s'industrialise, plus sa
consommation en energie 6lectrique
augmente; (la consommation totale des
Ftatq-l iniq A aromente de moins de
7o/o enlre 1972 eI 1988 alors que la

consommation en 6lectricit6 a augment6,
elle, de 550/o)

- en matiere de production d'6lectricit6, la
quote-part du nucleaire est tres variable:
elle represente 110/o en Europe de I'Ouest
alnrc nr r'on Franno ollo aitoint lraaartl

absolu) 750lo

Quand on tente de faire des previsions il

faut prendre en compte:

- une stagnation ou m6me une diminution
de la consommation des pays qui sont
industrialises depuis longtemps (grAce

u

E

f
Lr.l I lL.
C..nsL.llllrlciiL.rl c'!:l le I Sic c t t tctr.r..
tlt t ueI !=!lLrivLr IL=L ri l-i!lI 1,1r:I sor1l 1!:

l1i.r,r=. : I .rL'Vfl

Figure 2. Consommation d'6nergie en tonne de
fuel equivalent par personne (1 t.f.e.= 1,3 kW)
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A une meilleure gestion de l energie, de
meilleurs rendements, etc )

une augmentation de la consommation
par habitant des pays nouvellement
industrialises
une augmentation du nombre total
d'habitants devant plafonner selon l'ONU,
A 10 milliards vers 2100 (Fig 3)

En prenant en compte ces diff6rentes
tendances, les experts pensent qu'au cours
du siecle prochain la demande en 6nergie
s'etablira autour de 20 a 30 terrawatts

Les sources
Regardons maintenant la situation en matiere
de source d'approvisionnement d'energie.

Les ressources'fossrTes'
La situation est preoccupante selon les
experts car il y a non seulement epuisement
c{ac nicomantc i iarmc.-,,,,J. mars encore un
impact sur l'environnement, en particulier
en contribuant au rechauffement global de
la planete par production de dioxyde de
carbone.

L'6 ne rg ie hyd roe lectriq u e
Sa contribution aura bient6t atteint ses
limites En effet, les sites encore disponibles
pour I'implantation de barrages sont rares.
De plus, I'attitude du public limitera
probablement. au nom de la protection de
l'environnement, l'implantation de nouvelles
centrales hydro6lectiques dans des sites
sensibles

L'6nergie nuclearre
Reqoo cr rr lo nrnnoccr rc rlo f iecinn no mndo

de production d'electricite ne jouit pas en
general d'un grand soutien de la part de
I'opinion publique: certains pays (Etats-Unis
par exemple) ont meme 6te conduits A en
stopper le developpement Des ev6nements
rdcents, en particulier a Tchernobyl, ont
renforce la m6fiance du public vis-a-vis de
ce mode de production, consid6r6 comme
dangereux Les experts estiment que cette
attitude limitera l'implantation des centrales
nucleaires dans les pays ou le potentiel
scientifique et technique ne permet pas de
garantir une securite acceptable au niveau
de leur fonctionnement et de leur entretien

ll faut egalement. a propos de l'energie
nucl6aire, mentionner le probleme de
l'elimination des d6chets nucl6aires qui
n'a pas trouv6 de solution satisfaisante.

I ^^ ^, ,+.^^LVJ qUI'gJ JUU/LUJ

fdnergie solaire terrestre reste une source
marginale. Malgre I'augmentation du

rendement des cellules ohotovoltar'oues et la
simplicite de fonctionnement des installations,
les experts ne prevoient pas un tres grand
develoooement de cette filiere.

Les autres formes d'energie (maree, vent,
geothermie) repr6sentent une fraction tout
a fait negligeable de la fourniture totale

Une nouvelle source d'6nergie: la fusion
nucl6aire?
Une nouvelle source d energie apparait a
certarns experts comme prometteuse ll s'agit
de la fusion nucl6aire: c'est ce processus
qui est la source d'energie du soleil. Sa
manifestation la olus soectaculaire est
l'utilisation qu'en ont faite les militaires avec
la bombe thermonucl6aire a hvdrooene,

Les essais d utilisation du processus de
fusion nucl6aire consiste d contrOler une
reaction entre des atomes de deuterium et
d'autres atomes, par exemple de tritium.
Cette r6action produit un isotope de I'helium
en liberant une grande quantite d energie
(Fig a) sous forme de neutrons et/ou de
particules charg6es La production
d electricit6 serait donc obtenue soit a partir
de la chaleur d6gagee (comme dans le
processus de fission) soit directement d partir
des particules charg6es Cette forme
d energie nucleaire est 'propre Certes les
neutrons resultant de certaines r6actions de
fusion induisent de la radioactivite. Mais les
niveaux en jeu sont trds inferieurs a ceux
r6sultant de la fission Naturellement en
phase operationnelle certaines precautions
seront n6cessaires tant au niveau du
fonctionnement des centrales que de leur
entretien ll faudra 6galement eliminer des
dechets radioactifs (encore une fois a des
niveaux bien inf6rieurs a ceux r6sultant de
la fission).

,,lrr,1

Figure 3. Projection
de I'accroissement
d6mographique mondial
(d partir des donn6es de
I'ONU avec I'hypothdse
que 330/o des pays en
d6veloppement deviennent
des pays d6velopp6s tous
les 40 ans)

:C:rr :Lroil
All ll !: !:
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Figure 4. Processus de
fusion nucl6aire

Les difficultes techniques associees a la
maitrise de la fusion sont 6normes: la

physique des plasmas en jeu est extrem-
ement complexe et les technologies a

d6veloooer et A mettre en oeuvre sont a la
limite du realisable. Ceci explique pourquoi,
alors que depuis plus de 30 ans de
nombreux centres en Europe, aux Etats-Unis,

en URSS au Japon, travaillent sur la fusion,

et oue olus de 20 milliards de dollars aient

ete investis dans les recherches, la
perspective d utilisation du processus de
fusion control6e comme source d'approv-
isionnement en electricite n'a cesse de
s'6loigner.

flcncndant loc nrnnrAg des dernieres anneesvvvv,,vql

nnt 616 irAc rqnirloc an neriinr rlior on Fr rrnno(, vu I qv,vvu

La derniere experience conduite par les

Europ6ens au Royaume-Uni dans le cadre
du programme JET (Joint European Torus)
en novemhre 1991 a nermis de franchir une
nouvelle 6tape en produisant 2 gigawatt de
puissance grAce a la fusion deuterium/
tritium pendant une dur6e de 2 secondes, La

rapidite des progrds ces dernieres ann6es
conduit les experts d penser qu'au d6but du
siecle prochain la fusion pourrait etre une
des sources d'approvisionnement en 6nergie
electrique

Essentiellement, les centres de recherche
travaillent sur trois couples:

deuterium + deuterium
deuterium + tritium
deuterium + helium 3

Les r6actions correspondant aux deux
premiers sont techniquement des plus faciles

a maitriser et I'on pense que ce sont celles
qui seront initialement mises en oeuvre
lorsqu on entrera en phase d'explottation

Ceoendant elles oroduisent des neutrons
rapides, generant des dechets radioactifs

La troisieme filiere, deuterium + helium 3,

souffre de deux handicaps Le premier est
qu elle necessite la creation d'un plasma d
tres haute temperature, Le second concerne
I'aoorovisionnement en helium 3. En effet cet
isotope de l'helium ne se trouve sur Terre
nr r'A l A+a+ .l^ +/^^^ .i.nc lo aqz nalttal att9U d I UtdL UE Ll 4UE UOI ro rv vq- | ru(urur vu

comme sous-produit de I'evolution de
matieres fissiles utilis6es dans les armes
thermonucldaires Son avantage essentiel est
nrr'ollo n6nAro nar r rlo nar rtrnna t/at do nlrc
Yu v,,v

faible energie) que la r6action deuterium/
tritium. mais des particules chargees et des
radiations synchrotrons Celles-ci pourraient
etre utilisees directement, c'est-a-dire sans
avoir recours d la conversion thermique (la
transformation chaleur-6lectricite en utilisant
des turbines et des alternateurs) Dans ce
cas on oourrait esp6rer un rendement
pouvant atteindre 8Oo/o

Compte tenu des tres grandes difficultes d

vaincre, les efforts ont donc surtout port6 sur
le couple deuterium/tritium, comme au JET.

Cependant les craintes croissantes pour
I'environnement assurent un regain de faveur
pour la fusion deuterium/helium 3, sachant
qu'd terme, si la commercialisation de cette
fusion se rdvelait possible, une solution
devrait etre trouv6e pour I'approvisionnement
en helium 3.

Les solutions 'spatiales' pour la
production d'6nergie
La premidre solution 6tudiee au debut des
annees 80 (consequence du choc petrolier)
propos6e par Glaser est bien connue:
collecter l'6nergie solaire en dehors de
l'atmosphere au moyen de cellules photo-

voltaiques et la transmettre au sol oar
l'intermediaire de faisceaux micro-ondes
(2,45 gigahertz) et la capter par des
antennes au sol favantage par rapport
d I'utilisation terrestre des cellules
ohotovoltaioues est double: I'absence de
nuit (en choisissant la bonne orbite) et le
flux solaire olus imoortant en dehors de
l'atmosphere. Le projet est gigantesque.
La configuration de ref6rence etudi6e
conjointement par la NASA et le 'Department

of Energy donne une surface de cellules
solaires de 50 kilometres carr6s, le satellite
lui-meme ayant une masse de 50 000
tonnes De telles masses necessitent
naturellement le develoooement d'un lanceur
lourd, delivranl 425 tonnes en orbite basse.

400 astronautes sont ndcessaires pour les

operations d assemblage qui durent 7 mois.
Au sol, des antennes de 75 kilomdtres carr6s
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rer:r reillent I inernie et Sont raccordes aU

rdseau de distribution d electricite, Une telle
station delivre une puissance de 5 gigawatts
(a peu pres la capacite de 5 centrales
nucl6aires)

Citons pour m6moire la deuxieme solution,
une variante de la premiere; toujours en
orbite geostationnaire, elle utilise la Lune
comme source de mat6riaux Cette
proposition sappuie sur deux arguments:
(i) Lenergie n6cessaire pour mettre depuis la

I rne rrne r:haroe rrtile en orbite
n6nqiatrnnnairo iorrociro ronr6conto lo

vingtieme de celle necessaire depuis la

Terre
(ii) lanalyse faite sur les echantillons

ramenes par les equipages des missions
Apollo montre que I'on trouve des
metaux en abondance (fer, aluminium,
magnesium, titane) ainsi que du silicum
ot 

^o 
l nvrrnAno Tnr r^ ^^^ ^lX-^^+^uL uu I u^yvur ru, rvuJ UU- UlUl llul ILJ

pourraient servir a la construction depuis
la Lune des elements de base de la

centrale solaire
I lno iolo nntinn on ar rnnne2nt nr'rrno

infrastructure lunaire soit mise en place

^^',r ^ 
-,,+rno roionnq r/nrnnrrmmo QFIPUUr UCUtTEO r4rDVr ra \vrvvrqr rilrru uLr,

Space Exploration Initiative) est bien
entendu extr6mement complexe a mettre
en oeuvre

La troisieme option est d nouveau une
variante de la premiere: la station est

llL:ClL:l,.ll

installee sur la Lune, I energie 6tant toujours
transmrse par faisceau micro-ondes jusqu'd
la Terre (Fig. 5) Plusieurs systemes
oermettent de comoenser I'alternance de
nuit et de jour sur la Lune Des miroirs en

orbite terrestre relaieraient I energie sur 'a
f:no 'n:nhoo' Arr ro do l: I rno\ do l: Torra

Cette option comme la precedente prend
naturellement avantage d'une infrastructure
lunaire telle que propos6e par Ie programme
SEI

La derniere solution est lide au processus
de fusion deuterium/h6iium 3 En effet, si

lhelium 3 nexiste qu a I'etat de trace sur la

Terre, l'analyse des echantillons lunaires a

montr6 qu'il existe en quantit6s importantes
^.,, r^ | ,,^^ ^^.,;.^^ 36 orammes oarJUt t4 LU|E 

- 
Et tVilUt I

+^^^^ AA^^^A ^^- t,LOrre - uelJOSe par res venrs solalres

La fourniture d'h6lium 3
D'apres le rapport NASA 'Lunar Energy
Enterprise Case Study Task Force' de

luillet 1989, si la totalite de la fourniture
en electricite des Etats-Unis etait assur6e par
la fusion nucleaire, il suffirait de 25 tonnes
oar an d'helium 3 oour alimenter les

centrales correspondantes (1 tonne d'helium
3 oeut theoriouement fournir 10 000
megawatts/an d'electricite)

or la cnl lrrnairo rl anr:^ r'^^^r,,^^ !^^
vr. rv Jvr v ul.Jr ED I Ol l4lyDg UEJ

echantillons rapport6s par la misison Apollo
et par la sonde sovietique automatique

Figure 5. Conception d'une
centrale d'6nergie install6e
sur la Lune

Siie. ce recel-.iiurr
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Figure 6. Concept d'une
machine'extractrice' de
sol lunaire

LUNA. doit contenir environ 1 mi ion de
ro1les a sa surface (a moins de trois
mAtroct Snn avtr:ctinn oeT on\/re2no2n p pn

chauflant a 600"C la couche sLperficre e
'raa)oa n2r r rno m:nhino /Fin A\ Anroc

^^^-.^+i^^ r.lno rr rfraa 627 nA i, rm linrrif ioJUpd drlurl UEJ autrgD 9oz. rruru rr,rvuilre
coreit tr:nqnnrtA,1tnm-+i^ ramnnt i'on' orururr il ur rol./vr LU quru rrdl19uEl llE lt jU)Vu o

la Terre

Colto nnorali66 6p6pqqitn/.i+ ^.+ rrnllaman+vULLU U|JUrqLrvr rrruuuJJlLYlolt llqtulgllE llgl 'l
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an

- Ensu,te a va,eJr dr produit transoorte
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De tels chiffres conduisent les auteurs du
rannort a ncnstrr n rtr extraction et le

transfert de he ium 3 serait une activit6
renlaDre

Perspectives
Des nrocrcs cnncidcrables ort ete faits
partrculiererrent en Europe. sur la fusion
conlro ee Le problerne tres preoccupant
or o rooroeonio a lnr rrnilrrra r] onornio :rrv

hommes du 2leme siecle pourrait trouver en

a lJSio'r ure solution Dans cette hypothese.
e couple deuterium/heliun 3 bier que plus
di*'icile a mettre en oeuvre qre d'autres

^n 
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tiahles nroores sfrr el d ur bon rendenent
i'espace pourrait apporter une solution a
l'approvisionnement en combustib e de cette
fi iere

Nature ement une tel e entreprise ne
na trrail 6tro nnnrlrljtp qrno l. ^./ti^i6-li^nl.JvJ ur, uil L uv ruurru Jqr r) rq Pqr trurpqtrur I

d nnorrtor rrc hrm2,na I o nrn of rmoricain

d'etablir une base sur a Lune tel qu'il est
propose par le programme de Space
Explorat on Initiative pourrait fournir
I'infrastructure de base pour la mise en

oeuvre d'une tel e solution Les calendriers
doc alorrv nn6r:tinnc nrn^r2mmo da tr rcinn
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nucl6aire et etablissement d'une station
lunaire, sont coh6rents Les communications
faites au Symposium 'Satellite Power
Systems' par la NASA montrent que 50 kg
d'helium 3 oourraient 6tre ramen6s de la
Lune chaque annee pour alimenter les
premiers rdacteurs pilotes en helium 3 dds
2010 et qu'd partir de 2020, I tonne par an
permettrait le fonctionnement de r6acteurs
d'une puissance de 10 GW. Des tranches
de 10 GW chaque annde seraient ajout6es
n6cessitant I'extraction d'une tonne
suppl6mentaire par an.

Conclusion
Le sc6nario developpe d partir de la fusion
nucleaire et de la filiere helium 3 illustre les
perspectives consid6rables que I'espace
habite oeut ouvrir. Dans ce contexte on
imagine sans peine la situation de depend-
ance de ceux qui n'auraient par la maitrise
de cette capacite. Certes les perspectives
commerciales de la fusion sont encore loin-
taines, et pour la filiere helium 3, m6me si

celle-ci pr6sente d'incontestables avantages
sur le plan de la s6curit6 et de la protection
de I'environnement, des difficultes consid6r-
ables restent d maitriser. De plus, si cette
filiere se r6velait rentable commercialement,

la faisabilite et la rentabilit6 d'une extraction
lunaire devrait 6tre etablie Cependant la
taille de I'enjeu est considdrable LEurope
possdde de reels atouts dans le domaine
terrestre, celui de la recherche de pointe en
matiere de fusion, elle possedera grdce a
ses programmes habites les moyens de
participer A la composante spatiale si celle-ci
devait se r6v6ler un element essentiel de
l'approvisionnement en 6nergie.
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The World Space

Congress will be the
" premier scientific and

engineering

symposium" of the ISY.

The World Space Congress
N"*t y"u. will be International Space Year

(lSY), the first yearJong global celebration of
the space era. Worldwide celebrations will not
only commemorate the beginning of the space
age 35 years ago, but also the 500th anniversary
of Columbus' voyage to the New World. It is
hoped that the spirit of discovery and explora-
tion necessary for both of bhese ventures can be
rekindled to lead us into the future-with space
activities at the vanguard. The World Space
Congress will be the preeminent ISY gathering
of those who make space travel a reality-the
scientists and engineers. It brings together an
unparalleled concentration of the most promi-
nent individuals in this area.

What is the World Space Congress?
The World Space Congress is a nine-day

meeting of the world's leading space scientists
and engineers. It will be the United States flag-
ship event for ISY. Vice President Quayle has
called it the "premier scientific and engineering
svmposium" of this worldwide celebration of
spaci activities. It will combine two of the
world's most prestigious international space
meetings, the science-oriented 29th Plenary
Meeting of the Committee on Space Research
(COSPAR) and the engineering-oriented 43rd
Congress of the International Astronautical
Federation (IAF), both organizations are based
in Paris.

When and where will it be held?
Program

It will be held from August 28 to September
5,7992, in Washington, DC. The meetings will
be held in three locations: the Washington Con-
vention Center, the Ramada Renaissance
Techworld, and the Grand Hyatt Hotel. There
will also be a host of special social functions
and industry-related tours.

Exhibits
The World Space Congress will be held in

conjunction with an international exhibition
featuring industry and government exhibits
from all space-faring nations. This exposition
will be held in the Washington Convention
Center from August 31 to September 4,7992.

Who is sponsoring this event?
The World Space Congress is a collaborative

endeavor that will be held under the auspices
of the United States National Academy of Sci-
ences (NAS) and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA). It is being
hosted and organized by AIAA, and the gen-
eral chairperson is Cerald A. Johnson, presi-

dent, McDonnell Douglas Corporation. The
World Space Congress has the endorsement of
the United Nations, which views it as strong
encouragement for international cooperation in
both space science and its applications for the
betterment of humanity.

Does it have a theme?
"Discovery, Exploration, and Qooperation"

will be both the theme and focus of not only
this event but also of ISY. It will bring together
leading international space scientists, engineers,
administrators, and policymakers to share
ideas, exchange results, develop strategy, and
plan for a new space age.

How many people willattend?
It is anticipated that thousands of space pro-

fessionals from over 50 developed and develop-
ing countries will attend this ISY event.

Will papers be presented?
Yes. Over 3000 invited and contributed pa-

pers will be presented by notable space profes-
sionals in 30 concurrent sessions each day. In
addition to the technical program there will be
a series of Distinguished Lectures and Panels
by the world's leading authorities in space sci-
ence, exploration, and engineering.

Willthe papers be technical?
The core of the World Space Congress will

be the presentation of technical papers that re-
late to all science and engineering aspects of
space technology and exploration. However,
this program will be supplemented by sessions
that feature the world's leading space experts,
government officials, policymakers, and acade-
micians who will discuss policy and strategy is-
sues. The annual colloquium on the Law of
Outer Space, organized by the International In-
stitute of Space Law, will also run concurrently
with the World Space Congress.

How can I get more information?
More information about the World Space

Congress can be obtained from the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA) by sending your inquiry to "World
Space Congress," AIAA, The Aerospace Center,
370 L'Enfant Promenade, SW, Washington, DC
20024-2578 or by calling 202/646-7569. +
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ESA's Software Engineering Standard
The Foundation for Reliable Software

Members of ESA Board for Software Standardisation and Control

C. Mazza
European Space Operations Centre (ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

A. Scheffer & B. Melton
European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

D. de Pablo
ESA Satellite Tracking Station, Villafranca, Spain

R. Stevens
ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

J. Fairclough
Logica UK Ltd, London, UK

Introduction
ESA's software engineering standard is a
guide to the software development process; il
emphasises the areas in the process that
really influence software development. The
single, 120-page document defines the
production of software in an integrated
fashion, and describes the management
functions that support that process. The
objective is the efficient production of software
to the right quality. The software engineer is

guided by 'rules' that are structured by
project phase and management activity. The

The updated version of ESA's software engineering standard (called
PSS-05) was issued in February 1991. lt defines the steps necessary
to produce quality software that meets the user's requirements
within the established timeframe and budget. The standard applies
to all software developed by ESA or its contractors for ground,
space, information systems, and operations. lt provides a common
working culture for the entire European space software community.

standard injects as much discipline as
possible into appropriate areas, and provides
guidance for the more creative aspects. lt
provides management with a clearer view of
progress during the development, and a
greater probability of producing software that
meets the requirements.

Software has become important, pervasive
and expensive for almost every aspect of

satellite development and operations.
Handling software development in a
disciplined manner is essential. ESA

contracts out much of its software, and the
standard tells contractors exactly what is

expected, without intruding too far into their
own methods. The standard orovides a
coherent culture and vocabulary within a
project and across project boundaries. Many
European companies are already very
familiar with the standard, and this helps
them work easily with ESA.

After more than a decade of steady
evolution, the new issue is up{o-date
technically, and is well accepted and applied
by ESA's own software engineers. The
document is essential reading for every
software engineer, for every ESA manager
controlling a software project, and for every
contractor developing software for ESA.

Why is software so important to ESA?
Good software helps ESA stay competitive,
and ESA must take an active role toward
software development. Software has always
been something to be left to the experts, but
in the space of two decades, it has quietly
become highly influential at every stage of a
satellite's life. ESA has to make sure that
software is developed properly and efficiently.
Although managers may not need to
understand the detail involved in software
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development, they must make sure that, in
projects under their control, software is

developed efficiently, and that progress is

always visible. This is where the software
engineering standard comes in.

Software has a large impact on the satellite's
performance, cost, and schedule. Analysis
software now affects the satellite design as
mLrch as any materials technology. Software
is also a major influence on-board the
satellite; it has provided many new
capabilities During the satellite's
development, information systems
communicate project management
information and documentation, speeding up
the development process. When the
spacecraft sends back its results, that
information is relayed to the user community
of scientists through the control of software
programs.

How was the standard generated?
Although software has always played an
important role within ESA, it became even
more important (and more expensive) by the
late 1970s. In those early days, there were
great difficulties in developing software - the
software often did not work, it was difficult to
determine the status of the development
project, and engineers even had difficulty
communicating technically across different
projects

The software engineering standard was first
developed in 1978 in response to those
problems, and after some pilot trials, it was
released in 1980. lt was then uodated in

1984 and 1987 The application of the
standard was mandatory, but few resources
were available for enforcing it. With each new
version, the standard improved, engineers
understood it better, and use of PSS-05

steadily spread, first within ESA, then to ESA

contractors.

In 1989, the standard was reviewed by ESA

software engineers and contractors and
about 200 improvements were proposed.
The quality of those suggestions showed
the intensity with which the standard was
being used - more than 800/o of the
recommendations resulted in chanoes to the
standard.

While the overall structure of the document
remains the same, the new issue
accommodates different approaches to the
software lifecycle. The managerial aspects
have also been streamlined and, in particular,

the area of verification has been enhanced
following many suggestions made during the

review The position of software development
within a systems development project has
also been better defined, and the guidelines
for how to capture and manage user
requirements are much stronger. In addition,
a few small gaps in the previous standard
have been corrected, and this led to
changes in some of the names of documents
that are prepared as part of the software
development process.

Contents of the software standard
The standard is divided into three main parts.
Part I describes the characteristics of the
product to be developed, and the phases
into which the develooment is divided.

Part ll describes the management
procedures for a software development
project. The main areas are project
management, configuration management,
verification and validation, and quality
assurance.

Part lll contains appendices such as a
glossary of software engineering terms, and
standard tables-of-contents for the different
software documents. In addition, all of the
standard's mandatory rules have been
extracted and gathered into a checklist for
each phase and for each management
activity. This list can be used for technical
audits of projects or company software
development processes.

Phases of software development
The software lifecycle is divided into phases.
The boundaries of each phase have been
carefully chosen to allow progress to be
measured. Figure 1 shows the phases in the
basic ESA software lifecycle.

For each phase, PSS-05 defines inputs and
outputs Acceptance of each output or
deliverable forms a milestone, and the
deliverables of one phase must be approved
before the activities of the subsequent phase
can begin. To measure the progress and
quality of the whole system, the project
manager can monitor the progress of the
deliverables against the plan, from either a
technical or a project management point-of-
view. At the end of each phase, there is a
complete system review or test. The
documentation produced in the early phases
defines and controls the activities in the later
ohases.

Definition of user requirements
In the first phase, the user requirements
definition phase, the 'problem' that must be
overcome is defined clearlv, without
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consideration for the software that could be
used This activity usually involves
interviewing users, reviewing existing
documentation, and evaluating similar
systems in order to document the process
that must be supported by the software.

The end result should be a clear, non-
technical statement of the oroblem.
understandable by both the users and the
developers This is one of the hardest phases
to complete; it requires good communication
skills and oersistence in order to find out
what the users really need.

Definition of software requirements
In the next phase, the software requirements
must be defined. Software reouirements
identify what the system must do, its

performance, and the constraints that apply
to it. They are requirements that apply to the
solution rather than those imposed by the
USCT.

When the functions required are being
described, they must be actions, expressed
using verbs. However, while this phase
defines what the system must do, it does not
specify how it must be done. Software
requirements should be concise and clear,

but detailed enough to allow users to
understand what they will receive and to
form a basis for design and testing.

The functional requirements of software are
more stable than the design, ie. a design
change often does not affect the functionality
of the system. Performance requirements are
attached to the functions, to state necessary
throughputs or response times. Constraints in

the software requirements phase come from
'professionals', imposing factors such as the
requi red reliability, maintainabil ity or portability

The creative part of this phase involves
building a simple, clear functional model that
is understandable by all, clearly meets the
user requirements, is good enough to test
the working system against, and is also good
enough as a basis for design.

Architectural design
The design process then starts The design
is done in two stages: first the architecture is

defined, and then the detailed design is

undertaken. The architectural design defines
the main components of the software. The
interfaces between these components are
also identified, at a high level Different
alternative designs can be examined, and a
best system chosen, because the system
design is still flexible enough for such easy

manipulation. Decisions about commonality
can now be made; for example, a
programming language or a data base
management system should be chosen by
this stage. Sensible compromises in this
phase can often save large amounts of
money

When the architectural design is completed,
it should be oossible to assess software costs
within about 100/0. With good interfaces, the
architecture can be divided into parallel work
packages, linking the technical work into
project management

Detailed design and programming
The detailed design and coding of the
software is then undertaken The architectural
components are defined in greater detail,
and each unit of the software is designed so
that it can be programmed fairly
independently. Controlling this programming
process requires structure and discipline.

Before the code is written, the work should
be subject to peer-group inspections to
detect faults. The programming modules and
the interface develooment should be well
documented and labelled, as well as
readable and consistent. Manuals and helo
screens can be completed. User manuals
should be prepared by specialist writers, who
can write from the user's perspective, not
from knowledge of the programming details.

Figure 1. Basic phases of
the software lifecycle
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Transfer to operations
As the units are produced and tested, they
are integrated into a working system. The
transfer phase takes the working system into
the operational environment, still under the
control of the develooers. Software is installed
and tested on the equipment that it will
actually operate on, and the staff or the
users are trained to use it.

Operation and maintenance of the software
Provisional ooeration of the software can
start. Once the software has ooerated
satisfactorily for a given period, the users
give their provisional acceptance of the
software. All errors or 'bugs' are identified
and corrected. As the final check on the
working software, the software must meet all

the original user requirements defined in the
first phase of the lifecycle. Control of the
system then passes completely into the
hands of the operations organisation; the
develooment team's tasks have been
completed.

Software management activities
Part ll of the standard defines the
management tasks to be performed during
the course of the software development.

As part of each of the four main
management activities (described below), a
short plan is generated for the next phase of
the lifecycle. lf the project deviates from the
plan, as it invariably tends to do, the
manager must detect the change as early as
possible, and bring the project back onto
schedule or, if that is not possible, revise the
plan.

Project management
Managing software projects is never easy.

Planning and preparation are all-important.
The basic management task is planning in

detail for the next phase, and in general for
the rest of the project. The competence of
staff is by far the most significant factor in
developing good software. However,

adequate resources and tools, solid
requirements, well-defined roles, proper
delegation, a good working environment,
trust and cooperation are also required for
JUUUEJ).

The project management functions include:

- handling of resources and external
elements

- contract management

- change management

- systems optimisation

- management of the review process.

Conf igu ration m an agement
The configuration is the structure through
which development is controlled. In general,
the configuration is based upon the
deliverables: each deliverable, called a
configuration item, forms the basis for
programming, maintenance and testing.
Configuration management involves
controlling the labelling, storage and issuing
of baselines, so that all development staff are
workrng with the same version of the system.
This avoids 'double maintenance' and wasted
work.

Software products for configuration
management should be used on all but the
smallest development projects. PSS-05 does
not specify which tools to use, but rt imposes
requirements on the configuration
managemenr process.

Verification and validation
Reouirements must be stated in a verifiable
form because they are the basis for
verification as well as for design. Verification
involves reviewing, inspecting, tracing, and
auditing as well as testing all the products of
the software lifecycle. Verification demands
the construction of a second, test system,
which is used to check the product against
the requirements. Verification is always a
compromise; costs and time must be
balanced against reliability and quality, as
well as knowing when to stop.

Planning for verification forces software to be
modular. testable. and maintainable The
three golden rules of verification are 'do it
early', 'do it at as low a level as possible' and
'use your cleverest people'. Verification
detects errors at earlier stages in the
development, where they cost less to correct.
Quality cannot be tested into software Errors
are more efficiently removed by source code
inspections than by testing, but it is better to
avoid them in the first place

Verification work starts during the user
requirements phase, when the users specify
the type of test that would satisfy them that
their requirements have been met. These
specifications can improve the engineer's
understanding of the requirements
themselves. Testing is 'bottom-up' (Fig. 2); it
starts when a module has been comoleted
and continues as the system is assembled.
Modules are tested against their specification
as stated in the detailed design document,
integrated modules are tested against the
architectural design, and the completed
system is tested against the software
requirements. Two final tests, the preliminary
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and the final acceptance tests, are then
performed against the user requirements.
Based on a successful preliminary test, the
operation of the software starts, and based
on a successful final acceptance test, the
system is handed over to operations staff,

ending the development team's involvement
in the project

Quality assurance
Quality assurance is the most misunderstood
role in software development. Good
engineering practices, not good managers,
produce quality software. The project
manager must assure the quality of the
system, while specialised quality assurance
staff may handle the policy and planning for
quality assurance as well as the reviews and
audits. Quality is 'conformance to
requirements', but total quality management
is 'efficient conformance to the right
requirements'. This means that the proper
requirements must be generated and then it

must be ensured that the product conforms
to them. The status of the requirements must
be kept upto-date throughout the project to
allow the users to determine the progress
being made. Ouality assurance provides
confidence that the requirements will be met,
even during the course of the project.

Modelling different lifecycles
The ESA standard defines the basic tasks to
be performed in a software lifecycle but,
because of the range of problems faced by
ESA, the tasks may have to be combined in

a different manner. Other approaches are
necessary, for example, when the software

must be implemented in several stages, or
the reouirements cannot be determined
without a prototype being built. The new
issue of the standard encourages a modular
approach, so that the basic phases can be
re-assembled to form incremental or
evolutionary lifecycles. A few different
lifecycles are described below.

lncremental delivery and anolutionary
development approaches
The incremental delivery approach follows
the basic lifecycle process, in which the
phases are executed sequentially (Fig. 1),

up to the early design phase. The architecture
is then implemented in stages (Fig. 3) A
simple working system is first produced, and
subsequent systems are then developed.

Incremental development is usually better
than the basic lifecycle approach, especially
on large or ill-defined projects. The simple
working systems produced provide early
feedback and payback, and reduce the long
gap between the definition of the requirements
and the implementation of the system.

Figure 2. Verilication
sequence

Figure 3. lncremental
delivery approach
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Another approach, evolutionary development,
is the repeated application of the basic
lifecycle, with new requirements being
collected each time the system is revised and
the whole lifecycle re-run (Fig. 4). This
approach is suited to projects where the
underlying requirements are weakly
understood, the technology to be used is not
yet mature enough, and the software has yet

to evolve to cope. The problem with such an
approach is that the software may have to be
re-written for each subseouent
imolementation.

From the technical point of view, both of
these approaches are almost always better

then with acceotance trials and critical cost-
benefit negotiations, followed by final
acceptance of the best product. The process
can be slow but it is worth the effort
because of the imoortance of the software.

Prototyping
In PSS-05, prototyping is not considered to
be a lifecycle, but it is a technique used
within the lifecycle. Prototyping might be
used to generate a requirements document
or an algorithm, but not for the final
production of the software. However, it can
be used for several purposes: defining
requirements or ensuring a feature is really
practical. The project manager should always

Figure 4. Evolutionary
development approach

than using the basic lifecycle, but they
involve more organisation, are difficult
contractually, impose constraints upon the
architecture, and demand modular design
and interfaces. For a partial system to be
useful, the parts implemented first have to be
carefully chosen. A flexible structure is

generally an advantage, but not in all cases.

Buying com mercial software
Buying commercial software is a different
approach to software development. lf this
approach is used, PSS-05 is still applicable,
but some phases and tasks can be
eliminated. When existing commercial
software meets most user requirements, it

should be purchased rather than developed.

Customers tend to buy the first product
offered by salesmen only to find better
products later. Instead, commercial software
should be chosen competitively, against a set
of requirements. Essentially, the customer
runs a multi-stage competition against the
user requirements, first as a paper exercise,

consider the following: What is the objective
of the prototype? ls it worth the cost? Will the
result of prototyping be ready for the main
development?

lf prototyping is intended to derive
requirements, the software produced must be
just well enough developed to show to the
users to get their comments. Requirements,
not software, are the net product, and they
must be ready before finishing the
requirements phase.

Similarly, to evaluate an architectural element
of the design, the implementation has to be
just realistic enough to allow the engineer to
make a sensible decision.

Key concepts of the standard
Firstly, PSS-05 is a 'minimum' standard. lt

defines the minimum that is needed
regardless of the type of software being
developed. lt is presented in a concise,
readable framework, and does not try to
dictate a rigorous step-by-step approach to
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software production The range of tasks
faced by software engineers is far too large
for a dogmatic approach to succeed.
Instead, PSS-05 defines the discipline
needed to handle the repetitive aspects of
software development, but encourages
creativity outside those boundaries. In
general, the standard does not impose
solutions upon the software development
methods and standards of ESA contractors
The solution must meet the user and
software requirements while conforming to
ESA's standard Despite this minimum
approach, following the 430 mandatory
practices requires a disciplined approach
The standard has to be interpreted sensibly

- it would be unfair for ESA to insist that a
contractor comply fully with every rule, just
as rt would be unfair for a contractor to
deliver a product that reflects a minimum
interoretatron of the rules.

Secondly, PSS-05 is an 'integrated' standard.
All activities necessary to produce good
quality software are defined relative to the
state of the project. Management tasks are
defined functionally, not by job title, so that
different contractual arrangements are
feasible. For example, verification,
configuration management and quality
assurance tasks are integrated with the
development of the software products.

Thirdly, PSS-05 emphasises the formative
aspects of the software development process,
such as project management, planning, and
reouirements control. These activities are at
least as important for software development
as technical issues such as programming,
computer languages or configuration control.
Although the technical aspects have to be
performed correctly, the quality of
management and requirements handling
have a direct impact on the cost and
schedule of a software project and on the
performance of the products.

Fourthly, the underlying concepts of PSS-05

transcend software. The standard is not
about tools, box-drawing techniques or data
headers, but about doing the job properly.
The principles of planning, monitoring
progress, determining requirements, defining
an abstract solution, then steadily moving
into design detail can be readily understood
by all prolect members

Lastly, PSS-05 is 'modular'; the building
blocks of the lifecycle can be re-assembled
by the software engineer to suit different
oro0rems

Promoting the new issue
Having a good standard is one thing, but
making sure that it is applied requires some
etfort

All ESA statf members who are involved in

developing software have a copy of the
standard. Any space contractor working on
software can obtain a copy More than half of
ESA's 2000 contractors have copies, and
many use it for developing their own
company software Io inform managers about
the importance of the standard to their own
work, a short booklet addressing the twenty
questions most commonly asked about the
standard, is also available from ESA.

The future
Lower level guidelines are being prepared to
provide more detailed guidance to the
software engineer (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Guides to the
ESA software engineering
standard
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Twenty Ouedions

and Twedy Anste]s

on

ESA Sottwarc Engine€ring standards
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ESA Software Engineering Standards (PSS-05-0)

lssue 2 (50 Dutch guilders).

Soltware - The ESA Way:

Twenty Questions and Twenty Answers on ESA Software Engineering
Standards (ESA-INT 3) (no charge).

Available from: ESA Publications Division, ESTEC,

Postbox 299,2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands.

They describe the phases and the
management activities in more detail as well
as specialised areas such as programming in

Ada. They are only guidelines and not
mandatory practices.

Conclusion
ESA s software engineering standards
provide a common working culture for the
entire European space community The new
issue of the software is upto-date, and has
been very well received by ESA staff and
contractors The overall aooroach
emphasises practicality. Promotion and
training are now needed to drive home the
message

PSS-05 is one of the few ESA mandatory
standards. lt distills 20 years of experience in

developing software to support space
missions. Applying the standard is essential
to the oroduction of software with the
reliability, maintainability, and quality required
for the technologically advanced missions of
current ESA programmes. However, the
standard cannot provide all that is needed to
produce such software - software
development requires intelligence, hard work,
creative judgement, a good team
atmosphere, and a stable working
environment. Developing software is a
human and creative activity, and good
software engineers are always needed to
produce good software. A good standard is

the starting point for applying intelligence
and creativity. G
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Short Courses in Spacecraft Engineering for 1992

The Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics has been a major centre for the training of industrial engineers
since |974, and contrnues its programme with the following courses for 1992.

University of
Southampton

29 March - 11 April 1992
6 - 19 September 1992

12 - 17 July 1992
13-18 December 1992

For further information please contact:

Tel:0703 593383 (overseas 44703 593383)

Department of
Aeronautics and
Astronautics

SpncecnnFT TEcHNOLOGY

This is a two week residential course aimed at
providing training for staff of graduate or equivalent
status who have recently begun a ca(ee( in the
spacecraft industry.

SpICeCRaFT SYSTEMS

This course gives a broad view of the spacecraft,
and an insight into the working of its systems and how
they interact with each other. This is the equivalent of
the course we hold at Estec for ESA oersonnel.

Continuing Education Secretary
Deoartment of Aeronautics and Astronautics
University of Southampton
Southampton SO9 sNH, UK

Fax: 0703 593058 (overseas 44703 593058)

ETECTRONIC ASSEMBTY TRAINING
At The Europeon Spoce Agency Approved UK CENTRE, PORTSMOUTH

ESA certificated courses rcgularly offered include:

Other services ovoiloble include odvice, consultoncy ond the
design ond implementotion of unique troining pock6ges for
individuol client componies, either centrebosed or on-site.

Further detoils ond current updote from BARRIE CUCKOW,runner oeroils ono currenr upoote rrom EAKr(lE LuLtI'[rvY, r-
Cpltrq Monoge4 Regionol Electronics Centre,Highbury Collegevente MonaQer, Keoronol Eleclronrcs Lenlre,Hronoury Lc
of Technology] Coshdm, Portsmouth, Hompshire IOO 2SR,
ENGIAND --

Phone OTOS 383 | 3 | exten sion 212 . o

'ToZisA, 
-"- 

es€l
Fox o7o5 32sssr :;rJr"Trxili:3flfl;%"".
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Sate | | ite Tech nologylpln A\!T:

DFS Kopernikus-
The German Telecommunications
Satellite

N

Fz

DFS Kopernikus, the first Ger-
man telecommunications satel-
lite, has gone into orbit.The satel-
lite programme was designed
and manufactured bythe ANT/
MBB consortium. The system
consists of two spacecraft and a
ground spare. ANT supplies the
entire telecommunications pay-
load.
Kopernikus is equippedwith elev-
en transponders which can be
simultaneously operated for the
transmission of speech, text, data
andTVprogrammes in the I l/14,
12/14 and20/30 GHz frequency

ranges. Six further transponders
are mounted onto the satellite for
redundancy operation.
Furthermore, ANT supplied the
receiver systems for 32 small
DFS earth stations and was the
main contractor for the ll/14
GHz DFS earth station in Berlin
as well as for the conversion to
DFS operation of an earth station
in Usingen.

ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
Gerberstrasse 33, 7150 Backnang
Telephone + 49 (0) 7l9I/130
Telefax + 49 (0) 7l9l/133212

----- --- 

r

---
----IBosch Telecom

DFS antenna module measurement
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In Brief

lsolation facilitv where crew will live and work

Experimental Campaign
Seeks Candidates
ESA's Directorate of Soace Stations and
Microgravity will undertake a simulation
of a manned space mission in September
and October 1992. In this simulatron,
called EXEMSI '92, an international crew
of three will be confined in an isolation
facility for 28 days, to study various
aspects of living and working in space.

To investigate the human-related aspects
involved in long-duration, manned
spaceflight, the crew will undertake a
series of scientific, technological and
other space-related experiments The
crew members may also be able to carry
out their own exoeriments and research.

ESA is seeking candidates who are
interested in participating in the campaign
either as a Crew Interface Coordinator or
as a Crewmember. Applicants should
meet the following requirements:

- Male or female.

- A national of an ESA member state or
of an ESA associated state.

- Preferably between the ages of 27
and 37 (although no mandatory age
limits will be applied)

- In the height range of 153 to 190 cm.

- Speak and read English.

- Possess a university education (or

equivalent) in Natural Sciences,
Engineering or Medicine. Post-

graduate professional experience is
considered an asset.

- Have a satisfactory medical history, a
sound state of health, with a normal
weight and a normal psychiatric
disoosition.

- Prepared to provide a full family and
personal history, and permit the
collection of further information if

deemed necessary by the examining
medical body.

All information provided will be treated as
confidential. The deadline for application
is 2 March 1992 For further information.
contact:

Prof. F. Rossitto
Eurooean Astronauts Centre
Linder Hoehe, Postfach 906096
D-5000 Koeln 90 (Porz), Germany

Tel: 49-2203-600120
Fax:49-2203-600166 G

Launch of 48th Ariane

The 48th Ariane vehicle was successfully
launched on 16 December from the
Kourou Space Centre in French Guiana

The Ariane 44 L rocket placed two
Eurostar satellites, Inmarsat-2 F3 and
Ielecom 24, in orbit. Io date, four
Eurostar satellites have been launched.
The next two, Inmarsat-2 F4 and Telecom
28. are planned to be launched in the
spring of 1992.

The Inmarsat-2 F3 was olaced in

geostationary orbit over the Pacific
Ocean and began operations for the
International Maritime Satellite
Organization (lnmarsat) on 19 January
1992. lt greatly increases the capacity for
commercial mobile communications in
the Pacific region including the western
United States, eastern Asia, Australia,
New Zealand, and most of the Pacific
Ocean. Each Inmarsat-2 can carry the
equivalent of up to 250 simultaneous
voice circuits. The total capacrty
previously available in the Pacific Ocean
region amounted to 50 simultaneous
voice circuits. Inmarsat-2 F3 takes over
the tasks of Inmarsat's previous Pacific
Ocean region satellites, Intelsat MCS-D
and Marisat F1, which will become spare
satellites for that region.

The French government's Telecom 2A
satellite will be used for teleohone and
television traffic in France, and between
the French mainland and French
overseas departments. lt was placed in
geostationary orbit over the equator over
Africa. G
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ESA Hands Over
Meteosat-S to Eumetsat
Following a successful launch and
subsequent thorough in-orbit checkout
and testing, ESA recently handed over

the Meteosat-S satellite to the Eurooean
Organisation for the Exploitatron of

Meteorological Satellites (Eumetsat)

ESA is undertaking the procurement,

launch and operation of the Meteosat-4,
-5, and -6 satellites on behalf of Eumetsat.

Meteosat-4 was launched in March 1989

Meteosaf5 was launched two years later,

in March 1991. Meteosat-G is now being
built and will be ready for launch towards
the end of 1993

These three satellites, developed as part

of the Meteosat Operational Programme,

will provide images from space for
meteorological applications, until at least

the end of 1993. G Formal transfer of ownership of the satellite on 14 January 1992, at ESA headquarters in Paris,

Seated; J. Morgan, Director of Eumetsat (left), and J-M Luton, Director General of ESA (ight)
Standing: W. Thiebaut, Legal Affairs, ESA (eft), and K-E Reuter, Head of Cabinet, ESA (right)

Meteosat-2 'Bu ried'
After Long Life
On 2 December 1991 , ESA's Operations
Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt (Germany)

began re-orbiting the meteorological
satellite Meteosat-2 by increasing the
satellite's altitude by approximately 330
km. The satellite had been oositioned in
geostationary orbit, ie 35 800 km above
the Equator, since 1989. lt was finally
switched off on 6 December.

The geostationary orbit is being used by

an ever-increasing number of
telecommunications and meteorological
satellites, which means that there is a
growing risk of collision between
controlled and uncontrolled spacecraft.
Unlike in low-Earth orbit, there is no

removal mechanism such as air-drag,
whereby orbits ultrmately decay after a

satellite has ended its useful life.

Currently, the only practical solution is to

move the satellite into a higher orbit
where it will continue to circle the Earth

without danger to other, operational
spacecraft. ESA, which has adopted this

approach as part of its policy on the
clearing of space debris, has undertaken
similar action in the past, by re-orbiting
the scientific satellite Geos-2 in 1984, and
the telecommunications Orbital Test

satellite (oTS) in January 1991

Since its launch in June 1981, Meteosat-2

has taken approximately 284 000 images
of the Earth. lt was used as a back-up
satellite since August 1988, when
Meteosat-3 came into service. After more

than 10 years in space, Meteosat-2 was

still in good order but the hydrazine fuel

supply required to control its orbit had

almost been consumed. G

Establishment of the
European Astronauts
Corps

ESA is in the process of establishing a
European Astronauts Corps to support
the reouirements of the Columbus
precursor flights and the Hermes
Development Programme and its

subsonic test flights.

Io assist in the selection of the future
astronauts, each of ESA's 13 Member
States and Canada were reouested to
propose three to five candidates for the
Corps. The Member States received
approximately 6000 applications for the
positions. From those applicants, the
Member States proposed a total of 60
candidates to ESA.

After seven months of extensive
interviews and medical and psychological

tests, 25 candidates have been selected
to continue in the selection process. A
second round of interviews will be
conducted in February. Based on the
results, ESA's Director General will name
the successful candidates, and first

members of the Corps, by mid-March.

Three of the successful candidates will

be recruited as soon as possible after the
selection has been made. They will

undertake a short period of basic training
at the European Astronauts Centre (EAC)

in Cologne, Germany By September, two

of those laboratory specialist type of
candidates will be detached to NASA's

Johnson Space Center in Houston where
they will join an international cadre of
astronauts and will be trained as mission

specialists. The third candidate recruited
will remain at EAC as a back-uo.

Uo to seven more Eurooean candidate
astronauts can be selected through that
1992 selection process Depending upon
the decision made regarding the ESA

programmes at the next Council Meeting
at Ministerial Level, the remaining
candidates can be recruited between
1992 and 1994. G
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IML-1 Mission
Successful
The first International Microgravity
Laboratory (lML-1) mission was

successfully completed on 30 January,

after eight days in orbit aboard the
Space Shuttle Discovery (SfS-42). The

objective of the IML-1 mission was to
investigate the complex effects of

weightlessness in orbit, particularly

through experiments in the areas of life

sciences, materials sciences and fluid
physics More than 200 scientists from 13

countries and six international research

organisations collaborated on the
mtsston,

The IML-l experiments were housed in

Spacelab, a reusable research laboratory
which is carried in the payload bay of

the Space Shuttle Orbiter. Spacelab was

developed by ESA and has now flown in
soace six times This pressurised

laboratory allows astronauts to work
efficiently in a shirt-sleeve environment

ESA also provided the lMLl mission with
two major pieces of experiment
naroware:

- Biorack
A multipurpose facility designed to
investigate the effects of microgravity
on cells, plants, tissues and other
biological samples lt contains three
incubators that provide a temperature-
controlled environment; a glovebox or
enclosed environment which protects
samples from contamination; and a

coolerlfreezer unit That equipment
allows crew members to grow, handle,

and preserve hundreds of biological
samples, often at various stages of

development, for further study on

Earth.

- Critical Point Facility

A temperature-controlled facility that
supports the investigation of fluids at

their critical point, where liquid and
vapour pnases coexrsr

The facility's electronic system runs
each experiment automatically,

according to the scenario predefined
by the principal investigator. Crew
members maintain the facility and
report on samples at their critical
points. Video images and thermal
data are transmitted directly to the
investigators for analysis

Forty-two experiments were flown aboard
lN/L-1; 21 of them used the ESA facilities

The ESA astronaut, Ulf Merbold, was one
of two payload specialists on board. He
previously flew on the first Spacelab
mission (STS-9 in 1983)

The second IML flight, IML-2, is planned
for the first quarter of 1994 Along with
providing other experiments, ESA will re-

fly the Biorack and the Critical Point
Facility G

Ulysses Swings by
Jupiter
The Ulysses spacecraft made its closest
approach to the planet Jupiter on
Saturday, B February, at 12:02 GMI
precisely on schedule. Gripped by
Jupiter's immense gravitational field, the
ESA deep space probe was deflected
into its final orbit. That orbit will eventually
take Ulysses over the poles of the Sun,
making it the first spacecraft to do so As

Ulysses emerged from the intense

radiation belts which fill the inner regions
of the Jovian magnetosphere close to the
planet, all systems on board the

spacecraft were functioning nominally
and the precision of the fly-by
manoeuvre was exce[ent

Starting on 31 January, the antennas of
NASA's Deep Space Network provided
24-hour per day real{ime coverage, and
the onboard Data Storage Units were

switched off Throughout the fly-by, the

one-way trip time for the radio signals
carrying commands to the spacecraft or
returning data to the ground was 37

minutes, a consequence of the large

distance between the Earth and Ulvsses
(667 million km).

Almost a week before closest approach,
on 2 February at 17:33 GMT, Ulysses
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U/ysses's trajectory, viewed from 15o above the ecliptic plane

crossed the Jovian bow shock at a
distance of 113 Jupiter radii, and shortly
thereafter made its entry into the
magnetosphere During the next few

days, many of the scientific rnstruments

were commanded into configurations
more suited to the magnetospheric
environment, with its intense magnetic
fields and radiation belts As has been
the case since launch, the nine onboard

experiments have provided a wealth of
new information, even though in most
cases they were not designed specifically
to make measurements at Jupiter. Many
of these results will be available in late
February G
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Hermes Mock-Up
Undergoes Logistics
Verif ication
A mock-up of the Hermes spaceplane
was recently brought to ESA's

environmental testing facilities at ESTEC

to be used in a simulation of the
movement and handling sequences that
are foreseen when the real Hermes
spaceplane undergoes full testing in the

late 1990s

During this logistics verification, the
mock-up was subjected to several

exercises, including handling upon its

arrival and departure from ESTEC,

placement in both the horizontal and
vertical configurations, and transfer

between the different testing facilities The

mock-up was placed in front of one of

ESTEC's test facilities, the Large Space
Simulator (LSS), to determine the
manoeuvres that will be required to place

it in the LSS during the actual Hermes
testing The LSS, which replicates the
conditions of the space environment, will

be used for a simulation of the heating
that will occur during Hermes's orbital
operations and its re-entry into Earth's

atmosphere. The mock-up was also
placed in another ESTEC test facility, the

Large European Acoustic Facility (LEAF)

The LEAF simulates the stress of the

acoustic noise which occurs during the

launch phase of a mission. G

Hermes mock-up ln ESfEC's Large European
Acoustlc Facility (LEAF) during fit-check and
handling manoeuvres

Telemedicine in Manned
Space Missions
Crew health care rs one of the main

concerns in manned soace missions. To

improve its knowledge and experience in

this field, ESA is undertaking a series of

studies to investigate the benefits of

using telemedicine in the prevention and
diagnosis of illness in astronauts during
missions as well as in their curative care
These studies are being carried out
within the framework of the Eurooean
Manned Space Infrastructure (ElVSl)

activities, under the management
initiative of ESA's Long-Term Programme
Office (LTPO)

Telemedicine is a way of providing

medical support to people at a remote
site, where physicians are not available
On Earth, it concerns mainly the medical
suooort to isolated communities such as

workers on ships and oil rigs, and at

Antarctic bases In space, it should
contribute to the development of suitable
health care protocols for manned
missions To date, ESA has initiated four
studies in telemedicine.

Telemedicine for EMSI (TELEMSI)

experiment
Two organisations that perform

telemedicine, the Centre de Consultation
Medical Maritime (CCMM) in Toulouse
(F) and the Instituto Social de la Marina
(lSM) in Madrid (E), began the first study
in 1990. They responded to a total of

3323 emergency phone calls from
seafarers over a two-year period. All the
medical cases were collected and
analysed in order to obtain statistics on
pathology, distribution of traumas and
illnesses, their severity and treatments,
and the number of medical evacuations.

ln soite of several differences between
applying telemedicine to ocean and
space scenarios, this study provided

data that confirmed that, even with
limited training and means of

telecommunication, valuable remote
health care can be orovided to a 'remote

oooulatron'. Recommendations were
made concerning the improvement of
ooerational orocedures in order to
develop a more efficient interface
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between remote crews and the 'ground-

based' doctor during the telemedecine
SESSIONS.

TELEMSI confirmed the potential interest
of this field of research and called for
further investigation with a more space-
oriented approach.

Telemedicine for ISEMSI (TELISEMSI)
experiment
The TELISEMSI study was carried out in

conjunction with the isolation campaign
(called ISEMSI) performed at the
Norwegian U nderwater Technology
Centre (NUTEC) in September and
October 1990 (see ESA Bulletin No 6Z
page 51-58). During that isolation study, a
crew of six EMSlnauts was isolated.for
28 days in a hyperbaric chamber
pressurized at approximately 1 5 bar. In

the TELISEMSI study, four telemedecine
consultations, in which illnesses were
simulated, were performed using audio,
video and data communication links. The
exoeriment assessed the telemedicine
procedures between external doctors and
the creq the training protocols for the
EMSlnauts acting as telemedicine
assistants, and the hardware for telecom-
munications, diagnosis and practice.

Telemedicine at a real remote location
(TELEREMSI) experiment
The TELEREMSI study started in

December 1991 and was contracted to
RGIT Survival Centre in Aberdeen,
Scotland. Over a twelve-month oeriod.
telemedicine will be practised at a real
remote site (most likely an oil rig or an
Antarctic base), with communication
devices and conditions that are more
similar to those found in space. The goal
is to collect data on how telemedicine
can be used to handle real illnesses or
diseases occurring at a remote site, to
make diagnoses and prescribe therapy
for simulated cases, and to perform
periodic medical check-ups on remote
crews.

Since the telemedicine orotocol is still

being prepared, the campaign has not
yet started. Many operational 'lessons
learnt' and recommendations are
exoected from TELEREMSI.

Telemedicine for EXEMSI
(TELEXEMSI) experiment
As a follow-on activity to previous
simulation/isolation campaigns, ESA is
planning a new experiment, called
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EXEMSI, for September and October
1992. This isolation campaign will take
place at DLR, Cologne, with a mixed
crew of four EMSlnauts (three men and
one woman) isolated for 60 days The
goal of TELEXEMSI is to perform a
telemedicine experiment with a
multimedia tool which has already
worked successfully in a previous
teletraining experiment (developed by Cat
Benelux). The operation of the
audio/video link between 'the ground'
and 'on-board' via a normal ohone
channel will be of oarticular interest.

User-friendly software, operated on a
normal personal computer with the
medical information on a laser disk, is to
be used as a medical database or expert
system. In addition, the doctor on the
ground may use an overlay facility to
draw directly on the video screen to
provide the crew with useful information,
for example, to demonstrate how to

precisely place an electrode on the body
of a sick crewmember.

These telemedicine experiments are
intended to confirm the feasibility and
interest of adapting many aspects of
remote health care already used in the
maritime environment to a space
scenario They will lead to a better
definition of medical procedures, training
communication needs and hardware to
support the design requirements of the
health care facility needed for manned
space missrons. These studies are still
preliminary, and a lot of work remains to
be done in order to determine the best
location for the physician, ie on the
ground or on board, and how to provide
the best medical support to remote
CTEWS

C. Soulez-Lariviere, ESTEC G

PC BASED SAR PROCESSOR FOR ERS-1

Systems Engineering & Assessment Ltd has developed
a high perf ormance, low cost solution for the
numerically intensive task of SAR image processing:

* Low cost desk top system
* Single technology PC based solution
* 2 hour processing for lOOkm x 1o0km
* Full resolution image (equivalent to 65 M pixets/hr)

* Easy to use Man Machine lnterface
* ERS-1 and SEASAT data processing
* Upgrade path for future data sources

The system is now available for purchase by users of SAR data.

Systems Engineering & Assessment Ltd is an independent technical consultancy
based in Bath, UK, who specialise in signal and image data processing systems
with particular expertise in:

* Beamforming
r Signal Processing

+ MathematicalModelling
r System Architectures and Software Engineering

Svstems
Engineering &
Assessment Ltd

Beckington Castle
PO Box 800

Bath, UK

Tel {44) (0)373 831800
Fax {44) {0)373 831133
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Olympus
Le satellite Olympus a bien fonctionn1
au cours de la phase de transition qui
a suivi l'op1ratbn de sauvetage
spectaculaire relat1e dans le Bulletin
pr6c6dent. Les essarb de fonctionnement
des charges utiles qui ont 6td entrepris
aprds le sauvetage du satellite en orbite
et sa remise d posle d 79o ouesl se sonl
achevds en septembre. Les r6sultals ont
montr6 que la plupart des 6quipements
embarquds avaient survdcu aux trds
basses temp1ratures enregistrdes au
cours de la panne, et que les paramdtres
de fonctionnement de chacune des
charges utiles 1taient pratiquement
inchangds par rapport d leurs valeurs
avant I'anomalie.

Les charges utiles ont fonctionn6 en
continu pendant la phase de transition et
ont 6t6 beaucoup uflrs6es par les
expdrimentateurs. Dans la pratique, les
inconvdnients subis par les utilisateurs du
fait de l'absence d'alimentation 6lectique
et du manque de pr6cision de pointage
pendant l'utilisation, de nuit, du mode
de rdf€rence gyro pour le contr)le du
satellite, sonl restds minimes.

Un vaste programme d'utilisation des
quatre charges ufiles Olympus en 1992
devrait commencer d la fin de la phase
de transition. Des expdriences frds
diverses sont pr6vues, notamment la

d1monstration du sysfdme de tdl1vision
haute definition (TVHD) pendant les Jeux
Olympiques d'hiver et d'6te.

Les travaux techniques se sonl poursuivis
en ce qui concerne les activitds de Ia

phase de transition Le nouveau mode
de contr6le par gyro et roues d r1action
a 6td int6gralement mis au point et
expdrimentd au sol avant d'6tre utilis1 d

bord du satellite. Les activit1s de revue
et d'essal de toutes les nouvelles
proc6dures opdratoires sont en voie
d'achdvement. La commission d'enqu€te
procddera d une revue officielle
d'aptitude d I'exploitation au d6but de
1992, avant la fin de la phase de
transition.

Soho
La pilndpalq phase de d6veloppement
du satellite (phase C/D), mise en route
en mai 7997 sous la conduite de Matra,
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progresse rapidement. Le probldme
majeur, qui n'a pas encore 6t6 r6solu,
est de maintenir I'int5gritd technique et
scientifique de la mission malgre un
certain nombre de difficult1s techniques
et industrielles, tout en respectant les
contraintes de co1t et de calendrier du
projet. Ces difficultes tiennent d'une part
au degrd de technicit1 6levd de Soho,
et d'autre part d la complexit1 des
interfaces requr'ses par la structure
industrielle et la rdalisation de ce
programme en coop6ration

Les activifds de modelisation
math6matiq ue du systdme
(pilncipalement pour /es aspecls
m6caniques et thermiques) ont souffert
du retard enregistrd dans la r1alisation
cie certains moddles d'expdriences, mais
/es dfapes cl6s ont 6tO maintenues. Les
principaux bilans du systdme ont 6t6
soigneusement 6tudi6s el des marges
suffisanles ont 6t6 prdvues se/on /es

besorns.

Certains probldmes ayant trait aux
interfaces, en particulier les interfaces
m6caniques avec le lanceut doivent
encore Ate examin1s.

Coop6ration entre I'ESA et la NASA
La coopdration entre I'ESA et /a NASA se
d6roule sans probldme particulier Bien
que /es paramdtres d'inbrtaces aient,
pour la plupart, fait l'objet d'un accord
avec les responsab/es du lanceut il reste
quelques probldmes d r1soudre.

Les spdcifications de I'enregistreur sur
bande (Odetics, USA), de I'amflificateur
haute puissance (Cubic, USA) et du
suiveur solaire de pointage fin (Adcole,

USA) ont dtd pass6es en revue et les
docu ments correspondants permettant
d'officialiser /es accords ont 6te
ddfinitivement arr1tds. La NASA
procddera aux premidres /ivrarbons en

ianvier 1992

Les travaux relatifs aux opdrations en vol
et d Ia mise en oeuvre du secteur so/ se
pou rsu ivent norm alem e nt.

Charge utile
Les travaux de d1veloppement de la
charge utile de Soho ont bien avance.
Les dtudes techniques ont beaucoup
progressd pour I'ensemble des
expdriences, el des essals de vibration
des moddles structurels ont ddjd 6td
rdalisds pour un grand nombre d'entre

elles. La livraison des moddles structurels
devrait avoir lieu, conformement aux
pr1visions, entre fdvrier et juin 1992.

L'ESA et la NASA ont examin1 en
commun l'6tat d'avancement de la
charge utile pour mettre en evidence tout
ilsque technique qui pourrait retarder sa
livraison e I'ESA Les onze instruments
ont tous 6fd passds en revue (d

l'exception de celui qui est fourni par la
NASA,). Un bilan des rdsu/tats de ces
revues sera remis au directeur du
programme scientifique de l'ESA.

La septidme r1union du groupe de
travail scientifique s'est tenue en
novembre e IESTEC (Noordwijk,
Pays-Bas).

Cluster
L'industrie a pratiquement termind la
conception ddtaillee des drTl6rents sous-
sysfdmes; ces diffdrentes aclivltds se
termineront par les revues de conception
des sous-sysfdmes prevues pour le
premier timestre 1992.

Le moddle m1canique du vehicule spatial
est en voie d'achdvement et la date
pr1vue pour Ie debut du programme
d'essais est maintenue d d6but mars
1992. Ce programme visera un double
objectif: confirmer la conception
mecanique du v1hicule spatial et
ddmontrer qu'il peut rdsrSter aux charges
de qualification d'Ariane-S.

L' intdgration du moddle d' identification
est pr6vue pour Ia mi-1992; elle devrait
6tre suivie par un programme d6taill6
d'essais 1lectriques qui doit s'achever fin
1992.

Le programme de ddveloppement de la
charge utile scientifiqu€ de Cluster se
poursuit de manidre satisfarsante, /es

unit1s du moddle d'identification devant
6tre livrdes d la mi-1992 pour rdpondre
aux imp1ratifs du programme au niveau
sysldme.

L'6tat d'avancement des travaux sur le
systdme de donn1es scientifiques de
Cluster est prometteur en ce sens que
tous /es participants se sonf r1cemment
mis d'accord sur /es normes ef /es oufrls
logiciels d. utiliser pour la phase de mise
en oeuvre du. sysfdme qui doit
commencer d la mi-1992.
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Olympus
The satellite has been operating well

in a transitional phase following the
spectacular recovery operation reported
in the last issue of the Bulletin. Payload

testing after the satellite's recovery in-

orbit and relocation to its correct orbital
position of 19oW, was completed during
September. The results indicated that
most of the on-board equipment had

survived the very low temperatures
experienced during the anomaly, and
that the oerformance characteristics of

each of the payloads were little different
from their pre-anomaly values

The payloads have been operating
continuously during the transitional phase

and have been used extensively by the
Experimenters. In practice, inconven-
ience to the users due to lack of power

or lack of pointing accuracy when the
gyro reference mode has been used
during the night for control purposes has

been minimal.

An extensive utilisation programme

for Olympus' four payloads in 1992 is
expected to start at the end of the
transitional phase. The wide range
of experiments planned include
demonstrations of HDTV during the
Winter and Summer Olympic Games

Technical work has continued on the
transitional-phase tasks. The new gyro

and reaction-wheel control mode was
lully developed and tested on the
ground before being used on the
satellite. Review and testing of all of the
new operating procedures is nearing
completion. A formal 'operational

readiness' review will be held by the
Enquiry Board before the transitional
phase is completed early in 1992

Soho
The satellite's main development phase
(Phase-C/D), which began in May 1991,

with Matra as the Prime Conractor, is
advancing rapidly The main problem

has been and continues to be one of
maintaining the mission's technical/
scientific integrity despite several

technical and industrial problems, whilst
still respecting project cost and schedule
constraints, These problems are due

partly to the sophistication of the Soho

technical requirements, and partly to the

complex interfaces necessary to comply
with the industrial structure and the
cooperative nature of the Programme.

The system mathematical modelling
activities (mainly thermal and mechanical)
have been adversely affected by the late

availability of some experiment models,
but the key milestones have nevertheless
been maintained The major system

budgets have been carefully scrutinised
and sufficient margins have been created
where necessary

Some interface problems, particularly

those related to the mechanical inter-

faces with the launcher, still require
attention.

ESA/NASA coooeration
Coooeration between ESA and NASA

is proceeding without major problem

Although most interface parameters

have been agreed with the launcher

authorities, some problems still remain

The specifications for the tape recorder
(Odetics, USA), the high-power amplifier
(Cubic, USA) and the fine-pointing Sun

sensor (Adcole, USA) have been
reviewed and the relevant documents for
the formalisation of the agreements have
been finalised. The first set of deliveries
by NASA will take place in January
1 992

Work on the flight operations and the
implementation of the ground segment
continues to progress satisfactorily.

Payload
The Soho payload is well ahead in its
planned development. All experiments
are in an advanced stage of engineering
and many experiments have already
undergone structural-model vibration
testing. Delivery of the structural models
is expected to take place on schedule,
in the February-June 1992 time frame

The status of the payload has been
reviewed jointly by ESA and NASA
to establish fully any associated
development risks that could jeopardise

its timely delivery to ESA All eleven
instruments were reviewed (with the
exception of one provided by NASA)

A report summarising the outcome of
the reviews wrll be presented to ESA's

Director of Scientific Proorammes

The Seventh Science Working Group
Meeting took place at ESTEC in
Noordwijk (NL) in November.

Cluster
Detailed design of the individual
subsystems is nearing completion in

industry, and these activities will

culminate in subsystem design revues
scheduled for the first quarter of 1992

The structural-model spacecraft is

nearing completion and the planned

start of the test programme in early
March 1992 is being maintained
The test programme will serve a dual
purpose, both confirming the structural
design of the spacecraft and demon-
strating that it can withstand the Ariane-S
qualification loads.

The engineering model is due for
integration in mid-1992, followed by
a detailed electrical test programme

scheduled for completion by the end
of 1 992

The development programme for
Cluster's scientific payload is proceeding

satisfactorily, with engineering-model
units scheduled for delivery in mid-1992,
to meet the requirements of the system-
10\/61 nrn^ramma

Progress on the Cluster Science Data

System has been promising in that all

participants have recently agreed on the
software standards and tools to be used

for the system's implementation phase,

which is due to commence in mid-1 992

rso
Scientific instruments
The flight models of the four scientific
instruments are undergoing final testing
and calibration and are expected to be
delivered by March. The flight-spare
models for three scientific instruments
are being assembled, and ISOCAM is

investigating the possibility of modifying
its qualification-model focal-plane unit to
serve as a flight spare.

Satellite develooment model
This model has been mechanically tested
to oualification levels at the Prime
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rso
I nstruments scientif iques
Les moddles de vol des quatre
instruments scientifiques en sont d /'essai
final et d l'6talonnage et devraient 6tre
livr1s d'ici mars Les moddles de vol de
rechange sont en cours d'assemblage
pour trois instruments scientifiques tandis
que I'equipe ISOCAM 1tudie la possibilitd
de modifier le plan focal du moddle de
quailfication comme rechange de vol.

Modele de d6veloppement du satellite
Ce moddle a subi des essais de
qualification m1caniques chez Ie
contractant principal. Ces essais
acousllques et en vibration ont montr6
que le moddle de vol ne n5cessitait que
quelques modifications de conception
locales.

Modele de vol du module de charge
utile
La plupart des composants du module
de charge utile ont 6t6 fabriqu1s el sonf
en cours d'assemblage. La conception
des vannes d'hdlium liquide du moddle
de vol a 6t6 modifi1e en raison de leurs
anomalies de fonctionnement, et les
deux premidres vannes de fabilcation
nouvelle ont donn6 des r6sultafs
prometteurs Deux 1quipes se relaieront
pour acc6l6rer /es essar's de qualification

ll est apparu que la lumidre diffuse
provenant de parties relativement
chaudes du module de charge utile
pouvait p6n6trer en trop grande quantitd
dans /es instruments sclentr'fr'ques. Des
1tudes sonl en cours pour ddterminer
les modifications de conception et les
m1thodes de v1rification ou'il faudra
mettre en oeuvre

L'assemblage du tdlescope du moddle
de vol commencera en janvier, Ia

livraison de I'instrument 6tant pr1vue

en mat

Moddle de vol du module de servitude
En novembre, le contractant principal a
pris livraison de la structure du module
de servitude, avec le c1blage 1lectrique,
/e sous-systdme d'alimentation 1lectrique
et le r6p6teur RF. L'intdgration de ce
module a 6td mise en route.

L'essai du sous-sysfdme de commande
d'orientation se d1roule de manidre
safisfalsante Les modifications
ndcessalres ont 6t6 apportdes d la
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conception de l'unit6 de commande
de l'1lectronQue gyro, et l'on rem6die
actuellement d /'excds de sensibilitd
thermique qui affectait le support de
I'optique du suiveur stellaire.

Secteur sol
L'ESOC prepare actuellement I' integration
et /e3 essars finaux de I'ensemble du
secteur so/. La constitution de l'6quipe
op1rationnelle scientifique a

consid1rablement avanc6.

Calendrier du projet
Un retard de plusieurs mois a 6te
enregistre d Ia suite de certains

Moddle de d4veloppement d'lSO aux essarb
en vibration d l'Aerospatiale it Cannes (F)

ISO development model at Aerospatiale,
Cannes (F), during vibration testing

probldmes techniques li6s, en particuliel
aux vannes d'h6lium liquide. Selon
I' information communiquee au Comite
du programme scientifique (SPC) de
I'Agence, les travaux se d6roulent dans la
perspective d'un lancement en novembre
1993
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Contractor's facilities. Those acoustic and
vibration tests have revealed the need for
just a few local design changes to the
flight model.

Payload-module flight model
Most payload-module components
have been manufactured and are being
assembled. The design of the mal-

functioning flight-model liquid-helium
valves has been modified and the first

two new valves have shown promtsing

results. Iwo teams working in double shift

will be used to accelerate oualification
testing.

It has been found that excessive stray

light from relatively warm parts of the
payload module could enter the scientific
instruments. Investigations are under way

to identify the necessary design changes
and verification methods.

Assembly of the flight-model telescope
will start in January and it is expected to

be delivered in May.

Service-module flight model
The Prime Contractor took delivery of
the service-module structure, with the
electrical harness, power subsystem,

and radio{requency transponder, in

November. Integration of the service
module has now started.

The testing of the attitude-control
subsystem is progressing satisfactorily. All

design corrections to the gyro electronics
drive unit have been implemented. The
excessive temperature sensitivity of the
star{racker optics mounting is being
corrected.

Ground segment
ESOC is preparing for final integration
and testing of the overall ground
segment. The build-up of the science
operations team has progressed

considerably.

Project schedule
A number of technical problems,

particularly with the liquid-helium valves,

have caused several months' delay.

The Agency's Science Programme
Committee (SPC) has been informed that
the project is now working towards a
launch date of November 1993.

Huygens
The cuts in NASA's budgets for 1992
have directly affected the Cassini/
Huygens mission, as had been feared.

Realignments of schedules within NASA

and JPL have resulted in a scenario that
now provides for a launch of the Cassini

Saturn Orbiter and Huygens Titan Probe
no earlier than November 1996. ESA has

now introduced this launch date into its
baseline plans for Huygens

A Preliminary Design Review (PDR) was

held during October to establish both the
the Probe's design status and readiness
to proceed with preparations for its

development and manufacture. During
the Review, the revised launch date was

introduced and a new overall schedule
develooed in broad terms. Phase-B2 of
the project was extended and Phase-C/D

slowed down This revised plan permits

certain design aspects to be reworked,
particularly those impacted by yet

another change in baseline mission, as

well as aligning the Probe's development
to the schedule for the JPL Orbiter and
NASAJunded experiments, with which
there are numerous interfaces and,
of course, hardware deliveries. The

schedules are being reworked in detail

and the technical issues are being
rigorously examined in preparation for
PDR closure at a meeting scheduled
for mid-February 1992.

XMM
Negotiations have been held with
Industry on the programme of work
leading to the production of the mirror
develooment model, which will validate
the very demanding X-ray imaging optics
of the high{hroughput X-ray mission
(XMM). A milestone has been achieved
in that the aluminium blank to be used to
manufacture the mandrel, on which the
largest mirror shell will be replicated,
has been delivered to Zeiss. The largest
mirror shell will have a diameter of
700 mm, a length of 600 mm, and a

focal length of 7.5 m.

Instrument develooment continues as
planned, with optical breadboard units

due to be delivered in early 1993 for
X-ray testing with the mirror development
model.

ERS
ERS-1

ERS-1, launched on 17 July 1991,

is nearing completion of its in-orbit
commrssioning phase. lts performance

has proved to be excellent, meeting or
exceeds specification in nearly all

respects. The associated ground-control

and data-processing and dissemination
system has reached a high degree of
operability

The technical performance of the satellite

is excellent, with the platform perform-

ance well within specification, and with
all core payload elements in optimal
health. Availability of the instruments
(AMl, RA, ATSR-M) and the Instrument
Data-Handling and Transmission (IDHT)

system has proved to be virtually 1000/0.

The commissioning phase has permitted

fine tuning of the instruments and
corresponding tull/partial release of data
to users SAR image fast-delivery
products have been routinely available
since October 1991, following calibration
using the dedicated SAR ground

transponders. Some problems with the
calibration of the Scatterometer ground

transponders meant that tuning for the
wind products was somewhat delayed.
However, the extensive ground{ruth
exercise in the North Sea (the

Haltenbanken Campaign) has clearly
demonstrated the accuracy of these
products, which will be available shortly
in fully verified form.

The Wave oroducts are now well-

characterised and are being released to

users The Radar Altimeter fast-delivery
producfprocessing algorithm has been
going through several tuning iterations

and full product release is expected
shortly.

The mission planning and control system

has now been run up to full operational
status, with the PEPs (Preferred Exploit-

ation Plans) being routinely generated by

the CUS (Central User Service) at ESRIN
(l) as inputs to the MPS (Mission

Planning System) at ESOC (D).

Given the excellent performance of the
satellite, the mission operations being
performed currently provide:

- global ATSR, RA and AMI WindiWave
data
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Huygens
La r6duction des cr6dits attribuds d

la NASA pour 1992 a, comme on le
craignait, directement affectd la mr5sion
Huygens/Cassrnl Se/on le nouveau
sc1nario qui a ete 1tabli d I'issue de la
r1vision des calendriers de la NASA et
du JPL, le lancement de la plate-forme

Cassrnr, qui gravitera autour de Saturne,
et de Huygens, /a sonde de Titan, n'aura
pas lieu avant novembre 1996. L'ESA a

maintenant inscrit cette nouvelle date de
lancement dans ses plans de r1fdrence
pour ce qui concerne Huygens

Une revue de conception preliminaire
(PDR) s'est tenue en octobre afin de faire
le point sur la conception de Ia sonde et
de ddterminer si la situation permettait
d'entreprendre les travaux pr1paratoi res
en vue de son ddveloppement et de
sa fabrication. La nouvelle date de
lancement a ete adoptee d cette
occasion et Ie calendrier d'ensemble a
6t6 r1visd dans ses grandes lignes La
phase 82 du projet a 6td prolong1e et la
phase C/D ralentie Ce remaniement
permet de r6examiner certains aspecls
de la conception, en particulier ceux qui
sont affectds par une autre modification
de la mission de r1ference, et
d'harmoniser le calendrier de rdalisation
de la sonde avec celui de la plateJorme
du JPL et des exp1riences financles par
la NASA, avec lesquelles l/ exrste de
nombreuses interfaces. Les calendriers
font actuellement |objet d'une revision
minutieuse et |es probldmes techniques
sont 6tudi6s avec soin en vue de
I'achdvement de la PDR lors d'une
r6union prevue d la mil1vrier 1992.

XMM
Des ndgociations ont eu lieu avec
I'industrie au sujet du programme de
travaux d mettre en oeuvre pour produire
un moddle de d1veloppement de miroir
destind d valider I'optique rayons-X trds
ambitieuse de Ia mission XMM Une
6tape a 6t6 franchie avec la fourniture,
d Zeiss, de l'6bauche cylindrique en
aluminium qui doit servir d fabilquer le
mandrin sur lequel le miroir le plus grand
doit €tre reproduiL Ce miroir aura un
diamdtre de 700 mm, une longueur de
600 mm et une distance focale de 7,5 m.

Les travaux de d1veloppement de
l' instrument se poursuivent conformement
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aux prdvisions, /es monfages table
optiques devant 6tre livr1s au ddbut
de 1993 pour realiser des essais aux
rayons-X avec le moddle de
ddveloppement du miroir

ERS
ERS-1

ERS1, qui a 6t6 lancd Ie 17 juillet 1991,

esf sur Ie point d'achever sa phase de
recette en orbite Ses caracl6rilsflques
de fonctionnement se sont avdrdes
excellentes puisque les spdcifications
ont et6 atteintes, voire d6passdes dans
pratiquement fous /es domaines. Le

sysldme de contr)le au sol et de
traitement et de diffusion des donndes
qui lui est assocld a atteint un haut
niveau de capacitd op6rationnelle

Le fonctionnement du satellite sur le
plan technique est excellent, Ies

caract1ristiques de la plate-forme 6tant
tout d fait conformes aux sp5cifications
et lous les 6l6ments de la charge utile
principale 6tant en parfait etat ll a 6te
1tabli que la disponibilit1 des instruments
(AMl, RA, ATSR-M)et du systdme de
gestion et de transmission des donndes
d' instruments (l DHT) 6tait pratiquement
de 100 o/0.

La phase de recette a permis de r5gler
avec pr1cision les instrumenls el de
diffuser en totalit1 ou en partie les
donn6es correspond antes aux
utilisateurs. Les produits d'images a

livraison rapide du SAR sont disponibles
de manidre r1gulidre depuis octobre
1991 aprds I'6talonnage qui a ete realise
d I'aide des r1p1teurs au sol spdcifiques
du SAR. En raison de certaines difficult1s
li6es d l'ltalonnage des rdp1teurs au sol
du diffusiomdtre, le rdglage ndcessalre d

l'1laboratbn des produits en mode vent
a 6td quelque peu retard6. Toutefois,

I'importante s6rie de mesures de verit6
terrain conduite en mer du Nord
(campag ne H altenbanken) a d1montre
de fagon indiscutable la prlcision de ces
produits, qui seront bient6t drsponrb/es
sous une forme totalement valid6e.

Les produits en mode vagues sont
maintenant correctement caracterises et
sont diffus6s auprds des utilisateurs.
L'algorithme de traitement des produits d
livraison rapide de I'althdtre radar a subi
p/usleurs iteratrons pour parfaire son

ajustement et ces produits devraient
bient)t pouvoir €tre diffus1s
int6gralement

Le sysfdme de planification et de contrOle
des mlssions est maintenant totalement
op1rationnel, /es p/ans d'exploitation
pref1rentiels (PEP) 6tant 1labords
rdgulidrement par le Serylce central des
utilisateurs (CUq e /'ESB/N (l) pour 6tre
int6gr6s au sysldme de planification des
mrSslons (MPq e I'ESOC (D).

Grlce aux excellentes caracteristiques de
fonctionnement du satellite, les op1rations
en cours d'ex1cution dans le cadre de Ia

mssion fournissent actuellement:

- des donn1es AISB, RA et AMI en
modes venUvagues a l1chelle du
gtoDe

- des donn6es SA,? d |5chelle
r1gionale sur une duree maximale de
12 mn par orbite.

Les actlyitds preparatoires se sonf
poursuivies sur /es installations nationales
de traitement et d'archivage (PAF), qui
sont sur le point d'Atre totalement
opdrationnelles.

Les instrumenfs AISB-/B et ATSR M
fonctionnent normalement, les
exp1rimentateurs faisant 6tat d' im portants
progrds dans la vdrification et
l'6talonnage des don nees.

L'exp6rience PRARE a malheureusement
souffert d'une d1faillance au d6but de
son fonctionnement en orbite. Une
Commission de revue des d6faillances
a estime qu'une remise en eht etait
impossible dans le cadre de la mission
ERS-1, mais /es causes du probldme ont
6td identifi1es et des mesures correcfiyes
ont 6t6 prises pour ERS-2.

La prochaine phase d'exploitation en
orbite d'ERS1 est la phase d'6tude des
g/aces, qui doit durer 3 mors A /'issue
de celle-ci, I'orbrte du satellite sera
modifi1e pour que la r1currence du cycle
passe de 3 d 35 7burs.

EHS-2
Le projet ERS-2 a continud de progresser
comme pr6vu, l'6tat d'avancement de la
plupart des 6l6ments 6tant conforme au
calendrier Bien que I'on rencontre
toujours certains probldmes ayec /es

composanfs a haute fiabilrt1, le calendrier
d'ensemble du programme a 6te
maintenu.
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- regional SAR data, extending to

12 min maximum oer orbit.

Preparation of the national Processing
and Archiving Facilities (PAFs) has

continued and is approaching full

operational readiness.

The ATSR-IR and ATSR-M instruments
are functioning nominally, with the
experimenters reporting major progress

in data verification/calibration.

The PRARE experiment has unfortunately
suffered an early in-orbit failure. A Failure

Review Board has concluded that its

recovery for the ERS-1 mission is not
possible, but the causes of problem have

been identified and corrective actions
instituted for ERS-2.

The next phase in ERS-I's in-orbit
operation is the 'ice-phase', which
is olanned to last for three months.

Thereafte( the spacecraft's orbit will

be changed from a 3-day to a 35-day
repeat cycle.

ERS-2
The ERS-2 project ha$ continued to
progress as planned with most elements
on schedule. Despite the continuing
occurrence of hi-rel parts problems, the
overall programme schedule has been
maintained.

Industrial contract negotiations have been
concluded and preliminary agreement
has been reached with Arianesoace for

the orovision of launch services.

EOPP
Aristoteles
The Aristoteles system study, led by

Alenia Spazio (l), is progressing

according to schedule. The System

Requirements Review will take place in

January/February 1992. Pre-development
of the Gradio accelerometer at ONERA
and of the calibration mechanism at

TNO/TPD has also progressed. Dif-

ferential accelerometer tests at ONERA
have demonstrated sub-nano-g
performance, even under laboratory

conditions (i e in the presence of gravity).

An ESA/NASA Aristoteles Workshoo in

Capri (l) in September was attended by

more than 150 participants, including
Chinese delegates Strong support for

the prooosed mission is reflected in the

Workshop's Final Resolution. The final

decision on undertaking the Aristoteles

mission will be taken at the next ESA

Council Meeting at Ministerial Level, in

late 1992, and the necessary preparatory

steps are now under way.

Meteosat Second Generation
The Phase-A study of the enhanced
irnager has proceeded satisfactorily
under an industrial team led by Matra
(F). Proposals for the space-segment
Phase-A study have been received
and are being evaluated, as are the
proposals for a scientific package in

response to the Call for ldeas.

Eumetsat's Council has asked ESA to

develop the Meteosat Second Generation
prototype within an Agency programme

POEM
With POEM-1 Preparatory Programme

activities in process, EOPP activities have

started to focus on oossible instruments
and missions to follow POEM-1.

Campaigns
Work has continued on the analysis of

campaigns conducted in the previous

two years, e.g. MAESTRO 1989,

ELAC 1990, and MAC Europe 1991.

Meanwhile, preparations for the SAREX

1992 campaign have progressed

satisfactorily and, in parallel, a draft plan

of activities for the next five vears is in
h16na ratinn

POEM.1
Preparatory
Programme

After a series of negotiations with the
Prime Contractor (Dornier) and its
subcontractors, the Phase-B contract was
kicked-off on 2 August Dornier has

begun preparing detailed instrument
support specifications and gathering the
inouts from instrument subcontractors
necessary to generate the correspondtng
interface control documents (ICDS).

Interface meetings for the Eumetsat
Operational Package have taken place,

with NASA and NOAA participation.

Regular ESA/Eumetsat meetings have

been organised to ensure efficient
coordination.

Overall technical budgets have been
reviewed and uodated in close
cooperation with the Polar Platform

project. The payload-accommodation

options are under study

The enabling resolution for the POEM-1

Programme (Phases-C/D/E) was adopted

at the ESA Council Meeting at Ministerial

Level in Munich in November.

Meteosat
Meteosat-2 was removed from
geostationary orbit on 2 December 1991 ,

Launched in June'1981 , it served as the

operational spacecraft until replaced by
Meteosat-3 in 1988, at which time the
on-board fuel had been nearly depleted,
leaving only enough to lift the spacecraft
into an approximately 330 km higher
orbit. This manoeuvre has both liberated
a 'slot' on the geostationary arc for
another spacecraft and eliminated any
risk of collision with other spacecraft.

The third flight unit of the Meteosat
Operational Programme, MOP-2, was
officially commissioned in October and
the Board found the spacecraft ready
for operation and for ownership to be

transferred to Eumetsat, which funds the
Operational Programme. At present, this

spacecraft, now officially designated
Meteosat-S, is serving as the in-orbit
standby for Meteosat-4, while
Meteosat-3, stationed at 50oW, is
providing the Atlantic data coverage

The small image instability loted on

MOP-2 has been identified as most
likely originating in the cold part of the
radiometer optics. Corrective action to
prevent such an instability on MOP-3 is

being implemented.

The ESA Council has agreed to a
request from Eumetsat for one more
spacecraft of the Meteosat type, and the
requisite negotiations with industry are in

progress.

Eureca
Having assured itself that the Eureca
flight unit is in good condition, the
ESA Flight-Unit Acceptance Board
agreed to its shipment to the launch
site at Kennedy Space Center (KSC).
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Les n1gociations contractuelles avec les
industriels ont 6t6 men1es d bien et un
accord prdliminaire a 6td conclu avec
Arianespace pour la fourniture de
services de lancement.

EOPP

Aristoteles
L'6tude sysfdme du satellite Aristoteles,
conduite par Alenia Spazio (l), se deroule
conform€ment au calendrier La revue
des imp1ratifs systdme aura lieu en
janvier/fdvrier 1992. Les travaux de
pr6ddveloppement de I'accdleromdtre
Gradio A IONERA et du mecanisme
d'1talonnage chez TNO/TPD ont
1galement avanc6. Les essar's

d'accdl1romdtres diffdrentiels mends
par I'ONERA ont fait apparaitre un
fonctionnement'sub-nano-g', m)me en
conditions de laboratoire b'est-it-dire
en pesanteur)

L' atel ier ESA/ N ASA sur Aristoteles
organisd d Capri (l) en septembre 1991 a
r6uni plus de 150 participants, dont un
certain nombre de d6l6guds chinois
Comme en t1moigne Ia resolution finale
adopt1e e cefe occasion, la proposition
de mrSsion Ansfole/es reqoit un accueil
trds favorable. La d1cision finale
d'entreprendre cette mrssion sera pnse
lors de la prochaine session du Conseil
au niveau ministeriel, fin 1992, et les
travaux prdparatoires dictes par cette
6ch6ance ont d6jd 6td lanc6s.

M6t6osat deuxidme g6n6ration
L'6tude de phase-A de I'imageur de
ponle s'est d6roul6e sans probldmes
sous /a conduite d'une 1quipe
industrielle mende par Matra (F). Les
propositions portant sur l'6tude de phase
A du secteur spatial sont maintenant en
cours d'evaluation, de m)me que les
propositions relatives d un lot de travaux
scientifiques qui ont 6t6 envoy6es en
rdponse d |appel aux iddes.

Le Conseil d'Eumetsat a demandd
d I'Agence de mettre au point le
prototype du satellite M6t6osat deuxidme
gdn6ration dans le cadre d'un
programme de I'Agence

POEM
Paralldlement aux activitds du
programme pr4paratoire de POEM-1,

des dfudes ont 6td lanc1es par EOPP
sur /es instruments et des mlsslons qul
pourraient succ6der e POEM 1

Campagnes
Les travaux se poursuivent en ce qui
concerne l'analyse des campagnes
men1es ces deux dernidres annees, d
savoir MAESTRO 1989, ELAC 1990, et
MAC Europe 1991. Entre temps, /es
preparatifs de la campagne SAREX 1992
ont suivi leur cours; paralldlemen| un
projet de plan d' activitds est en voie
d'€laboration pour les cinq annees d
ventr.

Programme pr6para-
toire de POEM-I
A /'rssue des ndgociations mendes avec
le contractant principal (Dornier) et ses
sous-lraltanfs, le contrat de phase B a
6t6 mis en route le 2 ao1t. Dornier a

commenc1 d prdparer les specifications
d6taillees de soutien des instruments et
d recueillir auprds de ses sous-traifanls
chargds des instruments, Ies informations
ndcessalres pour 1tablir les documents
de contrOle d'interface (ICD) correspon-
danls Les rdunions d'interface relatives
au lot op1rationnel d'Eumetsat ont eu
lieu avec la participation de la NASA e/
de la NOAA. Des reunions ESA/Eumetsat
ont eu lieu d intervalles 169uliers pour
assurer une coordination efficace

Les brlans technrques d'ensemble ont 6te
r1examin1s et actualisds en collaboration
1troite avec le projet de plate-forme
polaire. Les sc6narios sont d I'etude en
ce qui concerne l'amdnagement des
charges utiles

La Rdsolution habilitante relative au
programme POEM-1 (phases C/D/E) a
6td adoptde d /a session du Conseil au
niveau minist6rid qui s'esf lenue en
novembre d Munich

M6t6osat
Mdt6osat-2 a quittd I'orbite
g1ostationnaire le 2 ddcembre 1991.

Lancd en juin 1981, il a joud son rOle

de satellite opdrationnel jusqu' d son
remplacement par M6t6osat-3 en 1988.
ll restait tout juste assez d'ergols pour
d1placer le vehicule de 330 km sur une

orbite plus elevee. Cette manoeuvre a eu
pour effet de lib6rer un 'cr6neau' pour
un autre v1hicule sur la trajectoire
g1ostationnaire, et d'1liminer tout risque
de collision avec un autre enoin

La troisidme unit6 de vol du programme
Mdt5osat operationnel, MOP-2, a 6td
officiellement mise en service en octobre
Le Conseil directeur a juge qu'elle 6tait
pr€te pour un service op6rationnel et
pour un transfert de propri6t6 d
Eumetsat, qui finance le programme
op1rationnel A I'heure actuelle, ce
satellite, ddsormais ddnomme M 6teosat-5,
sert d'unitd de rdserve en orbite pour
Mdteosat-4, tandis que Meteosat-3, poste
d 50o ouesf, assure Ia couverture des
don ndes de I'Atlantique

ll est fort probable que la legdre
instabilit6 d'image de MOP-2 provient de
la partie froide de I'optique du
radiomdtre. Des mesures corecllves sonl
en cours de mise en oeuvre pour lviter
ce ph6nomdne sur MOP-3.

Le Conseil de I'Agence a rdpondu
favorablement d une demande
d'Eumetsat portant sur Ia rdalisation
d'un satellite supplementaire de type
M6t6osat. Des ndgociations sont en
cours d ce su7'et avec I'industrie.

Eureca
Apres s€tre assurde que I'unit6 de
vol d'Eureca 6tait en bon 6tat de
fonctionnement, la Commission de
recette des unit1s de vol de I'ESA a
donnd son feu vert d I'exp1dition
d'Eureca sur son site de lancement
au Centre spatial Kennedy (KSC).

A son arrivde au KSC le 4 novembre,
Eureca a 6te transporl6 yers /es
installations d'Astrotech pour les derniers
prlparatifs au lancement. Eureca doit
€tre lanc6 par la Navette spatiale 'Atlantis'
(vol 5T5-46) le 2 juillet 1992 et r6cup6r6
par h m)me Nayette (vol STS-57) en avril
7993

Suite aux ddcrsions prises /ors de /a

sesslon du Conseil de I'ESA au niveau
mrnistdriel d Munich les 18 et 19

novembre, deux autres vols d'Eureca
sont maintenant programmds pour 1g95
et 1997 dans le cadre du programme
de yols pr1curseurs Columbus.
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The Earth as seen by Meteosat-2 on
2 December 1991 at 12.55 GMT

La Terre vue par M6t6osat-2 le 2 d6cembre
1991 a 1255 GMT

Meeting was held at the end of
November. with reoresentatives of the
four Partner Agencies present

On the ground-segment side, the
charters for the Users and the System

Operations Panels were finalised in

September at a multi-lateral meeting
involving ESA, NASA and Japanese and
Canadian agencies, and were approved
by the Multi-lateral Coordination Board in
October. The Manned Space Laboratory
Control Centre Detailed Definition Final

Review and the Attached Laboratory
Centre Architectural Desion Review were
both held in October.

On the utilisation side, a new issue of

the 'Columbus Payload Requirement
Document' has been published. lt

includes incremental Reference Missions,
progressing from the launch config-
uration up to the complete outfitting of

the Attached Laboratory, and based
on the Long-Term Planning of the
Microgravity Programme and the new

External Viewing Platform concept.

A parabolic{light campaign, testing in
particular crew-support equipment, took
place in September. The proposal for a
series of Columbus Precursor Flights, to
be performed in the 1995-97 time frame
with Eureca and Spacelab, as an
addition to the Development Programme,
has been finalised

Among the 'Long-Ierm Programme'
activities, the EMSI System Configuration
Study Request for Proposals (RFQ) has

been issued and the responses received
by ESA. The final results of the four-week
isolation experiment have been pres-

ented at an ISEMSI Symposium.

Polar Platform
The Polar Platform development schedule
was revised as part of the Agency's
Long-Term-Plan consolrdation activities. As

a result (and in view of budget
limitations), it was decided to postpone
its launch from October 1997 until
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compatible with the overall budget
constraints indicated by Member States:

it is based on a 1998 launch for the
Attached Laboratory and Polar Platform,

but the launch of the Free-Flyer is shifted

to 2003.

From the system-design point of view,

strong emphasis is put during the early
years on optimisation of the performance

of the 'composite' formed by the Free-

Flyer docking in orbit with the Hermes
cnano nla no

At the Council Meeting at Ministerial

Level in Munich in November 1991 ,

which confirmed the objectives accepted
in The Hague, and the proposed Long-

Term Plan 1992-2005 as a strategic
framework for the Agency's planning,
it was agreed that the Columbus
Programme should continue according to

this plan during 1992, with a new

assessment to be made at the end of

the year.

Iechnical meetings have taken place with
NASA during the last months and
a Multi-lateral Science Working Group

Upon its arrival al KSC on 4 November,

Eureca was transported to the Astrotech
facilities for final launch preparations.

Eureca is scheduled for launch on Space
Shuttle 'Atlantis' (flight STS-aG), on 2 July
1992, and for retrieval by the same
Shuttle (flight STS-57) in April 1993.

As a result of the ESA Council Meeting at

Ministerial Level in Munich on 18/19

November, two more Eureca flights are

now planned for 1995 and 1997 as part

of the Columbus precursor flight
programme.

Space Station
'Freedom'/Columbus

Manned laboratories
The Columbus Programme scenario has

been consolidated within the framework
of preparing the new ESA Long-Term

Plan. This modified scenario, presented

by the Director General at the end of
August in Darmstadt, is coherent with the

Programme oblectives established at the
Ministerial Meeting in the Hague and is
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Au cours de ces derniers mors, des

D6chargement du conteneur d'Eureca au
Centre spatial Kennedy

Offloading of the Eureca spacecraft at
Kennedy Space Center

d'exdcution d'une s6rie de yols

precurseurs Columbus en 1995-1997
avec Eureca et Spacelab, en plus du
programme de d€veloppement, a 6te
arr€t6e ddfi n itiveme nt.

Parmi les activit€s du programme d long
terme, une demande de proposition
relative d une 6tude de configuration
de systdme EMSI a 6t6 diffus6e et les
r6ponses ont 6t6 regues par I'ESA.

Les r6su/tafs ddfinitifs de I'experience
d'isolement de quatre semarnes ont 6t6
prdsenf6s lors du symposium /SEMS/.

Plate-forme polaire
Le calendiler de rdalisation de la plate-
forme polaire a 6td revise dans le cadre
des acfivltds de consolidation du plan d
long terme de I'Agence Compte tenu
de cette rdvision et des contraintes
budg6taires, il a 6t6 ddcidd de reporter le
Iancement de Ia plateJorme d'octobre
1997 d Ia mi-1998, et |hdustrb a

entrepris d la fin octobre de revorr ses
activitds et leur calendrier detaill6.

Les travaux de ddveloppement ont
progress6, en ce qut concerne
notamment ies actlyif6s ddcoulant de
la revue de consolidation de la base de
r6f6rence. La conception ddtaillee des
moyens sol m6caniques (MGSE) et de la
structure de la platelorme a suivi son
cours.

L' approvisionnement des 6l6ments d
long d6lai de livraison du module de
servitude a 6td mis en route; les activit6s
correspondanfes en ce qui concerne le
module charge utile sont en preparation.

Hermds
Secteur spatial
Les travaux de configuration de I'avion
et I'installation des sous-sysfdrnes se
poursuivent. La forme adrodynamique de
I'avion a 6td 6valu6e au cours d' essals
subsonlques qui ont confirme /es bonnes
qualitds de vol.

Pour ce qul est du module de
ressources, on 1tudie la mise en place
de moyens de service suppl1mentaires

des quatre agences partenaires se sonf
r1unis au sein d'un groupe de travail
multilatdral sur /es sciences.

Pour ce qui est du secteur sol, un point
final a 6t6 mis aux chartes du Comit1
d'exploitation des utilisateurs et du
Comit6 d'exploitation des systdmes /ors
d'une rdunion multilaterale d laquelle
participaient I'ESA, la NASA et /es

agences japonaise et canadienne; ces
chartes ont 6t6 approuvdes par le Comitd
de coordination multilat1ral en octobre
La revue d1finitive de d1finition d6taill6e
du Centre de contrOle du laboratoire
spatial habit6 et la revue de Ia

conception architecturale du Centre de
contr)le du laboratoire raccord1 ont 6t6
organrsdes en octobre.

Pour ce qui est de I'utilisation, on a
diffus1 une nouvelle version du
document sur /es imp1ratifs des charges
utiles de Columbus Les differentes
mr'sslons de rdfdrence allant de la
configuration de lancement jusqu' d
l'1quipement complet du laboratoire
raccordd y sonl expos6es; ce document
repose sur Ia planification d long terme
du programme de recherche en
microgravitd et sur le nouveau concept
de platelorme d'observation exterieure.

Une campagne de vols paraboliqes,
destin5e notamment d v1rifier les
1quipements de soutien de l'6quipage
a eu lieu en septembre La proposition

Station spatiale
F re e d o m /C o I u m b u s' :: I ;:;'f;' : :X:tr r::' ::: :"Ji::":i::.

Laboratoires habit6s
Le scdnario du Programme Columbus
a 6t6 consolidd dans le cadre de la
prdparation du nouveau plan d long
terme de I'ESA Ce sc1nario modifie,
prdsentd par le Directeur gdn6ral fin
aolt d, Darmstadt, r6pond aux objectifs
de programme 1tablis lors de /a session
minist6rielle du Conseil d La Haye et
est compatible avec les contraintes
budg1taires globales indiqu6es par
/es Elafs membres; 17 est basd sur /e
lancement en 1998 du laboratoire
raccordd et de la plateJorme polaire,

celui au laboratoire autonome 6tant
reooussd d 2003.

Du point de vue de la conception du
systdme, I'accent esl m/S, pendant les
premidres ann6es, sur I'optimisaflon des
caractdristiques de fonctionnement du
composite form6 en orbite aprds
accostage du laboratoire autonome d

I'avion spatial Hermds

Lors de la rdunion du Conseil au niveau
ministdriel d Munich en novembre 1991,

qui a confirm€ les objectifs accept6s d
La Haye ainsi que le plan d long terme
1992-2005 propos1 comme cadre
strat1gique de planification de I'Agence,
il a 6td convenu que le programme
Columbus serait poursuivi en 1992
conformdment d ce plan et qu'une
nouvelle 1valuation aurait lieu d la fin
de I'annde.
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mid-1998, and a revision of the industrial
activities and their detailed planning was

initiated in industry at the end of October.

The development activities have

continued, including the follow-on actions
to the Baseline Consolidation Review

Detailed design of the Mechanical
Ground-Support Equipment (MGSE) and
the Platform's structure has continued

Procurement of long-leadtime items for
the Service Module has been initiated

and the associated activities for the
Payload Module are in preparation.

Hermes
Space segment
The configuration of the space plane and
the accommodation of subsystems has

been further developed. The plane's

aerodynamic shape has been evaluated

in subsonic tests and good flight qualities

have been confirmed

For the Resource Module, the accom-
modation of additional servicing
capabilities required by the Columbus
Free-Flying Laboratory and a change
in the structural material to a sandwich
technology are under investigation

Activities at subsystem level have

addrdssed the failure tolerance of the
architecture and the identification of

mass-driving parameters The failure
tolerance ol the spacionic system (both

failures in computer hardware and
software errors) is particularly

demanding, but a promising approach
has recently been identified which is

now under evaluation

Another subsystem where major
architectural changes are under
evaluation is the propulsion subsystem,

for which a new less complex
architecture is being considered

Task forces have been created to

improve and control the critical budgets

A major thermal-protection technology
milestone has been achieved with the
acceptance of the winglet box and the
nose cone (scale: 06)

Ground segment
The Hermes Flight Control Centre

architecture study has led to definition
of the functional architecture and of the
subsystems for the control facility

Progress has also been made on the

training facilities, with the evaluation

of two candidate training aircraft and
analysis of the simulator functions
Support needs for the launch-site facility
and the integration facility in Europe are

currently under study

Particular attention has been devoted to

achieving coherence between mock-ups,
test beds and software.

The status of activities and studies
performed to date for definition of the
ground segment have been submitted to

an independent overall assessment in

order to identify priorities for the next
years

Management aspects
The need to comply with annual
payment limitations has led to the
application of a stretched development
scenario for Hermes (so-called
'Darmstadt' or '2OO2' scenario), which
leads to subsonic flight testing in the year

2000, with the first unmanned orbital
flighr in 2002

The priorities for 1992 are the
consolidation of the financial proposal,

critical technologies and system

coherence In addition, the recom-
mendations of the Council Meeting
at Ministerial Level in Munich in mid-
November concerning cooperation will
ho inrrocfinatorl

equipment has been integrated, will form
elements of the engineering mockup of

the launcher.

The most spectacular event involved the
tank for thrs stage, the first example of
which passed its proof pressure test.

Manufacture of the tank, intended for the
H155 dynamic mockup, is consequently
continuing at Cryospace with the delicate
operation of fitting the thermal protection

In place

Vulcain engine
To date there have been 66 tests of the
engine, totalling 4600 s of running and
covering the whole flight domain. The

third test engine was dismantled for
inspection after 17 tests and 2600 s of

runnrng.

P230 solid-booster stage
Production of the first forward segment
for the booster in ltaly went smoothly,

and the block of grain appears
satisfactory Two tests on the complete
igniter were successful

Commissioning of the solid-grain plant in
French Guiana has taken longer than
planned, and the first loading of a real

booster segment has had to be
postponed. Though this means putting
off the first tesfstand firing by a few

months, it does not cast any doubt on

the design of the grain plant

As with the H155 stage, the stage
authority has made a start on flighf
guidance activities, using actual parts of

the P230 such as the nozzle, actuator
amd aft skirt G

Ariane-5
The final quarter of 1991 saw numerous
major events that give an idea of the
scope of the industrial work that has

been done

H155 cryogenic stage
The stage authorrty's activities culminated
in tests on the stage flight-guidance
mockup using actual components such
as the thrust-frame, actuators and Vulcatn

engrne.

The flight{ype structures (forward skirt
and thrust-frame) have also been
delivered to Les Mureaux (F) and, after

the pneumatic, hydraulic and electrical
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qu'exige le laboratoire autonome
Columbus ainsi qu'une modification des
matdriaux de structure au profit de la
technologie'sandwich'.

Au niveau des sous-sysfdmes, /es

activitds ont port6 sur /a sensibllitd aux
d1faillances de l'architecture et sur la
definition des paramdtres d6terminants
de masse. Les exigences de tol1rance
aux pannes du sysfdme spationique
(qu'il s'agisse de pannes du mat6riel
informatique ou d'erreurs de logiciel) sont
particulidremenl sdvdres mais on procdde
actuellement d l'1valuation d'une nouvelle
mdthode prometteuse.

On 1value 1galement les principales
modifications architecturales du sous-
sysfdme de propulsion pour lequel on
envisage une architecture moins
complexe

Des groupes de travail ont 6te consllfuds
pour amdliorer et maitriser les bilans
critiques.

Une 6tape importante a 6t6 franchie
dans le domaine de la technologie de Ia

protection thermique avec la recette du
calsson de d6rive de bout d'aile et du
c6ne d'extrdmit1 (6chelle 0,6)

Secteur sol
L'6tude de |architecture du Centre de
contr1le en vol d'Hermds a ddbouchd
sur la ddfinition de l'arcfitecture
fonctionnelle el des sous-systdmes
deslrn6s aux moyens de contr6le

Les travaux relatifs aux moyens
d'entrainement ont progress6; /es deux
avions d'entrainement candidats ont 6t6
1valuds et on a analyse les foncttons du
simulateur. On 1tudie actuellement le
soutien d apporter aux installations du
sife de lancement et aux moyens
d'intdgration en Europe

On a veill6, notamment, d ce que /es

maquettes, /es bancs d'essars el /es

logiciels soient coh1rents

L'6tat d'avancement des activites et
des 6tudes rdalis6es d ce jour dans le
domaine de Ia definition du secteur sol
a etd soumis d une 6valuation globale
independante en vue d'6tablir les
prioritds pour les ann6es d venir

Aspects relatifs a la gestion
La n6cessil6 de se conformer aux
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Iimitations annuelles de paiement a
conduit d |application d'un sc1nario de
d1veloppement d'Hermds 6tal6 dans le
temps dit sc1nario de Darmstadt ou
'2002'. Selon ce sc1nario, /es essarb en
vol subsonique auraient lieu en 2000 et
le premier vol orbital automatique en
2002.

En 1992, priorite sera accord1e d la
consolidation de la proposition financidre,
des technologies critiques et de la

cohdrence du sysfdme En outre, pour ce
qui est de la coop6ration, on 6tudiera
les recommandations formul6es par le
Conseil lors de /a session ministerielle
de la mi-novembre 1991 d Munich en
matidre de coop1ration.

Ariane-5
Au cours du dernier timestre de I'ann6e
1991 , de nombreux 1vdnements majeurs
sont intervenus qui demontrent
l' importance des travaux industriels
rdalis6s.

';6nA
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Etage cryotechnique H1 55
Les actiylt6s de l'1tagiste se sont
concrdtisdes par les essais de /a

maquette de pilotage de I'etage avec
des composanls rdels tels que: b\ti
moteur, servo-moteurs et moteur Vulcain.

Par ailleurs /es slructures de type vol
(upe avant et b1ti moteur) ont 6t6 livr5es
aux Mureaux et, aprds integration des
6quipements pneumatiques, hydrauliques
et eEdilques, formeront les el1ments de
Ia maquette fonctionnelle du lanceur

L'6v6nement le plus spectaculaire
concerne le r1servoir de l'6tage dont le
premier exemplaire vient de subir avec
succds l'1preuve de timbrage. Ce
r1servoir, destin6 a Ia maquette
dynamique de I'etage H155 poursuit
donc son cycle de fabrication chez
Cryospace, notamment avec I'opdration
d6licate de la pose de la protection
thermique.

Moteur Vulcain
A ce jour 66 essaa du moteur, cumulant
4600 s de fonctionnement ont ete
rdalrs6s, permettant d'explorer
I'ensemble du domaine de vol. ll faut
remarquer que le troisidme exemplaire
du moteur a 6td ddmont6 pour expertise
aprds 17 essais el 2600 s de
fonctionnement.

Etage d poudre P230
En ltalie, la realisation du premier
segmenl avant du propulseur s'esf
d6roul6e sans incident et le bloc de
poudre apparait sain. Il faut signaler
6galement I' exdcution salrsfarsante de
deux essarb de I'allumeur complet.

La mise en route de I'usine de poudre
en Guyane s'avdre plus longue que
prdvue et le premier chargement d'un
segment rdel du propulseur a d0 6tre
rebut6. Cet incident, qui ne remet pas
en question la conception de I'usine,
entraine un report du premier essai au
banc de quelques mors.

Par ailleurs, comme pour I'6tage H155,
I'1tagiste a commenc1 I'activite
'maquette de pilotage'avec des
6l6ments rdels du P230 tels que tuydre,
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servo-moteur, et jupe arridre. G
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Publications Available from ESA Publications Division

Publication Number of
rssues per year

Scope/Contents Availabllity Source

Periodicals
ESA Bulletin

ESA Journal

Earth Observation Ouarterly
(English or French)

ECSL News

Reaching for the Skies

Columbus Logbook

Microgravity News from ESA

(English with French summaries)

News & Views

4

4

3

ESA's magazine

ESA's learned journal

Remote-sensing newspaper

Bulletin ol the European Centre for Space

Law (under the auspices of ESA)

ESA's Space Transportation Systems

Space Station/Columbus newspaper

Europe's microgravity research programme

ESA Information

Retrieval Service's newspaper

ESA Publications Division, ESTEC,

2200 AG Noordwiik, The Netherlands
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Monographs
Conference Proceedings
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Scientific & Technical Reports
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(SP-xxx)

(SP-xxxx)
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(STM-xxx)
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Volumes on specrfic Conference subjects
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Summary ol less than 50 pages

on a specifac subject
'Folders' giving short description ol a
sublect for the space-interested layman

Graduate level - rellecting ESA'S

position on a given subject

Graduate level latest but not finalised

thinking on a given subject

Definitive requirements in support of

contracts

Prices below

Free of charge

Prices below

ESA Publications Division, ESTEC,

2200 AG Noordwiik, The Netherlands

Other Publications
Training Manuals

Technical Translations

IM-xxx) Series for education ol users or potenttal

users of ESA programmes, services or

facilities

Translations of national space-related

documents - (Microfiche or
photocopy only)

Prices from ESRIN ESRIN, Via Galileo Galilei,

CP64, 00044 Frascati, ltaly,

or ESA/IRS Office, 8-10 Mario Nikis

75738 Paris 15. France

Public-telations material General lilerature, posters

photographs, films, etc

ESA Public Relations Service

8-10 rue Mario-Nikis

75738 Paris 15, France

Charges for printed documents
Number of pages in document:
Price (Dutch Guilders)
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50
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made payable to 'ESA Publications Division'. No publications will be sent before receipt of
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